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letters
Taking the rap

All right. As I open my eagerly awaited June issue of New Music Monthly, I am assaulted by a huge dose

of cleavage. It makes me rethink my magazine choice. U.S. News And World Report never has tits on the

cover of its magazine. (Although I have not researched this I believe I am correct.) I do not think it is

necessary for your spectacular monthly to resort to such tactics. Honestly. It’s repulsive. She is a lovely

woman that would most likely sell the magazine without exposing herself.

I am really not a prude,

Emily Meeks (emeeks@pacbell.net)

Actually, there was this one really hot U.S. News cover of Madeline Albright where the light caught her just

so... Seriously, when you make the decision to run a cover like our June issue's, you'd be a fool not to know its

going to provoke a strong reaction, be it positive, negative or libidinous. And you'd be even more foolish not

to realize that responding to those reactions either in earnest or with the wiseacre Editor Verite humor usually

found in this space would make you look like, well, a fool. —Ed.

Ownership is nine-tenths

It took a couple days for me to figure it out, but the DJ Rap stuff was very funny. "She will own me." Ha-

Ha But seriously, when will you go back to putting real artists on the cover? Any more cover stories like

this and you'll start losing credibility.

Brian Hohm (brianb@datasbare.net)

Maxim reality

When I got your June 99 issue with DJ Rap on the cover through the mail, I had to make sure that it was

CM] New Music Monthly. Is this a scientific experiment hatched up by the evil geniuses in your lab to see

if sex sells or have you kidnapped some of the editors of Maxim to be your slaves for the layout? If I saw

this at the newsstand, I sure would buy it—it isn't fair! You had to appeal to the lowest common

denominator (not that there's anything wrong with it)!!!

Johanns Fernandez (bogchihokbu@earthlinkjiet)
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Hang the DJ

I wanted to thank you for your truly special May issue, "Sluts With Turntables.” I think it's fantastic that

you are so attuned to the needs and interests of female readers. I hope I can look forward to future issues

addressing such needs as how to see the keyboard over one's breast implants. Thanks to your article, I

realized that saving up my money and buying a guitar was a silly and stupid idea. If I want to be part of

the music scene, I have to save up for cosmetic surgery instead. I already knew this was the way to

mainstream glory, but imagine my pleasure in finding out this would also lead me to credibility in the

independent scene as well! No more is indie music about stuffy things like melodies and talent, it's about

cleavage and make-up! Well, all I can say is, it's about time. Now all I need to do is lose 20 pounds below

my height-weight ratio, and I too can enter the exciting world of soft pom. Thanks for the inspiration!!

Daryn Paciotti

The thin Rap line

Am I out of line? Instead of reading your magazine, I listened to the June CD and stared at DJ Raps

breasts on the front cover. I was very impressed with both.

Rich (webmastei@pboenixfusion.com)
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One more radar lover gone

Trent Buckroyd wrote in the June 1999 Geek Love column: "Q: Just how cool does it sound to say that your

first foray into live musical entertainment was a double bill featuring Golden Earring and Loverboy?"

Trent, my friend—you saw the coolest band in the universe that night, but it was Golden Earring, not

Loverboy. And you saw them at the height of their "Twilight Zone" MTV popularity. George Kooymans is

one of the great guitar heroes of all time, Barry Hay radiates cool, Rinus Gerritsen and Cesar Zuiderwijk

should be household names in a perfect world. Check out their new import CD called Paradise In Distress

They're still going strong, and still making great music.

Dan Province (Arvada, Colorado)

Dear Dan,

If Dan is your real name—something makes me think it might be George, Rinus, Barry or Cesar.

Unfortunately 1 didn't get a chance to see much ol theirfyour show. I was in the parking lot at the official

"Q102 Golden Earring Sucks, Loverboy Rules Tailgate Party." / was (illegally) drinking Labats, and eating

Canadian bacon (which / found to taste suspiciously more like ham than bacon). Anyway, I was able to catch

their/your last song, a 22-minute rendition of "Radar Love." / think this traumatic experience coupled with the

whole "well trade you some dishes for New York" is why I don't completely trust the Dutch. In reference to the

import-only status of theirfyour new record Paradise In Distress, have you contacted CMC Records?

Sincerely Yours,

TVent Buckroyd

On The Web: httpV/www.cnq.co«/

NewMM/ranmsub.html
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email: cmyRWflthly@cmj.cMi

TO ADVERTISE
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WHERE MUSIC PLAYS A STARRING ROLE

CMJ FilmFest '99 spotlights dynamic new film talent with independent

features, shorts and advance screenings of upcoming major releases.

Special recognition is given to the filmmaker who exhibits excellence

in the use of music in film. Deadline for entries: August 2, 1999.

www.cmj.com/Marathon99/

CMJ '99. COME SEE WHAT'S NEXT.

SEPTEMBER 15-18,1999 NEW YORK CITY

For more information, visit the CMJ Website, call 516-498-3156 or email filmfest@cmj.com.



I
was to happen

eventually. And it had certainly been

hinted at on more than one occasion
. \

’

in the past. Indie-rock's quintessential V-\^H
four-track heroes would have to make •«•

a clean break from the cozy . v,

world of DIY home recording #S> •

and take the 24-track plunge.

And who better to facilitate

such a bold step forward then Cars

auteur Ric Ocasek? Alter all, if you're gonna do something silly,

you might as well go all the way. And Slick Ric is one of those

studio specialists for whom even 24 tracks has never really been enough to W
satisfy his panoramic vision. He's more into numbers like 36 and 48. The Gcme of Silly

would indeed be pleased. V
And so, after flirting with the concept of making a full-on professionAfotudio

album on 1996’s Under The Bushes Under The Stars and then again on 199Ts Mag
Earwhigl. only to be lured back to those nasty old lo-fi habits by the irresistible fl*ap,

crackle, and pop of the four- and eight-track, Guided By Voices threw caution wTthe

wind and hitched a ride vjjth Qcasek on the hi-fi highway. The result, Do\The

Collapse, finds Dayton, Ohio's best answer to Oasis working for a new boss. 1VT
Records, and sounding bigger, slicker and, well, come to think of it, more like OaSus

tnen most of us would probably like to admit. GBV frontman Robert "Bob" Pollari

who also happens to be the last original member in a band that now features former.

Guided By Voices hitches a hi-fi ride

with Ric Ocasek and TVT Records.
n



quick fix

Guided By Voices (continued from page 9)

Cobra Verde guitarist Doug Gillard, ex-

Breeders drummer Jim MacPherson, and

former Amp/Breeder Nate Farley on bass, is

less likely to balk at such comparisons these

days than you might expect.

"We've always wanted to make a really

big. classic, arena rock-sounding Guided By

Voices album," he relates over the phone from

his home in Dayton. "But I guess we just

didn't feel that we were ready to do it until

now. Part of it just had to do with having the

right band. But even when we were doing all

of that weird four-track stuff, we still played

like a real rock band live. But now we've got a

band who can really play the classic stuff—
all those sounds I always heard in my head

—

especially Doug, who I think is one of the best

guitar players in the world."

Pollend says he originally hooked GBV up

with Ocasek, who adds some very Cars-y

synths to the opening track of Do The Collapse.

when the band was still planning to make
another album with Matador. "We'd already

decided to do this kind of record because I

really wanted it to go through that deal

Matador had with Capitol. I was talking to the

people at Capitol about it and they were totally

behind the idea. They said that as long was we
were willing to make a real studio album with

a big name producer and everything, then

they'd handle it."

Unfortunately, the Matador/Capitol deal

fell apart before Pollard had a chance to put his

plan into action. And when Matador let GBV's

contract expire, Pollard decided it was time to

move on. "There were a few [labels] that were

interested, but TVT offered us the best deal, just

in terms of me having the freedom to put out my
own little indie records. Plus, TVT's got XTC."

For those of you who already miss the

hiss and hum of the old GBV, don't despair.

Bob's keeping the old lo-fi aesthetic alive on

his own The Fading Captain Series label,

which put out the Pollard solo disc Kid Marine

last year. One of the label's newest releases is

In Shop We Build Electric Chairs: Professional

Music By Nightwalker, 1984-1993. Pollard

claims that Nightwalker is "an obscure

Bloomington, Indiana, band." But, damn if it

doesn't sound suspiciously like Bob Pollard

and his former GBV buddies Tobin Sprout and

Mitch Mitchell kicking it old school with a

raucous little home-recorded session. Old
habits do die hard. NHH

CALIFORNIA DREAMING _J
Mike Patton restores faith with a new Mr. Bungle

album and a new label, Ipecac.

California is not the record you'd want to spend time with if you were under the

influence of hallucinogens. Or perhaps you would—if you're in the mood for a

trip in every sense of the word. Mr. Bungle's third opus is a wondrous
amalgamation of styles that induces memories of Disneyland's Pirates of the

Caribbean, days at the beach, doses of hardcore rockabilly, lovable schmaltz and
bizarre sound effects. Some songs are so dense and odd, in fact, that singer Mike

Patton is wondering how to perform them live.

"We're trying to figure out how to pull that off at the moment I" he chuckles. "There

may be some Milli Vanilli stuff going on. It's going to be a whole new approach.

"The record sounds like a picnic with an occasional hailstorm, so we figured

California would work," the fast-talking Patton says of the title. "We were going

to call this In Technicolor, but for obvious copyright reasons, we couldn't." It is

indeed a vividly colored and textured soundtrack straight from the twisted and
fertile mind of Mr. Bungle main man Patton and his equally eccentric band of

merry men—Bar (horns/keyboards), Trevor Dunn (bass/keyboards), Danny Heifetz

(percussion/keyboards), Trey Spruance (guitar/keyboards).

"To us it's pop-y," Patton says of songs such as "None Of Them Knew They

Were Robots," "The Air-Conditioned Nightmare" and "Sweet Charity." "But to

some fucking No Doubt fan in Ohio, they're not going to swallow that!"

Patton's previous band, Faith No More—which scored a mega-hit with the 1990

single "Epic," as well as smaller successes—was more radio-oriented than Mr. B, if

only barely by the end of that band's run. But Patton's other new efforts will likely

garner less airplay than either of his other lineups. The San Francisco-based

musician is now label head for Ipecac Recordings, in partnership with Greg

Werckman, who for years helped run Jello Biafra's Alternative Tentacles label.

Ipecac's first release is from the "neo-metal" band Fantaomas, featuring

Patton and Buzz Osbourne of the Melvins. The label has a half-dozen releases on

deck for 1999, including three Melvins records and a Japanese noise group Patton

is working with.

Ipecac (which is a medicinal shrub used in treating accidental poisonings

by inducing regurgitation) has Patton excited about his tenure in label-dom. "It

doesn't take a brain surgeon: You record an album cheaply, you'll recoup quickly,

and you'll be in the money," he observes. "It's been an eye-opening experience

realizing how much more simple it is than I thought it was."

Of course, Mr. Bungle is on Warner Bros., and Patton is not displeased.

"They've been pretty good to this band for a while... I don't know why." he

muses. "I was afraid to ask. I don't think they understand us, but I wouldn't

have it any other way." >»Katherine Hinnan
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Jazz-cabaret vocals blend with sampladelic
club beats and cinematic orchestration on

this Icelandic chanteuse's debut album.

IN STORES NOW

"It's truly rare to find a record as technically well-realized yet

so thoroughly captivating from start to finish" —SOMA

"You will be told [Moa is] Portishead with a smile but their

brand of trip hop is more challenging than that" —Esquire

"Impressive...jazztastic textures but with richly emotive soul

pop tunes on top that seep into your consciousness so you
end up dreaming about them" —NME

KMANDAm^r
www icatandaircom

wwwtommyboy.com
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Weird Record Of The Month

EVP, or Electronic Voice Phenomena, is the

name given to strange voices that appear on

recording tape—from radio interference,

from magnetic glitches, or, as some people

like to believe, from the voices of the dead,

sending messages back to the living. The

Ghost Orchid (Ash International), put

together by England's Parapsychic Acoustic

Research Cooperative, collects over 75

examples of EVP, mostly recorded by a

Yorkshire researcher named Raymond Cass.

The voices come across through heavy radio

static, and appear to send cryptic messages,

often switching languages every word or

two. Of course, as the CD booklet points out,

"ghost voices" can be generated very easily

by playing multiple spoken-word sources at

once, forwards or backwards; any

combination of phonemes can sound like it’s

saying something apropos in some

language. For fun, listen to the disc without

paying attention to the explanations and see

if the ghosts are saying something personal

to you. »>Douglas Wolk

Random Quotes
"I was Ferris
Bueller in high
school; when I saw the

movie, I said, 'Hey, that's

me.' I controlled the
school. I was accepted in

all the circles: the jocks

liked me, the greasers liked me, the

eggheads liked me, the soshes liked me. I

always wanted to go back to a
reunion, but I was afraid I'd

forget people's names. I thought it

would look arrogant. Then I realized they

give you these little stickers with your

names on them."

»>Alice Cooper, on school being out forever

“He's a Venus flytrap. This beautiful,

charming thing, but once you get too close

he just fucks you. I don't know one
person who likes him."

>»Smash Mouth's Steve Harwell, on why he and

Third Eye Blind's Stephan lenkins can't be friends

XUSIfffSSf,

Undaunted by having its name—and math homework—stolen, IQU

takes its drum ’n’ theremin ’n’ bass on the road.

Kento Oiwa is on a mission. He's driven more than an hour to the minimalist-chic Seattle

nightclub ARO.space to convince a visiting Tomoyuki Tanaka (a.k.a. Fantastic Plastic Machine)
to remix one of IQU's new songs. The Japanese DJ/electronic music artist doesn't make any

promises, citing a litany of such requests, but Oiwa's smiling anyway; the nice folks in the

musician-friendly club gave him a free meal for his troubles.

Oiwa and band mates Michiko Swiggs and Aaron Hartman have resigned themselves to

rejoicing in small pleasures, in part because the Olympia, Washington, band has encountered a

spiell of adversity since releasing its charming, lo-fi drum 'n' bass debut last year, Chotto Matte

A Moment! (K). First came a name change to IQU from ICU (both pronounced, in Teletubby-like

phonetics, as ee-koo). The inducement was a sternly written notice from a self-proclaimed "neo

punk hard rock band" from New York that wasn't willing to share the name with a West Coast

counterpart. No hard feelings.

"A guy in Athens, Georgia, gave us their record for free," Oiwa says of ICU. Swiggs

punctuates the anecdote: "He said it wasn't gonna sell anyway."

Another threat to IQU's well being came in the usually neighborly environs of Vancouver,

where a wayward Canadian broke into the band's van on a bright Sunday afternoon. The thief

could have done some serious damage: Both on record and on stage, IQU derives its sound from

a one-of-a-kind mix of theremin, upright bass, turntables, oscillators, guitar, samplers and
sequencers. The only items lost were Hartman's bass, Oiwa's headphones and, somewhat to

Swiggs's amusement, her math book and homework. "They didn't steal our records or samplers

or keyboards," Oiwa says, relieved.

With a new name and a new bass, the trio is ready to make the best of a fresh start. First up

is an attention-getting collaboration with Portland, Oregon, performance artist Miranda July,

which combines IQU's sonic chicanery with July's brash, character-driven narratives. The EP's

two lengthy tracks, "Girls On Dates" and "Kida-Co-Coma," sound like late-'90s updates of Laurie

Anderson's early work, and both get churned up as self-made remixes.

The group is also in the process of recording its second full-length for K. The goal, the band
says, is to improve the sound quality, though the trio insists on continuing to work exclusively in

K owner Calvin Johnson's Dub Narcotic studio, the same eight-track set-up that inspired the

ingenuity behind the full-sounding Chotto Matte. After that? A whopping ten-week tour. "We can't

keep jobs," Oiwa says, "so we may as well stay on the road." >»Richaid Martin

12 newmusic
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quick fix

UK chart-toppers Super Furry Animals launch two very different

insurgencies in the US.
The Super Furry Animals' recent album Radiator (Flydaddy) opens with the delirious, supersonic

manifesto "Placid Casual," which includes the line, "Fuzz clogs up my video/What do we do

now/Now we are free again?" Considering how mediocre the Welsh quintet now considers its last

album Fuzzy Logic, which clogged the UK charts with dazzling singles like "If You Don't Want Me To

Destroy You" and "Something 4 The Weekend," the line sounds like a mission statement. Only it turns

out the song's actually about geo-political instability, which just proves how silly it is to make
assumptions about a band capable of drawing influence from Abba to Zappa, Merseybeat to the mods,

but which actually started six years ago as an anarchist techno collective. "It's about post-revolution,"

explains singer Gruff Rhys, over an Easter Sunday breakfast of bagels and coffee. "It could be about

the day after Lenin. You know, you win the revolution, you think you're free. The euphoria of revolution,

the spirit, is amazing. But after two days, then what? Where do you go from there?"

Revolutionaries or not, the Super Furry Animals had to ask themselves that question as well

after the sprawling, neo-psychedelia of Fuzzy Logic that the band now considers way too unfocused,

and that the British press was too happy to pigeonhole as Britpop nonetheless. Worn down, the band
returned to North Wales, and made its follow-up album in a small village, so close to a Royal Air

Force runway that pilots waved to them during landings. Their experiences with Britpop over-exposure—not to mention cabin fever from being crammed
together in a small bungalow all day—give Radiator its sense of paranoia and end of the millennium psychosis blues, from the Cold War fears of "She's

Got Spies" and "Demons" to the don't-believe-the-hype warnings "The International Language of Screaming" and "Play it Cool." "We pushed the songs

more. Each song is more crisp and decisive," Rhys explains. "But it started off as this really poppy album, and then we hit this Altamont mark downward,

and all these slower, deadlier songs appeared by the end. The whole time we recorded, Hale-Bopp comet appeared. That made us go paranoid and crazy."

They won't have the comet to blame for the manic Guerilla (also on Flydaddy), out in July.

"It's even more all over the place, but it's much more uplifting and positive," Rhys says of the new record. "I think every album you make should be

different from the last."

In fact, the band has already planned very different directions for its next two records: an album of acoustic Welsh tunes, and a return to their

electronic roots, with a leisurely, landscaped techno record.

"I think we've passed the time of Bob Dylan going electric. This is nothing quite like that," Rhys says. "The whole notion of being in a band is so clichdd

anyway. It's ridiculous. You should do what you're comfortable with. We try our best to make coherent music. This is what happens." »>David Daley

THE COMP PILE
TITLE

' %

CONCEPT TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC NAMES TO DROP SUMS IT UP

Abductions And

Reconstructions

(Eighteenth Street Lounge)

DC duo Thievery Corporation

remixes a lot of cool, trendy

stuff as heard in their cool,

trendy club

Well-dressed clubgoers and

bedsitters

Remixes of David Byme,

Stereolab, Pizzicato 5,

Black Uhuru

Stereolab “Tickertape Of

The Unconscious"

Electro-Lounge

(Right Stuff-Capitol)

Electronica artists remix

lounge-era classics

Lovers of the ironic and

electronic

Meat Beat Manifesto, Q-Bums

Abstract Message

j
Sarah McLachlan, Kate Bush,

Neil Finn, Ivy

"The Good, The Bad And The

Ugly (oldskool gusgus remix)"

Felicity

(Hollywood)

Tracks from the WB’s series

about a college freshman in

the wilds of NYC

Young women between their

‘N Sync and NPR stages

Kate Bush “This Woman’s

Work"

Nightmares:

From Rotterdam

—

The U.S. Edition

(Moonshine)

An introduction to the

Netherlands hardcore

techno and "gabber"

scene for US audiences

Kidz with 40s and phat pants,

for whom sound can never be

too loud and beats never

too hard

Lenny Dee, Euromasters

f

Lenny Dee Vs. DJ Paul "Make It

F**king Loudef

Punk-O-Rama 4

(Epitaph)

"Dirt cheap" ($4.98)

compilation of the punk

that rocks you

Impressionable young

minds without a lot of

allowance to blow

Rancid, Pennywise, Bad

Religion, Tom Waits, Bouncing

Souls, NOFX

Pennywise's otherwise

unreleased “Fight If

Unsealed:

A Tribute To The Go-Go's

(4 Alarm)

They got the beat Also-rans pay

tribute to ‘80s pop/punk

sweethearts

Undiscriminating new wavers
Sunset Valley, Frogs, Fig Dish,

Season To Risk

The Frogs “Vacation" -or- Alton

Beausoleil's sitar-led “Medly"

Where Is My Mind?:

A Tribute to the Pixies

(Glue Factory-Oglio)

Today's college rockers pay

tribute to the penultimate

college rock band

Left of the dial habitues
Nada Surf, Weezer, Superdrag,

Far, Local H

Reel Big Fish's bouncy

“Gigantic"

Y2K

(Columbia)

r. it .'V,';

'

Time capsule of electronic-

dance hits, just in case the Y2K

bug kills everyone's sequencers

Those too impatient to wait

for the Time-Life Greatest

Electronica Hits Of the ’90s

TV offer

vSv'agfltiSK-aM;

Chemical Brothers, Fatboy Slim,

Propellerheads, Underworld,

&Bjork, Prodigy

Fatboy Slim's hit “The

Rockafeller Skank"

VERDICT

Cool tracks shaken and

stirred—the home version of

a swank night out

Dean Martin coming on to Julie

London to the strains of drum V
bass—yeah, baby!

The music of the college

experience, compiled for those

still awaiting their first sexual

experience

For those of you who like rave,

but find it lacking that essential

element of violence

Priced to move—you into

the mosh pit

Their lips are sealed; wish we

could say the same for our ears

A "Gigantic” surprise: a tribute

compilation that’s actually good

You’ll need something to play on

New Years between“1999" and

"2001," and ifs a must-own if you're

not sick of “Rockafeller Skank" yet
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quick fix

TROPICAL PUNCH
It wasn't rock critics calling Os Mutantes’ Tropicalia sound

revolutionary. It was the government.

The Mutantes' guitarist Sergio Dias Baptista has fond memories of the "happening" they put

together at the Casa Grande Theater in Rio de Janeiro to celebrate the release of their third album,

A Divina Com&dia Ou And

o

Meio Desligado. "It was one of the first multi-media experiments

here—boy, am I sick of that term! We had a totally crazy act with 13 other guys and girls acting and
dancing and cinema projected of a brain surgery, and we threw nets on the audience, and there

were huge tractors, tires, tubes and balls and very loud rock 'n' roll. It was a sight to see."

And this happened in 1970. when even playing electric guitars in Brazil would get a band

cursed as pro-American, and traditionalists had had electric instruments banned from Brazil's

itival of Popular Music. The Mutantes—a young trio comprised of Baptista, his brother Amaldo
ard singer Rita Lee, assisted by a handful of other musicians and arranger Rogerio Duprat—were

at the forefront of the "Tropicalia" movement that reached out to rock, psychedelia and
ex Derimental music, which meant they played whatever the hell they wanted to. Spanish guitars

ard blistering acid-rock electric guitars, gorgeous Beatles-ish pop melodies and parodies of

Brazilian folk tunes, flashes of electronics and intense percussion workouts, tripped-out tape

experimentation and exquisite three-part harmonies nestled up close to each other like the

di ferences just didn't matter. Of course, they mattered a lot more at the time, when playing the

way the Mutantes did was an explicitly political statement. Brazil was still shaken up from the

military coup of 1964, and the "openness" in the arts that spawned Tropicalia only went so far

—

th »re were riots at the first major Mutantes performance.

Though the Mutantes' songwriters on their earliest records included a lot of names of artists

who have since crossed over to American audiences—Jorge Ben, Caetano Veloso, Gilberto Gil

—

th 5 band never had a record released in the US, and sang exclusively in Portugese. (They did

make an English-language album, Technicolor, in 1971, but it was never officially released; tapes

of it have only recently

surfaced.) A few years ago,

though, multi-generation

cassettes of their

marvelous early albums
started circulating around

the rock underground (Kurt

Cobain was a fan, and
Beck named his album
Mutations in tribute to

them). Now the first three

Mutantes discs have been

reissued by the new
Omplatten label, and
David Byrne's Luaka Bop is

releasing a greatest-hits

album. Everything Is

Possible.

The band's records were

subject to diminishing

returns through the early

70s, and eventually it split

up as the driving forces of

Tropicalia drifted apart.

But the Mutantes'

historical moment was
unlike anything else: "It

was the process of doing

things and being

adolescent, and being

able to do whatever we
wanted in any respect,"

Dias says. "It was the

constant exhilaration of

freedom." »>Douglas Wolk

Label Profile

wasps i
RtCvKUo

born, says Dave

Heckman, founder and president of

Metropolis Records. A top industrial

label for five years now, Metropolis grew

from Digital Underground, a record store

Heckman opened in Philadelphia in '91. "I

was like, 'If I can sell 300 copies of these

records at one store in Philly at high import

prices, what could I do for these bands if I

started a label and distribution company?"'

Today Metropolis—itself distributed

through Caroline—boasts such industrial

stalwarts as Front 242, cEvin Key (ex-

Skinny Puppy), and Front Line Assembly

(which released its latest album. Implode,

in April), in addition to distributing

releases by smaller labels including Kyan,

Bedazzled and Dancing Ferrit and overseas

labels such as Trinity, World Serpent and

NovaTeck. What does the future hold?

Heckman says the heart is industrial but

"we're moving a little in the goth direction.

I've been more picky about that because I

think the good bands in that genre are

awesome—Siouxie & The Banshees, Cure.

But a lot of it's very, very cheesy, and a lot of

the people in the scene are really weird. I'm

always going out meeting kids in black

dresses—and a lot of them are guys!"

Tours We’d Like To See

Smells Like Teen Spirit Tour:

Imperial Teen, Atari Teenage Riot,

Teen Beaters, Teen Idols, Teen Idles,

Pain Teens, Teenage Fanclub,

Teengenerate, Prissteens,

Rock’A*Teens, Royal Teens,

Teenage Jesus And The Jerks

Random Quotes

"Politics are in my
songs in the same
way that to be
lovers—to have a
relationship—is

politics, the same
way that staring at

the moon is politics. For us

Brazilians, politics is a very important

matter, because politics is destroying us.

It's fucking up the country.
Politics are in my music because it is part

of our food. It is very important."

>»Tom Ze, on the politics oi, ramram, feelin' good

au*usti999 IS



-quick fix

In My Room
BARRY ADAMSON

Wu-Tang Clan
Enter The Wu-Tang:

36 Chambers

Quincy Jones
(soundtrack) In Cold I

Sly & The Family Slone

There's A Riot Going On

Alice Cooper
"School's Out"

SPAHN RANCH - Athan

Bobby Darin
As Long As I'm Singin'

Daniel Wolff

(book) You Send Me: The Life

And Times Of Sam Cooke

Peter Murphy
Recall

Russ Colombo
Save The Last Dance For Me

The Best Of James Bond. 30th Anniversary

Collection

XTC - Andy Partridge

A three-inch high

aluminum figure of a

union soldier, from a

19th century US Funfair

shooting gallery.

Jean Claude Pifret

(book) Figurine Publicitaires

A French book about free gifts given with

products such as coffee, cereal, soap

powder, etc.: full of cheap plastic treasure.

Louie Jordan
Five Guys Named Moe
Me and Harry (aged 11) love it to bits.

A set of stone building bricks by Anchor Of

Germany

Marco Ferrieri

(film) Came
A piece of Italian nonsense starring the

impossibly scrumptious Francesca Dellera

Maroulis

APARTMENT LIFE

In his solo four-track project Dump, Yo La Tengo bassist James

McNew covers Prince and Sun Ra, samples The Simpsons, and

writes winsome melodies that’ll shred your heartstrings.

"Cooking, cleaning, recording songs—it's just something I do at home," shrugs a modest James

McNew, who's best known as the member of Yo La Tengo not linked by matrimony, the silent giant

who ended the band's earlier Spinal Tap-esque tragicomedy of rotating bassists. DIY aficionados

also recognize McNew as the sole member of Dump, the moniker under which he's released three

albums and more singles and compilation tracks than mere mortals can count. "We're about to

move into a house," he continues. "It'll be great not to have to put my equipment away every time

I want to do something real life, like pay bills."

James is a music junkie who'd be committing his guitar/Casio/drumbox sketches to four-

track cassette in his Brooklyn railroad flat even if he weren't making a living at it. Witness his

"Assault On Springfield" project, assembled with so many uncleared samples from The Simpsons

that he knows it'll never be released. Music has really consumed his life—but in a good way. "I've

been a professional musician for seven years," he beams. "When Yo La Tengo played on Conan
O'Brien in '93 I think that's when my parents gave in and realized this really was my life."

The key to Dump's charm lies in McNew's knack for winsome originals and ear for

remarkably diverse cover versions—spanning Sun Ra, Wreckless Eric, Henry Mancini, and Dave

Davies, for starters—all dispensed wholly devoid of the irony often accompanying such

interpretations. This year has seen a flurry of Dump activity, beginning with a cassette-only

release of Prince covers on Shrimper, That Skinny Motherfucker With The High Voice (the title is

a nod to a line from The Artist's legendary bootleg Black Album). The originals-laden Women In

Rdck EP (also on Shrimper) appeared in March, alternating krautrock drones with achingly sweet

melodies. A split 7" with Lambchop offers a cover of the Go-Betweens' "Dive For Your Memory."

"It's a song I never liked, but I saw Robert Forster do it at an in-store once and it was the most

beautiful thing I ever heard," recalls McNew. "So I ran back to the old record, and did kind of a

lclth Floor Elevators version of it. Sometimes I do covers because I like a song: other times it just

ccjmes out of fiddling with equipment, figuring out different ways to approach things." Dump's

fourth full-length CD is due by year's end.

Dump's rare live shows are usually solo affairs, but have included a roving cast of

accomplices. "I'm hoping to replace myself in the group eventually," McNew deadpans, "so I can
jukt stay home and watch basketball. It'll be like seeing the Residents, where you never know
who'll show up. Just put a bunny head [Dump's crudely cute trademark] on some overweight guy
and stick him on stage." »>Glen Sarvady
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JAMIROQUAI

\*

A
4%

wMVhm

The cat in the hat is back:

Seven million copies of

Travelling Without Moving, a

Grammy and four MTV Video

Awards later, space cowboy

Jay Kay—better known by his

nom de chapeau Jamiroquai

—

gets things Synkronized

(WORK). »>Tom Lanham

Q: Your new song "Soul Education" seems to frame
your save-the-Earth message in more "everyman"
terms—with a "soul education" being an instinctive

understanding of universal truths.

A: Absolutely right, man. And we've all got it—we all know what's

right and wrong. A soul education is what we're all bom with, and

the [song's] lyrics say, "Life information—it's on the breeze." If you

need to know something about the world, or need to know

whether you should do this or that, all you have to do is get away
from [the city] and go sit outside in the countryside and watch the

insects, the birds and animals. It's so fascinating, and so much

better for your psyche and your soul. I don't see why we go, "Isn't

it fascinating how animals have a sixth sense and the dog kind of

knows when you're coming home?" We all have that!

Q: So what programs it out of some folks?

A: The media, television, advertising, lack of education, poverty.

And poverty just comes from lack of education anyway. Let's face

it—we don't want everyone in the world educated, because if

everyone is educated they'll all want what we've got. I think

people just get detached from the minute they're fucking bom, and

my generation is one of the last generations that had any hope for

a natural, fairly undisturbed upbringing. When I see kids today,

and they're on those fucking PlayStation games all day long, in

front of the television... Now kids know they can get their thrills

straightaway just by pressing a button, so they're glued to this

shit. Take a load of city kids [to the countryside] now, and I'll bet

they've never seen a fucking goat, never seen a sheep, never seen

fuck all except buildings, poverty, killing, mugging and chugs.

How can we possibly expect them to be contributors to the planet?

Q: They could find a sheep website on the Internet. Phone
up a farmer and hear one on their free-roaming cellular.

A: Man, I didn't get a mobile phone 'til I bought a Mercedes Benz,

and it just came with one in it. And now people are so surprised

about cellulars
—"Wow! It's affecting my brainwaves!" Well, what

did you expect if you hold something like that next to your head

all day? People are crazy! Like with the genetic thing
—

"Oh, we'll

make a sheep!" And there's no possible way that in two years'

time they'll be trying to do that with humans, right? Surely they'll

just stick with sheep! People are so stupid. Of course they're going

to do it! You can't stop scientists from fucking about behind closed

doors—they're going to do whatever the fuck they like. And what

kind of world are we going to have when every dad says, "I want

a boy"? How hideous! And all that is, is an extension of your

Aryan Nation. I'm totally, vehemently against it. I do not believe

that you muck about with what makes people, people. Think

about it. What would normal life be like if everyone was my
shape and we all had my hair? It would be hell!
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BECKY

on the verge

NEW AMERICAN SHAME*
Once singer Johnny Reidt opens his mouth on the self-titled debut EP from his

two-year-old Seattle band New American Shame, it's abundantly clear where his

muse got its rock 'n' roll training. And just in case you haven't figured it out by

the time you reach the disc’s second-to-last tune, he drops a big old hint when

he growls, "Lost again on the highway to hell!' Yeah, Bon Scott's distinctively

thuggish bark is definitely the main inspiration for Reidt's raw and roguish

vocalizing, and the rest of New American Shame—guitarists Jimmy Paulson and

Terry Bratsch, bassist Kelly Wheeler, and drummer Jack Stringham—is more

than happy to oblige him by pounding out burly, blues-based hard-rock riffage

that sounds more like AC/DC than AC/DC has in years. The disc, which was

produced by Brett Eliason (Mad Season, Neil Young, Pearl Jam), came out on the

Seattle indie Will Records earlier this year, but the band has already been

snapped up by Atlantic imprint Lava, which is releasing a remastered, full-length

version this summer. That! coincide nicely with NAS’s nationwide tour opening

for the recently reunited Cult Apparently, its not quite such a long way to the

top if you wanna rock 'n' roll in 1999. »>Matt Ashare

ARSONISTS
It takes a little studying to figure out Brooklyn's Arsonists. The band numbers

anywhere from five to nine members, although there are really three core

MCs/producers: Q-Unique, D-Stroy and Freestyle. On stage, their ranks push

20-plus. And their musical moods aren't set in stone either—sometimes

they're deadly serious and menacing, sometimes glib, loose and goofy. But it's

this versatility, and ambiguity, that makes the Arsonists so interesting to

listen to and to watch. With quicksilver freestyle skills and one of the more

impressive and intelligent collective lyrical ranges out there, their appeal is

crossover-friendly (the vinyl 12” for “Pyromaniax” dented the Billboard

singles chart in May, claiming #61 in NYC) without compromising a thing.

Atypically for hip-hop groups, the Arsonists honed their skills on the road,

having toured Europe and the UK three times; they’ll be touring their own

country soon in support of their self-produced debut, As The World Bums

(Matador), set for release in August and sure to spread the word like wildfire

on a dry hillside. >»Brian Coleman

SELF
“Anti-rock"; That's how Self’s Matt Mahaffey describes his new album.

Breakfast With Girls (Spongebath-DreamWorks). “Subliminal Plastic

Motives had tons of guitars on it," he explains of his band's debut album,

“and I was going to all these rock stations and playing all these fucking rock

clubs. . . I was kind of more into Prince and fuckin' Big Daddy Kane and L.L.

Cool J and makin' beats and stuff. And I think I kind of gave the wrong

impression on the first record." Breakfast sets things straight with a

delightful melange of pop and hip-hop: Sounding equal parts Beck and

Jellyfish, the songs mix booty-shakin’ beats with zippy samples and buoyant

keyboard melodies. Mahaffey also produces other artists' records in his

home studio—a solo album by Failure's Ken Andrews, who also appears on

Breakfast, is one of his latest projects—and helps run Spongebath, the

local (Murfreesboro, Tennessee) label that he and two friends launched a

couple years back. “I guess the big picture," he offers, “is to have this log

of maturing and something that when I’m dead, it'll still be on the planet to

prove that I was here, in some measly way.” >»Jenny Eliscu



It comes down to t8Mr falling inlov^^itlvBflle aP&raftian
as purely immersive an experience as pop has to oiler today....

The tunes are what reel you in, but it's the tones and textures

teasing ambiguity, clear- cyeddrircrnal logic, TuscFrifttmg Overall

attention to detail - thaTKccp you coming back.”

Denis MB, Villaecjfpice 1

Recorded in Glasgow in 1996. Tigermilk was previously avail-

able only as a limited vinyl pressing of 1000 copies. The newly
re-mastered CD and LP will be available July F3,n999.
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best new music

MACY GRAY
On How Life Is Clean Slate-Epic

When Macy Gray was growing up in Ohio, other kids poked fun at her strange raspy voice, making her

so paranoid she seldom spoke. Years later she accidentally discovered singing and became known as

the soothing singer behind the "Winter Wonderland" Gap ad. Now on her debut album, Gray's unique

voice dazzles. A raw cross between the husky seductiveness of old-school divas like Eartha Kitt and

Tina Turner and the street raunch of modern-day playas like Foxy Brown, her singing is the album's

chief selling point. Driven by Macy's vocals, On How Life Is proffers a catchy hybrid of gritty soul and

R&B, funked up with hip-hop attitude, including DJ Shadow and Kurtis Blow samples. As the title

suggests, these songs are sneak peaks into the life of one helluva tough-talking mama. Her

perspective shifts from a sex-crazed freak on "Sex-O-Matic" to a woman spurned on the ballad "Still,"

and on the sassy standout "I've Committed Murder"—a revenge tale set against a lush background of

organs, vibes and marimbas—she's a stone cold killer who offs and robs the "mean ol' bitch" her lover

worked for and brags about getting away with it. One can speculate wildly about the inspiration for

such a song, but like life's irregularities, Macy Gray's rootsy sound is far from predictable, making it a

sweet diversion from the homogenized smooth R&B that's clogging the charts. »>Sarah Pratt

rLAMB

V.

Fear Of Fours Fontana

Lamb's name may sound cute and fluffy, but Fear Of Fours isn't an album that suggests bounding around

a springtime meadow. Instead, the British group's sophomore album is a dark and smoky listen, located

squarely in post-Portishead downbeat, jazzy trip-hop-pop territory. Despite Louise Rhodes's sultry but

heartbroken-sounding vocals and Andy Barlow's fondness for brooding stand-up bass and sluggish

beats, this is by no means just rote sulktronica. The duo clearly has widely varying (if not clashing)

interests, and that keeps things interesting. Barlow's Howie B-influenced instrumental tracks experiment

with a wide variety of beats, throwing in jumpy drum 'n' bass time signatures, adding sampled horns and

bleeps, twisting and contorting. Rhodes's folkie instincts prevail on other cuts, with her sing-songy voice

and spooky enunciation taking the spotlight in front of spare arrangements. Most satisfying is when the

two reach stylistic middle ground, sometimes taking blithely poppy but enjoyable turns, as on "Fly," but

best of all when the dour arrangements and Rhodes's chanteusery complement each other. "Bonfire" and

"Lullaby," with their lugubrious string sections, plodding beats that are heavy on the brushed cymbals,

and whispered, pained vocals, are cut closely from the Portishead cloth—but have a drama and

emotional power that grab you by the throat all the same. »>David Jarman

CAETANO VELOSO
Livro Nonesuch

For several decades and through four proper stateside releases, Brazilian pop star Caetano Veloso

slammed into the same obstacle that's plagued every other musician outside the English-speaking

world: the language barrier. But with Americans embracing more exotic fare, in part at the urging of

established American stars such as Beck, Peter Gabriel and David Byrne, Veloso and his gifted

countrymen are finding an eager new audience. Livro ("Book") provides instant satisfaction; it's a

colorful display that stretches back to early Brazilian samba, stops off in the psychedelic '60s

Tropicalia movement and pulls up at the fin de millennium as an impossibly stylish collage with

Veloso's soothing Portuguese tongue at its center. The musical potpourri includes his own light-as-

mousse acoustic guitar plucking and various backing by Bahian drum choirs, swelling string

orchestras, joyful horn sections, and funk-tinged rock ensembles. In other words, this ain't "Girl From

Ipanema." And as for that pesky language problem, Veloso's poetic, humorous and sparklingly clever

lyrics come with translation in the CD booklet. Then again, his music's playful personality and his

voice's enrapturing richness hurdle the language barrier in a dazzling Olympian leap, leaving behind

^

a warm, comforting breeze—tropical, but hardly foreign. >»Richard Martin
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ORANGE 9MM
\

Pretend I’m Human Ng

Orange 9MM, whose specialty is half-pipe worthy urban anthems, has never endured a dull moment.

Throughout its tumultuous career, 09MM has bounced from an indie label to the majors and back to

an indie. And the band is currently solidifying its lineup with a new bassist and second guitarist

(fiery vocalist Chaka Malik assumed bass duty for the recording). When these guys suffer such

upsets, though, it only strengthens their output. Pretend I'm Human is an appropriate title, since

here. Orange 9 is making every attempt to sound superhuman. While the band still builds its

foundation upon skateboard-able metal riffs, thumpy bass lines, and Malik's ability to bust rhymes

and carry a tune, Pretend I'm Human offers the experimental departure of a series of spoken word-

type interludes. When Malik's voice echoes and bellows with intensity and conviction over

powerhouse guitars, you don't need to analyze his words to get the gist—it's the sheer anger that

makes it so compelling to hear. 09MM also makes good use of quiet-loud dynamics, alternately

patting you on the back with soothing passages and then cracking your cranium with monster riffs.

The band's clever seating arrangement of artsy bits alongside bare bones energy makes one thing

certain: You won't be bored. »>Amy Scianetto

OUT:
July 13.

FILE UNDER:
Urban skate metal.

R.I.Y.L.:

Rage Against The Machine,

Deftones, Farenheit 45L

r
LOS LOBOS

V

This Time Hollywood

All bands should envy Los Lobos. They're hitting middle age, but getting more musically spry. They

survived their commercial compromise (La Bamba) and kept their dignity. They've found a production

team, Mitchell Froom and Tchad Blake, that lets them explore any style they fancy—roots-rock, boleros

and rancheros, even avant-noise. And now that most of the members have other creative diversions

—

David Hidalgo and Louie Perez as Latin Playboys with Froom and Blake, and Cesar Rosas with his own
band—Lobos can focus on everyone's best sounds. The enjoyable This Time does just that, retreating

from the quirky patina of Lobos' last two releases, Kiko and Colossal Head: it's their straightest album

since 1987's By The Light Of The Moon. Coming just months after Dose, the Playboys' latest, strange

album. This Time borrows a bit of that project's spirit—the polyrhythmic "La Playa," the head-throbbing

"High Places"—but leavens it with traditional Latin music ("Cumbia Raza," "Corazon") and the

American rock Lobos explored in the '80s, including the relentlessly catchy "Runaway With You." As

current as its title sounds, This Time's lyrics in fact explore mortality and the fleetingness of life: "Why

do the days go by so fast?/If only time was built to last." You'd expect those words to emanate from

some band on the oldies circuit, without half of Lobos' vitality. »>Chris Molanphy

July 27.

FILE UNDER:
Ethereal body musk.

R.I.Y.L.:

Latin Playboys. Little Feat,

Carlos Santana.

OUT:

r

V

KRISPY
From The Country Bomb Hip Hop

UK rappers always have a tougher time breaking out than their American counterparts, so it's not

surprising that Lancashire duo Krispy would fly under the radar. This despite a full decade of releases on

British labels great and small—mostly singles and EPs, plus a 1993 album—under the moniker Krispy 3

(the group was until recently a trio). So while MCs/siblings Microphone D.O.N. and Mr. Wiz—Richard and

Michael Finlayson—arrive fully formed on these shores, there's a sense of discovery listening to their US

debut, which proffers a cool, thoughtful vibe and old-school flow. From The Country reinforces the crew's

avoidance of trends. On early singles like 1991's "Destroy All The Stereotypes," Krispy overthrew

preconceptions of mainstream hip-hop and of its hometown. Chorley, a presumed backwater that has

produced its share of rappers but not much of a scene. The group picks up the theme on Country's "True

To The Game," in which D.O.N. observes, "Commercial MCs get most from their singles/Once they go pop,

they can't stop, like Pringles." But Country is not a boasting-and-complaining album, its mood better

described by the smooth "Takin' It Easy." Krispy s relaxed musical backdrops draw you in, from mellow

synths to Philly disco strings to a three-note guitar twang on "Outta Town" that paraphrases "Dust In The

Wind." It's this from-anywhere-and-nowhere sound that ultimately sets Krispy apart. .--Chris Molanphy

OUT:
April 20.

FILE UNDER:
Cool-vibe hip-hop.

R.I .Y.L.:

De La Soul, Definition Of Sound.

Black Eyed Peas, A Tribe Called Quest
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The Murky World Of Barry Adamson
From Former member of Nkk Cave ami the Bod

Seeds comes this collection of the best of his solo

work, phis three new trades. An exploration of

Adamson's dimly Tit realm of film noir soundtracks,

smoky nightdabs, sophisticated jazz. Fragmented

dialogs, and dork iribes.

The Dirtchamber Sessions Volume One

A DJ mix album by Proiigy braindnM Uam Howfett.

A continuous mix of Liam's favorites sack os the

Beastie Boys, Charlatans UK, Cbemicnl Brothers,

Sex Pistols, and mrmy more.

sunscreem

Over the last six years. Sunscreen

and sanultaneously graced the UX

pop diarts with #1 hits. If you've

floor since 1994, yoa've probably

More'. 'Change Or Die', preuwM

import only, indudes tb^re new rei

Where Is My Mind? A Tribute To The Pixies

With pubRc awareness of The Pixies Man all time

high, this may be the best time For this tribute

album. Fifteen eidusive tracks from.Weezer,

Weston, Eve i, Nada Surf, Sandam, Superdrag, Teen

Also available at
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CIBO MATTO has added a Lennon and lost the

food-crazy shtick—sort of—for the global fusion of

Stereotype A. Mm-mm good.

Story: ANDREW BEAUJON
Photos: BRITT CARPENTER

C ibo Motto is tired of talking about food, okay? At least, that's what its principal members are

telling me over a lunch of striped bass, paillard of chicken, and scrambled eggs with roe.
"People would come to the interview with Twinkies and want us to eat it," says Yuka Honda

the group's DJ and producer, about the press the band garnered after its 1996 debut. Viva La Woman.
"They thought that's what we wanted." So after a three-year period that saw Honda and singer
Miho Hatori tour the world, welcome the son of a Beatle into their ranks, and ride around Brazil in
Caetano Veloso's convertible, it's clear that, if nothing else, what Cibo Matto wants is to be seen
not just as the Japanese Women Who Sing About Food.

The group's new record. Stereotype A (Warner Bros.), seems calculated to dispel any such
misimpressions. Where Cibo's debut was a fun. if slightly same; record, the new album
documents the band stretching out so widely that it's probably going to alienate some who
listened to the band primarily for its novelty value. Which suits Honda and Hatori just fine.

"Touring all over America, Europe, and Japan, we really felt like people see us as this little funny
thing singing about food," Honda says, "and we weren’t happy with that." So they set out to make
a record that would challenge any prejudice.

Cibo Motto's last record was produced by the artist-friendly team of Mitchell Froom and
Tchad Blake (American Music Club. Latin Playboys. Los Lobos), but on this outing the band
settled on having Honda produce. "When we decided to make this album, we wanted to really
do our thing," says Honda. "When we signed with the record company and worked with
professional producers. I think they kind of felt like [Hatori rapping and Honda manipulating
samples] was the only thing we could do. And we were feeling like. 'We have a professional
record deal, we have a budget, let's get our friends to play, let me get all my samples up on
the stage instead of on my sampler.' We wanted to do a full production, let Miho sing and
sing until she's really happy with her performance—and I think people were kind of
afraid to let us try. And I think we could have done more with
Viva La Woman. But, I mean. I’m happy with it."

Stereotype A. in contrast, is an artist's album. Not
only does it reflect the full membership of Sean Lennon
and Timo Ellis in Cibo Matto, it has the feel of a band
kicking out a roomy place for itself. This record's solid

musicianship and Hatori's excellent vocals (mostly sung,

r
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It’s unfortunate for men to not have

periods, because they can kind of lift off

the ground, you know what I mean?"



featuring

electricity

“head music is blazing, heroic twenty-first

century rock ‘n’ roll of a type that’s made
nowhere else in the world right now.”

- the face

produced by Steve osbourne for 140db
www.ttielondonsuede.com www.nuderecords.com www.columbiarecords.com

not rapped this time) should go a long way toward pulling the

band out of the dreaded novelty act pigeonhole. To wit. Stereotype

A's early trio of lush, genre-busting songs: "Spoon." which

originally appeared on the band's 1997 EP, Super Relax; "Flowers."

which features perhaps Hatori's most direct lyric ever ("I want

certain words more than a thousand flowers"), and "The Lint Of

Love." which hops from R&B to hip-hop to heavy metal like a

mosquito in a nudist colony. "That kind of song is actually my
forte," says Honda. "I was listening to all my old songs on tape and
I had a lot of songs that go through one section to another to

another to another— I mean, like, six minutes long." But she's coy

about how one actually writes a song like that: "When we're

writing," she says, "90 percent is talking—or having snacks!"

So it's impossible to avoid talking about food, after all. Hatori

and Honda enthuse about the cuisine of Jean-Georges

Vongerichten, who's now known for his New York City restaurant

Jean Georges, but who made his name with his earlier restaurant,

Vong, which serves a fusion of French and Vietnamese cuisine

—

and a certain type of ice cream to which Cibo Matto paid tribute on

Viva La Woman. "When you're eating, you don't care what kind of

food it is," says Honda. "It's really about whether you like it or not.

It's like music."

"I feel like America is not going to accept formula music that

much." Hatori adds.

MIH0 HATORI



"You mean conceptual music?" Honda replies.

"Kind of," Hatori says. "I think we are very unique system."

"I was thinking it's unfortunate for men to not have periods,

because they can kind of lift off the ground, you know what I

mean?" Honda continues, taking a somewhat different tack. "It's

nice to be in touch with the cycle of the moon, having to grow

vegetables, you know, raising chicken and cleaning them to eat

them. We can easily forget in our lifestyle today—I just kind of

feel like women are a little more reminded monthly."

Spend enough time interviewing musicians and you'll find

that pretty much every single one feels he or she is single-

handedly breaking down all barriers between genres. It's fair

enough—without that conceit, how could you keep getting out of

bed in a world where you're never going to sell more records than

one-trickers like Semisonic, no matter what you do? But Cibo

Motto, with Stereotype A. has genuinely blurred some boundaries,

while making a record that will also sound great on the radio.

"Yesterday we had this interview where the interviewer spent

a half-hour trying to box us in," says Honda. "It's like, 'You must be

in this genre.' That's why I was thinking it's unfortunate for men
not to have periods. Sometimes people have to really understand

with their head and just can't feel the music and get into it. We
don't care what kind of form it's taking, whether it's Brazilian,

Italian, hip-hop, heavy metal—it's just a vehicle of expressing

what's inside you." HNM





Story: WILLIAM WERDE

Simon Ratcliffe and Felix Burton, the 27 year olds who
are the Basement Jaxx, are trying to figure out what to

do. They don't really have a live act yet. and in a few

months, they will have a nation—a world, maybe—of

electronic music fans demanding to see them.

Simon is reluctant to rush into a live performance. "We

spent a long time in the studio putting lots of details into

Remedy." he says of their first full-length album, set for an early

August release on Astralwerks. "The way it's on the CD, that’s

the way we want it to be. And we don’t want to go on stage and

mime. We don't want to press 'go' on a sequencer or DAT."

"The Chemical Brothers have made it work by just kind

of having their stuff play through mixing decks," reasons

Felix, the more animated, lithe half of the London duo.

"People seem happy seeing that. But the idea of standing

behind some equipment and not really doing anything seems

kind of stupid," he adds with a laugh.

^ley Min- relish ironing out these final details, after a

long journey%ora obscurity. All they did was buck the

international techno cognoscenti, start their own London

party that became so popular they had to shut it down, and

now. release an album that's drawn comparisons to Daft Punk

and praise from house music legends such as Armand Van

J^elden and Roger Sanchez.

"Hype is very dangerous." is all a wary Simon will say

about the attention they're getting. "I mean, it's good that

people have heard about us that haven't heard about us before.

But I think some people—mysell included—react negatively.

It's like. Tuck you, you're not going to tell me decide.'"

augustl999 29



Live life to its fullest.
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Featuring Remixes by:

KMFDM, Robbie Hardkiss, Tipsy
Rob Swift, Richie Hawtin,
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and more
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It's a beautiful spring day in New York's Soho, and the hype mill

is grinding. The Jaxx are sipping tea and patiently entertaining what

has so far been an adoring American press. Even Rolling Stone, not

the most avid supporter of electronic artists, is covering the band's

debut with a feature, and in the UK, Remedy has just entered the chart

at number four ("Behind ABBA,” muses Felix).

Last night the duo played a two-hour set to a "who's-who" crowd

of the American electronica scene, orchestrated to introduce its party-

rocking abilities, and it went oil. There was Roger Sanchez, doing a

crazy booty dance in front of the speakers. There was Moby, chatting

it up and drinking a beer. Self-proclaimed techno aesthete (and

Generation Ecstasy author) Simon Reynolds was looking a bit flushed

as he danced all night. And all around, sweating, smiling folk were

hugging each other and beaming their appreciation of these two DJs.

Call it just desserts for two Londoners who threw a good enough

pub night to attract widespread notice. The Jaxx play whatever is

called for, whatever they sense will get a groove going, both in their

DJ sets and on Remedy. At the party they dropped a remix of the

Police's "King Of Pain," Pied-Pipering the dance floor by floating a

loop of the melodic refrain ("There's a little black spot in the sun

today") before unleashing a booming bass line that sent everyone into

a frenzy.

"For club people, it's something different," acknowledges Simon.

"For a lot of people going to a club, it's like the music is a background.

You've got your drugs. It's like, 'Cool. I'm looking good,"' he says,

mimicking Joe Clubgoer. "T got my disco clothes on. I'm pumping

away. The DJ looks cool. Everything is all right.' And we don't really

play along with that so much."

The Jaxx have always stressed "feeling mahvelous" over

"looking mahvelous." They want to throw a good party. Not the sort of

good party that's legendary because all the right beautiful people slip

past the velvet ropes. Rather, the sort of party that leaves those

present exhausted and blissful, walking out, invigorated, to a new
morning. The kind of party where you smile at strangers on the dance

floor because it's so damned good.

In response to what they saw as a stale London club scene in the

mid-'90s, Simon and Felix patterned their own monthly party night

after what they imagined the old American garage house scene must

have been like: a scene flavored by the unity of otherwise

marginalized gays and blacks, dancing in radiant escape to a fresh,

new sound. The club grew organically, as the Jaxx advertised with

small flyers and kept prices down. "I think people appreciated that,"

says Felix. "They weren't being told: This will be the event! We'll see

you there! It'll cost loads of money! There will be these special DJs!"'

exhorts Felix, doing a bang-up job of mocking a typical club promoter.

"We had DJs guest, but it wasn't like 'They are here tonight!' They just

came and played." By the time they closed the curtain in March, guest

DJs—who would play unannounced and for free—included Daft Punk,



Josh Wink and Erick Morillo.

More significant than their business model was, and is, their

music. Rather than the droning, one-genre marathon sets that

remain in vogue in larger clubs around the globe, Felix and Simon

kept it fresh by skipping from salsa at one moment to a remixed pop

song the next. "It's as if," Felix laughs, "no one told those DJs that it

gets a bit boring after awhile."

They would press their own tracks on acetates, some of which

are now found on Remedy, to keep their sets fresh. And like Daft

Punk, their music was at once a throwback and a progression,

maintaining the soulful groove of classic house music, while

updating it with thick filters or funk riffs. Remedy draws from all the

timeless and necessary components of a house record, a house

party and a house consciousness.

Check the single "Red Alert," already a hit in the UK.

Vocalist Blue wails over sirens and the sound of sampled office

phones and the sort of thick bass line that plucks right through

you: "Ain't nothin' goin' on but history/But it's all right/Don't

panic," she asserts. "The music keeps on playin' on and on." It's

this essence of immortality, and of supreme confidence—even

enthusiasm—in the face of drama, that was so crucial to those

old house parties. The Jaxx have bottled this essence, and are

releasing it today on dance floors around the world, as if to

remind clubbers and partygoers that—oh yeah—it can be this

good. With flamenco guitars, Latin rhythms, booming bass lines,

and sonorous divas, Remedy is just that: a cure-all for the

ailments of a stagnant club world.

Now that they've ridden their faith in funky, jubilant dance

music to international relevance, the two no longer worry if

there will be enough to pay the sound guys, and whether the

friends they counted on to lend the appearance of a crowd will

show. XL Recordings (the home of Prodigy) in the UK and

Astralwerks (Fatboy Slim) in America won the rights to release

Remedy after lengthy bidding wars. The Jaxx have ended their

monthly party, to support Remedy around the world. And
because, as Simon explains, they didn't want to be anybody's

fashion accessory.

"It always happens to a club when it becomes popular." he

laments. "You get everyone coming to watch. They aren't

participating in it. They're just happy to be in that place.

"The club used to be fun for us—we could test our acetates, get

drunk, make mistakes, no one cared," says Simon. "It was just a

party. [Then] people started writing articles about it and it became
this thing where we had to perform. They wanted to be impressed

because they’d read all these articles. It was like 'The club's at a

high point now. Let's leave it. It's been a good four years.”'

"Things have to evolve," agrees Felix. "And you have to be

strong and say. 'That was great. Let's move on.'" NMM
Includes Japanese Cowboy, Voodoo Lady, Doctor Rock,

I Can’t Put My Finger On It, Awesome Sound, a 26 minute

version of Poopship Destroyer and many more favorites.

“This whole record was transferred directly from cassettes, many of which were

on the floor of my car at some point or another, but we've gotten it to sound pretty

respectable. It sorta feels like a photo album when you hear it. Hopefully the good
times that we had playing this music will translate over to you." — Dean Ween

LIVE CONCERT MIX OGRE 8Y KIRK MILLER AMD PtQAH K100S COMPILED BY WEEN WITH KIRK MILUR ARD OREO FR!
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L-R; DROZD. IVINS. COYNE

“The MacArthur Fellowship is a stipend paid to

extraordinarily creative and promising individuals—often

those whose work would not fit the guidelines of

conventional funding agencies.”

—from the John D. and Catherine T MacArthur Foundation website

MEMO

“People already think we’re getting grants. Warner

Bros, totally thinks we get them .” —Wayne Coyne

To: The MacArthur Foundation
From: Jason Cohen

I hereby nominate the Flaming Lips.

I know, I know—you're thinking that a rock band with a major label contract isn't fellowship-worthy. But ask anyone in the biz—

a

major label deal by itself is worth about as much as an untenured professorship. And the Lips are not just a rock band. Since its i

accidental '94 hit "She Don't Use Jelly." the Oklahoma trio—Pied Piperesque frontguy Wayne Coyne, seismological bassist Michael

Ivins and boy wonder muso Steven Drozd—has become more fringe than ever, both commercially and artistically. The band's
I

newest record, The Soft Bulletin (Warner Bros.), caps off a period in which the Lips reinvented themselves as sonic performance

artists. They are creating the most adventurous, experimental and emotionally affecting work of their 15-year career, even as they

heighten their devotion to concepts like joy, pure pop songs and entertainment-for-entertainment's-sake. Which, come to think of

it. makes them even more radical. "It has to help that we don't take it all too seriously," Coyne says. "But we know we're doing Art.

We're not trying to fake it or anything."

Since closing the book on '95's Clouds Taste Metallic, the Flaming Lips have been ambitious, erratic and insanely creative.

There were the parking lot experiments, in which the band fashioned multi-track compositions meant to be played back by 30 to 40

car stereos: interactive symphonies of time, space and sound that were both enjoyable and communal. There were the boombox

Copyrighted mater



THE

NDATION
THE FLAMING LIPS are making a completely new

kind of art rock, but still want to be entertaining.

Shouldn’t they give grants for that kind of thing?

Story: JASON COHEN
Photos: CHAPMAN BAEHLER



FLAMING LlPS(cont )

experiments, similar performances that furthered the sound

manipulations, each song shaped not just by the dynamic of a 50-

person "orchestra," but also by Coyne and Drozd's conducting and

Ivins's live mix. The experiments reached recorded fruition with 1998's

Zaiieeka, a set of four CDs designed to be heard simultaneously, the

songs standing on their own merits even as they served the process.

It's all a matter of context—what if John Zorn had come up with this

stuff, or if ZaireeJca were a one-of-a-kind object that could be listened to

only at a Soho gallery? But whatever one makes of the Lips as

contemporary artists, The Soft Bulletin wouldn’t exist without all that came

before it. It's a staggering, large-canvas kaleidopopic wonder, a giddy,

beautiful and funereal collection of songs swimming in multiple layers of

keyboards, sound effects, symphonic touches and angelic backing vocals.

Certain tunes required more than 200 tracks, with 40-plus vocal overdubs.

"If someone was to ask me, 'What instrument do I play?"' Coyne writes in

the album's liner notes, "I would say, 'the recording studio.'"

What's most impressive about the record, however, is that amidst

the scintillating twists and turns of the band's audio wizardry, the songs

have an understated and provocative emotional directness, from

Coyne's repeated references to the landscape of the body (wounds,

death, disease, disintegration) to starkly simple (and xylophone-kissed)

sentiments like "love is the greatest thing a heart can know."

That's the Lips: always fresh, always surprising, always recognizably

themselves. Coyne claims the band never repeats itself only because they

can get away with it. "We're not that important," he says. "We don't sell

millions of records. It's not like people are going to go hungry if we change
our style. So we just do what we like." Of course, even if there's never

another "Jelly," Warner Bros, has some commercial prerogatives. Coyne

wouldn't have it any other way. "I think it's a good thing for the label to be

like. We love your band, but we're still wanting to make money here.' As

opposed to. We're going to sign your band because you're great and we're

going to take care of you for the rest of your life.' I don't think artists really

want that. I think that's part of the dilemma of it."

Once finished. The Soft Bulletin presented another dilemma.

Guitarist Ronald Jones quit the band after Clouds, while Drozd,

nominally the drummer, was playing more keyboards than ever

(and more guitar than Coyne, for that matter). But he could only do

so much onstage. "We were talking about hiring six or seven

Stevenesque sort of players to play keyboards, sing, play guitar."

Coyne says. "But there's really not anyone that can do that. People

like Steve are rare. He's good."

"So," Coyne says—insert light bulb graphic here —"I sort of

thought, 'Well, we'll just play to a CD.' We were already moving away
from, 'if it's not live musicians it's obviously fake.' We decided that our

recordings are what we're about. It's like, we're the Flaming Lips, and

you like our records, so here we are in person. Instead of doing

representations of the songs, we're doing the songs."

But that's not all. Last spring, Coyne went to see Robert Plant and

Jimmy Page. "And I thought, how great would it have been if they'd just

had a big old video of John Bonham doing When The Levee Breaks,' and

they'd played over top of it," he says.

Needless to say, the Steven problem was solved. Live, Drozd

plays keyboards and guitar, but he also plays drums, his gigantic

rhythms booming through the PA while the perfectly synced image of

him banging away pops up intermittently on the video screen. Ivins

contributes live bass and Coyne sticks to vocals, while also banging

a gong, sprinkling the crowd with confetti and performing visual

duets with various hand puppets. The video also provides a striking

assortment of carefully chosen images, ranging from Leonard

Bernstein conducting to unsettling surgical footage to an aerobics

show from the 70s.

Paradigmatically speaking, everything about the show
screams "techno." But it has the visual, visceral and aural impact of

rock 'n' roll. That's quite an accomplishment. And just as crucially,

it's loads of fun. "Anything you do. if you can do it to where it is

entertaining, you win," Coyne says.

To that end, the Lips are spending the summer spearheading a

revue-style tour that will also feature Sebadoh, Robyn Hitchcock and

Cornelius. "Hopefully people will go home and think, 'Gosh, we got our

money's worth. We really were entertained tonight.'" Coyne says. "As

opposed to, 'Why'd we fucking leave the house? We missed The X-Files !'

Because we think that all the time." NMM
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Limp Bizkit is a band comprised exclusively of straight, white

men. Not long ago, you could still amend middle class to that

description, too. Four-fifths of the band hail from down

South, in Jacksonville, Florida. Demographically speaking. Limp

Bizkit isn't part of the nefarious cultural elite that has eroded

America's moral fiber.

On the surface. Limp Bizkit's albums Three Dollar Bill, Y'all$ and

the new Significant Other (Flip-Interscope) don't seem to merit much
critical praise. The quintet's visceral mix of hard rock and hip-hop

sounds rude, crude and unabashedly blunt. The possibility of king

Bizkit Fred Durst's lyrics ever earning him Poet Laureate status is slim.

But a hell of a lot more people recognize him at the mall.

So is Limp Bizkit's music good art? Yes. Most decidedly.

The purpose of art is to inspire, enlighten and entertain people,

to help them make sense of their lives. The words and music of Limp

Bizkit flush the vague questions and problems that dog average

young Americans—particularly straight, white men, who need all

the help they can get—out in the open. Audiences respond

powerfully to Limp Bizkit because they hear their own fears and

frustrations reflected in their music.

"I'm just a fan who got picked up by the security guys, and thrown

on stage, and stayed there," says Fred. "I'm on the other side now, but

I'm still just like you."

Fred Durst is many things. He's an accomplished tattoo artist

—

inking members of Korn opened doors early for his band. He's a

video director, who shot both the Bizkit's breakthrough cover of

George Michael's "Faith" and its new clip "Nookie"—and like

everyone in Hollywood, he's even working on his first feature. He

prides himself on being as good a practicing Lutheran as somebody

in his position can be. And he's a sharp-dressed man, currently

sporting a furry black Kangol hat. Fortunately, he sets it aside

before I embarrass us both by asking to pet his head.

“Bad things don’t stop happening when you

get famous. But instead of just going, ‘You did this to

me? Fuck you,’ now sentiment’s more like, ‘You’re doing this to me?

Okay. I’ll accept that you did that... and here’s the result!”’

But one thing Fred Durst isn't is an elitist. For a lad whose debut

sold 1.5 million copies and remains on the Billboard charts, and whose

follow-up will undoubtedly enter in the top five, this compact

breakdance fanatic is remarkably down-to-earth. He takes in

everything around him quietly. Fred's always squinting a tiny bit, like

he's trying to see things a little more clearly.

"That's fancy looking," the singer exclaims as the waiter

deposits his lunch on our table, center stage on the sunny deck of an

LA hotel. "The tuna tartare looks fucking ridiculous, kids," he

conspiratorially whispers into my tape recorder. “It's this tower of

wontons, but they're not folded up, stacked with raw fish, water

chestnuts, black things and... white things."

Even though these unidentified ingredients might be bits of

broken glass and tire rubber for all he knows, Fred digs right in. "I

grow up more every year, and start eating different kinds of food."

observes the 28 year old. "I eat oysters now. I eat sushi! All my life, I

thought, 'No way am I ever eating that shit.' But your taste buds

change. And your mind changes."

And if you're in a band, hopefully your music changes, too. For all

its success. Three Dollar Bill, Y'AllS, recorded in just six days and

before the extensive touring that cemented the group's identity, was

essentially a one-trick pony. A very bitter pony smarting from the

demise of a long-term romance that had crashed and burned when
Durst learned his ex-girlfriend, whom he'd heavily subsidized, was
getting busy with many of his so-called friends. Poor little pony.

But Significant Other—which features cameos from Scott

Weiland, Korn's Jonathan Davis, and even MTV talking (bald) head

Matt Pinfield—actually dares to suggest there may be a few more

emotions at Fred's disposal besides rage. "The first record was about

anger, instant reactions to my feelings," he says. "On this record. I'm

accepting everything. Bad things don't stop happening when you get

famous. But instead of just going, 'You did this to me? Fuck you,' now
sentiment's more like, 'You're doing this to me? Okay. I'll accept that

you did that... and here's the result!"'

Fred's bluster and bellow rubs many people the wrong way. but it

definitely serves a purpose. In a world where young men are still

taught through example to keep a cap on their emotions, Limp Bizkit

lets them know that it's okay to be hurt or bitter or even vulnerable. The

music may be vulgar and banal, but so are most adolescent impulses.

And at least Durst has managed to get in touch with his feelings

without hugging a tree, starting a drum circle, or recording one more

heartfelt, DIY 7" single.

The musical improvement on Significant Other seems apparent

to anyone who listens with open ears. Durst still hollers about getting
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led around by his dick on "Nookie," but two tracks later, he cans the

ranting, at least for a few minutes. "Rearranged," built upon a

surprisingly melancholy groove, sees the singer simply shrugging off

a bad relationship as he waves adios. On "Don't Go Off Wandering,"

he laments, "I can't believe how much misery comes with humility." as

sobbing strings well up in the background. And when "Break Stuff"

unleashes a tsunami of headbanging fury, it serves as catharsis, with

the promise of building something new from the aftermath, not just

pointless three-chord ranting.

"I want kids to know that you leam by your mistakes. Life is one big

lesson that keeps going and doesn't stop." Since 1997, Limp

Bizkit's steady ascent has involved being savaged by the

press, maligned for a pay-for-play radio gimmick [see sidebar

on p. 40—Ed.], and non-stop touring. That means Fred has had

to contend with a variety of unfamiliar experiences and

emotions, good and bad. "If I made the same record again, what

would that show my fans? What was I doing for two and a half

years? Sitting around with my thumb up my ass?"

"Getting angry got me nowhere," concludes Fred of Three

Dollar Bill. Y'all$. "So on this record. I'm at the next level. And by

the next record, who knows how I'm going to deal with anything in

my life. But as time goes, fans go and bands go. They grow, we grow."

When Limp Bizkit discusses its devotees, the band remains acutely

aware of the symbiotic relationship it shares with its crowd. The bond the

group has formed with audiences via its explosive live shows and the

MTV triumph of "Faith" is an essential ingredient in its creative process.

"We're totally blessed by God, because a lot of our fans are kids,

who are just now getting into music for the first time," Fred

acknowledges, brushing crumbs from his goatee. The artists and songs

of adolescence become ground zero for an individual's taste, setting the

tone for the rest of his days. "Your life so far has been a movie without a

soundtrack, but once you start getting into music, it becomes your world."

"Today, when I hear Jane's Addiction or KISS or Eric B. & Rakim, it

takes me back to exactly that time, even though I still like those guys

now." It astonishes Fred to think that for a generation of teenagers, his

music will have the same effect.

Limp Bizkit hasn't forgotten the level of intensity youngsters can

bring to their devotion. "You look at every inch of the CD booklet a million

times," he rhapsodizes, obviously familiar with the sensation. Fred Durst,
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PAY FOR PLAY:

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING?

Radio sucks. It's a familiar refrain, and one that can be heard in

every town and in every city in every state. Yet we still listen to

the radio habitually, choosing our favorite stations, even pre-

setting them into our car and home stereos to get instant access.

This means that radio remains powerful, and it can make or break

a band more quickly, more cleanly than any other medium.

In early 1998, Limp Bizkit hoped that it would become radio's

latest beneficiary. When its single "Counterfeit" popped up on the

playlist at KUFO. a station in Portland, Oregon, Fred Durst and

his bandmates looked like they were on their way to fame and

fortune. But Limp Bizkit's song didn't spread to other stations.

Instead, it brought the band to the front page of the New York

Times as a symbol of something called "Pay for Play." Suddenly,

this tough-looking fivesome was being ridiculed as a guinea pig.

What had occurred was an unusual but seemingly legal deal

in which Limp Bizkit’s labels, Flip and Interscope, paid KUFO
$5,000 to play 50 promotional spins of "Counterfeit." The song was
identified on the air by a brief announcement saying that it had

been paid for by the labels, thus staying within Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) boundaries regarding

disclosure.

The concept, however, sounded similar to the infamous late-

'50s/early '60s payola scandals, when popular disc jockey Alan

Freed and others were accused of taking bribes to spin records.

Within days of the news about Limp Bizkit's pay-for-play, reporters

besieged KUFO program director Dave Numme with calls. 'T feel

like the poster child for something." he said at the time.

Numme, who orchestrated the deal, saw KUFO's relationship

with Limp Bizkit as a test case that would challenge the status

quo of radio promotion. It's often said that radio's dirty little secret

is that the program and music directors who choose the songs for

their station's playlists aren't exactly unbiased; these taste-

makers get flown to far-off concerts, wined and/or dined so that

they'll be convinced to add a single to their playlist. The stakes

are high. A hit song propels album sales faster than a tour or a

magazine article or even an MTV video.

Since this wheeling and dealing goes on behind the scenes.

Numme thought why not be up front with listeners and say, hey,

we're getting paid to play this cool new song. Critics pointed out

the financial motivation: Because the FCC allows only 10 minutes

of ads per hour, the pay-for-play deal seemed like a shady way to

get around the rules in the name of increasing the almighty

corporate bottom line.

The whole deal could have become a public relations fiasco

for Limp Bizkit, which at the time had experienced scant sales of

its debut, Three Dollar Bill. YallS. But the media furor over pay-for-

play subsided when the practice didn't become widespread, and

Limp Bizkit went about its business, touring the country and
landing on playlists based on its growing popularity. In a

masterstroke of irony, the band that many tried to paint as a

corporate sellout became one of 1998’s homegrown success

stories, with 1.5 million happy record owners saying "Amen."

Now. Limp Bizkit's second album. Significant Other, and

latest single, "Nookie," command respect on their own terms,

points out lim Kerr, alternative music editor of the trade magazine

Radio & Records. "Programmers aren't saying 'Pay us to play it.'"

he quips. "They're saying, 'We want to play it.'" »>Richard Martin

rock star, remains firmly in touch with his inner suburban teen, the one

who pored over every second of "Three Days" by Jane's Addiction. "You

listen to everything in the music. If you hear one little weird thing in the

left speaker, you go, 'What is that? They did that on purpose!"'

"Mistakes and faults are good," says guitarist Wes Borland

later, elaborating on the topic of weird details that catch the ear.

We're sitting in a suite upstairs, flanked by the rest of the band:

bassist Sam Rivers, drummer John Otto and DJ Lethal. "They'll add

texture to a record. Sometimes a mistake will become important to

the point where you go back and change everything else, instead of

fixing the mistake."

The recording of Significant Other allowed much more time for

such happy accidents. Although a lot of the songs were written on the

road, another three weeks were spent in pre-production, before entering

the studio. "We wanted to challenge ourselves and do something that

had more musical dimension," explains Wes. "Playing heavy music, and

writing heavy riffs, all of the time, is so very easy, because..."

"Because there's only six chords in the world of heavy metal,"

Lethal interjects with a grin.

"Piling on as much distortion and as many effects as possible,

and playing as loud as you can, is just a diversion," Wes continues.

"I'm not bashing tastefully-used [guitar effects] at all, but if you heard

most of those bands plugged in completely clean, through a little

speaker, with no reverb, it would sound like..." And suddenly, he lets

out a noise like the Taco Bell chihuahua crammed in a blender. The

other boys explode with laughter.

As one might expect from a band that opened its '98 OzzFest dates

by climbing out of a giant toilet. Limp Bizkit peppers its exchanges

with jokes that are about as subtle as skid marks on a pair of white

boxers. At one point, just as Otto stuffs a handful of chocolate-covered

pretzels in his craw, Borland reminds him of a scatological gag from

Mallrats that involved the same snack. A minute later, the drummer is

out on the balcony, trying to calculate the odds of hitting patrons on the

patio, seven stories below, with a remarkably ugly footstool.

And talk of the new record is almost completely derailed after

Borland recounts episodes from his recent bachelor party. "As soon as

I walked in the door, there were ten guys standing all around me, each

holding up a different bottle of hard liquor." They surrounded him, and

played Spin The Wes. "I'd open my eyes and there'd be Captain

Morgan's or Goldschlager in front of me," and the groom dutifully

consumed however many shots his well-wishers administered. And
then the girls, courtesy of Fred, showed up.
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"They found the worst strippers... these bad trip women,"

moans Borland, choking back the ghastly vision. "I don't they should

even be called women. They got naked and were covered with scars,

and hair in bad places, and they tried to get me to start doing stuff

with them." He launches into a slack-jawed Southern accent. "'Why

don't you wan' some? Don't you like gurls?'"

"Thank God that, because of the shots, I had to vomit

immediately," he chuckles. "It was a good party."

But as hinted at by Borland's earlier comment about aiming for

more "dimension" on Significant Other, the musical dynamic of Limp

Bizkit is a lot more complicated than its locker room humor. Otto, for

example, credits his piano background as an important influence. "I

can hear him playing melodies on the drums," concurs Borland.

Meanwhile Lethal, who cut his teeth in House Of Pain (the Bizkit

covers HOP's big hit "Jump Around" in concert) and produced the first

Sugar Ray album, acts more like a second guitarist or keyboard

player, eschewing traditional scratches, and pumping his arsenal of

sound through guitar pedals and a Marshall amp stack. And Wes

barely even thinks of himself as a guitar player.

"I'm good at creating ideas while using a guitar in a new way, but

it takes me a long time. I can't just come up with stuff fast and rip it

up." If anything, Borland's playing owes more to his background in

—

“I’m a pain in the ass for everybody

are you listening in the mosh pit?—art school. "I think about

constructing songs, and even riffs, the same way as a painting,

putting on a little bit at a time. They're sketchy at first, and then I know

what I want, and I fit notes into places."

The longer Limp Bizkit discusses its convoluted compositional

process, the fact that the band finished a second album, let alone one

that kicks ass compared to its monochromatic debut, seems increasingly

remarkable. "I don't feel like we were pressured, or did anything we
weren't completely happy with on this record," says Wes. But pushing

any given track out of the nest was nigh impossible. "Are we finished

with this, or just abandoning it?" they wondered time and again.

Otto is a little more succinct: "We are all completely anal about

every fucking note of music."

"Our record's not even out yet, and I can think of ten ways to fix every

song," Fred confesses. '"We should just push the release back a month,

I'll go back in and do this and this...' I'm a pain in the ass for

everybody who works for me, without a doubt."

But if you can clearly see what your final product should be like,

doesn't that imply that your vision was limited from the outset? Fred

nods his assent. "I've always wondered about those people who say,

'Okay, we're done. We've got a masterpiece.' I'm still thinking, 'Damn,

there are going to be kids listening to every inch of this: every sound,

every word, every interlude. They'll know the sequence by heart.' It's

hard for me to comprehend that I'm finished with a product that's

going to be affecting people's lives for a long time."

The best example of Limp Bizkit's nit-picky perfectionism didn't

even make the final cut for Significant Other. "Turn Me Loose," which

features Fred swapping rhymes with overnight sensation Eminem,

over a riff lifted from the old Loverboy hit, was scrapped after the guys

felt they'd lost the plot. "The rhymes were on time," insists the singer,

"but we weren't 100 percent sure about the music." Never mind that

they could have probably racked up a #1 hit regardless; the guys have

opted to wait and return to the tune when they can get it right, then put

it out on a B-side or soundtrack.

And as Fred readily admits, it wouldn't have looked too cool if a

pair of melanin-deficient rappers had dropped a track that didn't

slam. "We're two white guys rapping in a hip-hop world," he points

out. Not that Durst should be overly concerned these days. On
Significant Other, the hip-hop elements sound both more organic and

more pronounced, and Fred boasts sufficient flow to go toe-to-toe with

Method Man on "N2gether."

Fred Durst may be a hero to the 20th century's last graduating class

of straight white men, but the increasing popularity of the stylistic

hybrid that's elevated him to that station should serve as proof that the

racism—blatant, sublimated or otherwise—that was once a component

of the mass media landscape may be on its way out for good.

As essential as hip-hop is to the pop charts today, not too long

ago Durst dealt with violence on a daily basis simply for being a

cracker with a taste for rap. "I listened to everything growing up," he

explains. "But this was small town North Carolina. So even though I

listened to KISS and Ratt and A Flock Of Seagulls, I was hated by

some of my white friends because I also liked Michael Jackson and

Donna Summer and Sugarhill Gang."

Regardless, he didn't let such flak deter him from spending

time with his black friends, going to parts of town other white kids

never saw. "There were people that fucked with me, and were

always hunting me down, wanting to beat the shit out of me. When
I'd show up at a party or a game, the jocks and major people who
didn’t hang out with blacks would always gang up on me." His face

softens suddenly. "I'd like to know what those people are doing, and

if they got my record."

who works for me, without a doubt.”

Considering that Durst hopes to grow old in a society where

apartheid and the KKK are just ugly, faded memories, it seems

especially unfortunate that select lyrics have gotten him branded a

sexist and a homophobe. "If people knew how much I love women, and

how much women have destroyed my life..." he trails off. If they've

listened to your lyrics, they probably do, Fred. "I'm the guy that takes

blow after blow, then goes back and forgives," he reiterates for anyone

who wasn't paying attention on the first album. (continued on page 60 )
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AUTECHRE
EP7 Warp-Nothing

From the next room comes the chipper

blip of electronic beats and pulses. And

ep7

yet, they sound somehow... distressed.

You race to the stereo, terrified your kid

brother, the turntablist, has taken a

Brillo™ pad to your vintage Kraftwerk

1 Black Bai Recorder I

|

England Made Me
|

OUT: vinyl. Breathe easy—he's just playing the OUT:
June 22. latest from Manchester duo Autechre.

Jul) 6.

FILE UNDER: Calling a 62-minute release an EP is FILE UNDER:
Inscrutable electronica.

ambitious, but Rob Brown and Sean Booth
Protest pop.

R.I.Y.L.: aren t big on linear time. Want proof? Try

"Outpt," where the sonic ebb and flow
R.I.Y.L.:

Apiiex Twin, Microstore, Pansonic. conjures up a sense of motion through a
Tindersticks.

culminating in a disorienting 3-D experience. Contrasted to

Autechre's recent LP5, glimpses of EP7, such as the hip-hop

inflections of "Rrpeg," exhibit a tenuous allegiance to old-

fashioned notions like repetitive melodies and fixed rhythms. But

just barely. The zippy "Liccflii" threatens to skitter right out of the

speakers like liquid mercury. Occasionally, tones with physical

counterparts in the material world (fragments of human voices,

bells and chimes) pop up, but mostly Booth and Brown remain

content to craft timbres that spark the imagination by providing

no easy emotional cues. EP7 has more in common with eating

Grape Nuts cereal than listening to other recording artists; it's a

tactile experience that favors texture over familiar flavors, with

remarkably fortifying results. >»Kuit B. Reighley

BERTINE
Morbid Latenight Show

OUT:
April 20.

FILE UNDER:
Electronic Lilith fare.

R.I.Y.L.:

Lida Husik, Hooverphonic, Sinead

r, Beth Orton.

Nettwerk

At home in Oslo, Norway, Bertine (her

seemingly unnecessary last name is

Zetlitz) is quite the Renaissance woman:
She hosts a popular TV show and is

trained in martial arts and dancing.

Now she's carried that ambition over to

her debut album, which shows off

Bertine's striking vocals in a variety of

styles. The good news is that the disc

never sounds same-y; the bad news is

that some tracks work better than

others. The opener, "Apples And
Diamonds," slinks around with lounge-

y, breezy electronics that perfectly

complement Bertine's tale of looking for a fling. She can take

an unexpected phrase
—"Snow on a hot day, hot day, cool"

—

and have you repeating it like a mantra. But on a few songs

she seems to be trying a little too hard to capture the angst of

troubled young women, as on the a cappella "Little Rosie" or

the overly-orchestrated "Butcher's Son." Throughout, Bertine's

programmer, Jan Bang, keeps things interesting with

electronic atmospherics—bouncy club beats, snippets of drum
'n' bass on "Apples And Diamonds" and funky beats on

"Colour Me." As a singer, Bertine is consistently captivating.

As a songwriter, her most powerful moments actually occur

when she's not taking herself too seriously.

»>Wendy Mitchell

BLACK BOX RECORDER
England Made Me Jetset

Guys like Luke Haines were supposed to

be happy when Tony Blair's triumph

signaled the return to power of the more

liberal-minded Labor Party in an
England that had been ruled for two

decades by Margaret Thatcher's

Conservative party. Instead, Haines, who
spent the first half of the '90s singing wry,

hook-laden social commentaries in the

Brit-pop trio the Auteurs, greeted the new
regime by launching a band whose view

on life in England wasn't brightened in

the least by Blair's "Cool Britannia”

campaign, meant to update crusty old

England's public image. Also a trio—with onetime Jesus And
Mary Chain drummer Josh Moore sharing instrumental duties

with Haines, and Sarah Nixey handling lead vocals—Black Box
Recorder retains the Auteurs' penchant for tasteful pop

arrangements and for lyrics that chronicle the hidden horrors of

everyday life. In the creepy "Child Psychology,” quiet spoken-

word verses about a six-year-old girl who stops talking to

everyone segues into a somewhat more upbeat sounding chorus

adorned with the line, "Life is unfair/Kill yourself or get over it,"

the coyest reference to suicide in a pop songs since the Only

Ones' "Why Don't You Kill Yourself." And the disc's title track

finds the sweet voiced Nixey fighting boredom by fantasizing

about committing murder. >»Mcrtt Ashore

CAKE LIKE
Goodbye, So What Vapor-Wamer Bros.

OUT:
June 22.

FILE UNDER:
Smart, sassy and skewed.

R.I.Y.L.:

Breeders, Venica Salt Liz Ptiair.

The original premise of Cake Like went

something like this: three hip chicks from

NYC who couldn't necessarily play their

instruments very well but who did have

solid day jobs (one as an off-Broadway

actress, another working for designer

Donna Karan, and the third in the MTV
comedy troupe The State) record an album

for John Zom's label with production help

from Girls Against Boys' Eli Janney and

Shudder To Think's Craig Wedren. Hell,

there were enough hooks there to outfit a

meat locker even without hearing the

album. Unfortunately, by the time the

group's second album, Bruiser Queen, came out, Cake Like was

dangling somewhere between being a jokey novelty act and a

serious rock band, and not really pulling off either. Well, another

couple years have gone by and Cake Like is back with its third

album (its second for Neil Young's Vapor imprint). Nobody's going to

accuse the trio of being instrumental virtuosos, but these gals do

write great little skewed pop tunes with the same sort of angular

guitars riffs and deceptively simple vocal arrangements that made
the Breeders such a gas. Kenney hasn't lost her sense of humor

—
"My

Guy" finds her having fun with automotive metaphors—but she's

wisely jettisoned comedy routines like Bruiser Queen's "Mr.

Fireman" because, well, unless you're vying for Weird Al's turf,

novelty acts work best when they're new. »>Matt Ashore
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CUL DE SAC
Crashes To Light Minutes To The Fall

Thirsty Ear

Avant-garde Boston art-rock band Cul De
Sac has been termed ambient in

numerous descriptions since the band’s

debut in the early 1990s. That epithet is

often a code word for staid or just plain

boring, but nothing could be father from

the truth in this case: Cul De Sac is

exciting, adventurous and vital, as it

proves once again on the excellent

Crashes To Light. Once again, guitarist

Glenn Jones is a constant marvel, one

minute threading his pointillist lead lines

through a series of melodic shifts and the

next searing the listener with an eruption of squalls reminiscent

of Ennio Morricone's spaghetti Westerns. Jones has a wide-

ranging style, and he is evocative of everyone from his idol John

Fahey to Jerry Garcia. "Crashes To Light" also features the rest

of Cul De Sac in rare form: Keyboardist Robin Amos takes

advantage of the current thrall with vintage keyboards to create

eerie, lurching backdrops and drummer Jon Proudman lays

down consistently propulsive beats that straddle the line

between rhythm and lead. "K" is one of the album's best songs,

as Jones picks cascading figures set atop a bubbling foundation;

the surf-tinged "Far Off, The Fabulous Iron Serpent Whistles" is

also a gem, featuring Jones's catchiest lines as well as the

album's best song title. »>Seth Mnookin

HAMZA EL DIN
A Wish Sounds True

This emotional disc from the veteran

master of the oud (a 12-stringed fretless

lute) drops hints that this wish is

actually more of a longing. In 1964,

Hamza El Din's Sudanese village,

Toshka, quickly became the bottom of

Lake Nasser when the Aswan High Dam
stemmed the Nile. Hamza may be

resigned that his geographic home is

forever buried, but by his liner notes

and choice of lyrics, it's clear that his

yearning for its cultures and traditions

to thrive is undiminished. Even though

Hamza El Din has gained notoriety

playing with the likes of the Grateful Dead and Kronos

Quartet (whose Joan Jeanrenaud makes a cameo here), his

music always retains its expressive, traditional core. A
haunting duet with the Japanese vocalist Shizuru Ohtaka

relates a tale of a sort of Nubian Romeo and Juliet, who must

divorce because of a dispute between their neighboring

families. They can now communicate their passions only

through a shared wall. The subtext is as heavy as Nile Delta

humidity. Traditional lyrics borrowed from Nubian and Arabic

poets give these hypnotic tunes a sense of deep desire. On the

instrumentals, Hamza El Din's playing, a mixture of gutsy,

bluesy plucks and more erudite Middle Eastern scales, is

equally poetic. »>Steve Ciabattoni

(

hamzaTThTn
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OUT:
May 25.

FILE UNDER:
Dude of the oud.

R.I.Y.L.:

Ali Parka Toure. Sandy Bull. Hassan

Hakmoun. Kronos Quartet.

OUT:
May 4.

FILE UNDER:
Psychedelic, instrumental soundscapes.

R.I.Y.L.:

Tortoise, Can, 1970s Miles Davis.

EL STEW
El Stew Om

On paper, El Stew looks like the type of

half-assed, one-off project that connects

with no one and clutters up the

marketplace. The five-man collaboration

features Bay Area denizens such as DJ

"Phonosychograph" Disk of the Invisibl

Skratch Picklz crew, Primus drummer Brain,

and renowned guitar freak Buckethead,

and it seems based on the notion that such

a meeting of the minds—a "stew"—is

intriguing in and of itself (even though

nobody really likes stew). All that aside,

this disc approaches divine inspiration. It's

a dark, diffuse run of the musical gamut

with a hip-hop heart and a sewed-in soul. Disk conducts from

behind the turntables, spinning and scratching out all manner of

sonic detritus—including lots of clever, pilfered samples—to

accompany the electronic doodling, serious instrumentation and

fluid beats. Much of it is a stoner's dream, like the mellifluous "Arab

Mafia," with its Eastern-sounding guitar and laid-back flow, or the

squiggly "Dim Slim," in which Buckethead sounds like Jerry Garcia

fronting the Beat Junkies. Even when the vibe grows foreboding, as

on the swooping and in-yer-face "Darkside Whiplash," these boyz

temper the onslaught with a silly sample of a guy saying, "Yeah, I

kinda wanted that soft taco." The out-of-left-field sample also

dismantles the tension, underscoring that El Stew is a display of

mad skills, not some hastily conceived joke. >»Richard Martin

- -*

OUT:
May 18.

FILE UNDER:
Bay Area beat-head bouillabaisse.

R.I.Y.L.:

DJ Shadow. Deeper Concentration

compilations. Amon Tobin.

Right-handed.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

Causes Lung Cancer. Heart Disease.
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IBRAHIM FERRER
Buena Vista Social Club Presents
Nonesuch

This album can rightly be termed both a

spin-off of Ry Cooder's hugely successful

showcase of Cuban musicians and a

vital link to the Cuban musical heritage

of the 1950s. Cooder's 1997 album Buena

Vista Social Club, which won a Grammy,
showcased a series of mellifluous

Cuban singers; the 72-year-old Ferrer,

with his ballad style and silky inflection,

was unquestionably the star of the

group. On his solo debut—the singer has

never been famous in his native Cuba

—

Ferrer plays the chivalrous Latin lover to

perfection. Some of the best songs here, such as "Herido De
Sombras" and "Aquellos Ojos Verdes," are ballads where Ferrer

is backed by a string section and a female vocal quintet. On
other tunes, Ferrer revitalizes the Banda Gigante (big band)

style made famous by Beny More, utilizing an eight-piece horn

section (on two of these songs, More's original arranger, now 80

years old, lends his talents). The album's best song, "Marieta,"

is a spirited call-and-response duet with Teresita Garcia

Caturla that also features one of Cooder's typically

breathtaking guitar leads. Indeed, the musicianship on this

album is consistently stunning: In addition to Cooder, pianist

Ruben Gonzalez is featured, as is the entire rhythm section from

the original Buena Vista sessions. »>Seth Mnookin

OUT:
June 8.

FILE UNDER:
Pre-Castro Cuba.

R.I.Y.L.:

Buena Vista Social Club, Los Super

FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY
Implode Metropolis

If nothing else, Front Line Assembly is

reliable. You can almost set your watch to

the regularity with which, almost every

year for the last 15 years, FLA has turned

out a new batch of sinister, synth-driven

melodies. And in the ever-mutating world

of electronic music. Front Line Assembly

has resolutely stuck to its guns,

gradually allowing more techno and
metal elements into its music but mostly

honing the classic industrial-dance

formula the band helped pioneer in the

mid-to-late '80s (and that was
subsequently made famous by Trent

Reznor). Implode doesn't do much to change the pattern; like its

predecessors, it's full of layers of colliding synths, sampled

noise, and Bill Leeb's strangled-sounding vocals. If there is

anything remarkable about Implode, it's that a number of the

tracks see the group slowing down, working more of a Depeche

Mode-ish death-disco groove. That's a good decision—it recalls

some of FLA's finest moments, like 1992s Tactical Neural Implant

and Karma, the band's 1997 experiment with world-beat

ambience (recorded as Delerium). FLA has worked its up-tempo

aggro formula almost to shreds, but what always set it far apart

from the industro-rabble was its ability to write a hummable yet

subtle and elegant minor-key melody, and that's still in fine form

on Implodes downbeat tracks. »>David Jarman

OUT:
May 1L

FILE UNDER:
Old-school electro-beat

R.I.Y.L.:

Skinny Puppy, Front 242, Spahn Ranch.

G. LOVE AND SPECIAL SAUCE
Philadelphonic Epic

When Garrett Dutton, a.k.a. G. Love,

landed in 1994 with the debut G. Love And
Special Sauce, he sounded like the Beastie

Boys' backwoods cousin: a funk-soul

brother with rascally humor, influenced by

hip-hop but hatching his own rustic

rhythms. lust as the Beasties matured,

though, G. Love has gradually expanded

on the dirty, goofy tone of his debut, adding

a palette of folk and acoustic funk. To G.

Love’s credit, on Philadelphonic, Special

Sauce's fourth album, he enriches his

sound while still not taking himself

seriously. Song for song, the album is a

study in the meanings of the word groove. It can mean the

polyrhythmic grunge-funk of "Roaches" or "Dreamin'," both

reminiscent of the old sound. It can mean "Rock And Roll." G. Love’s

loving (if strangely titled) tribute to hip-hop heroes, from KRS-One
to Big Daddy Kane. Then again, groove can mean quieter, more

deliberate: the slide guitar and reggae sway of "Honor And
Harmony," the leisurely "Relax" and "Love," or the meditative

"Numbers." The latter shows how far G. Love has evolved: Its title

a reference to the Bible, "Numbers" offers a jazzy guitar figure,

harmony vocals, and G. Love hopping between rapid-fire raps and

a more unguarded croon, pleading for a better day "someday

soon." Whether singing about loose women or a mystifying world,

he never forgets to keep his head bobbing. »>Chris Molanphy

GUITAR WOLF
Jet Generation Matador

Worshiping at the whiskey- and

bloodstained altar of the most primal and

grungy old-school garage-punk is nothing

new for this raucous trio from Osaka, Japan.

Seiji (a.k.a. guitarwolf), Billy (a.k.a.

basswolf), and Torn (a.k.a. drumwolf) have

already dedicated five previous full-lengths

to the fevered pursuit of their own trashy

take on the American dream: beer, barre

chords, and the Bowery blues, with a little

kung-fu fighting thrown in to distinguish

Guitar Wolf from other like-minded rock 'n'

roll animals. It's the other Americana, the

gritty urban one that gets left out of No
Depression's rural romanticism. On Jet Generation, Guitar Wolf offers

its most perfectly imperfect interpretation of three-chords-and-a-bad-

attitude, from amphetamine-fueled Chuck Berry leads of the self-

explanatory "Kung Fu Ramone" to the furious thrashing of Eddie

Cochran's "Summertime Blues," all mixed so far into the analog red

that you can almost feel the tape being shredded by Seiji's buzz-

sawing chords as the studio's Dolby Noise Reduction unit goes up in

flames. Jet Generation's white-noise foreground of humming tube

amps, piercing bursts of feedback, and low-end rumble is enough to

place Guitar Wolf in a league with ironic avant-gardists like "White

Light/White Heat" Velvets and Pussy Galore. But the blanket of fuzz

production is nothing more fancy than a reflection of Guitar Wolf’s

unabashed desire to go all the way. »>Matt Ashore

OUT:
June 22.

FILE UNDER:
Rock ’n’ roll animals.

R.I.Y.L.:

Johnny Thunders, Sonics, Ramones.

OUT:
August 3.

FILE UNDER:
Post-hip-hop groove rock.

R.I.Y.L.:

Beck, Beastie Boys,

Oave Matthews Band.

44 newmusic
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KRISTIN HERSH
Sky Motel 4AD

Until now, Kristin Hersh locked away her

electric guitars for her solo releases,

saving them for Throwing Muses albums,

and the spare acoustic "Kristin Hersh"

persona avoided the frantic electric crunch

of "Throwing Muses" songs. But after last

year's beguiling collection of bedtime

Appalachian murder ballads, Murder,

Misery And Then Goodnight, which was
starkly solo, and after the official demise

of the Throwing Muses, Sky Motel blurs

those lines—a bit. Although the album still

favors acoustic guitars and drummer-less

settings, it goes electric, too: Songs such as

the brief "Fog" and the full-bodied "Echo" would fit comfortably on

a Muses album. Although it sacrifices none of her elliptical

charms, enigmatic juxtapositions and provocative images, Sky

Motel lacks the claustrophobia that Hersh’s work sometimes

produces, willfully or not, and allows in some air and contrast,

both lyrically and musically. In "A Cleaner Light," Hersh sings, "I

wake up feeling fragile/It's nothing the TV couldn't cure, or lying

here for my whole life/But in a cleaner life, it's okay”: the lines

balance unforgiving self-examination with a slight optimism,

hooked to a melody hearkening back to the Muses' early days (and

setting up a biting putdown of psychoanalytic listeners—and

writers). Although no dramatic departure, Sky Motel houses the

startling drama of all sides of Hersh's musings. »>Steve Klinge

FREEDY JOHNSTON
Blue Days, Black Nights Bektra

Like short story writer Ethan Conin.

Freedy Johnston crawls into the heads

of wonderfully unique characters

—

lonesome astronomers, mortician's

daughters, a pilot's son whose afraid to

fly—and describes the tiny details of

place and feeling. And although his

songbook is as passionate and emotive

as that of any sensitive balladeer,

Johnston's recent albums haven't

resonated with the same simple power as

his intimate live shows, partly due to his

choice of producers. On 1994's This

Perfect World, Butch Vig seemed more

interested in proving he could make a slick singer-songwriter

album after producing Nevermind than in serving the songs. On
'97's Never Home. Danny Kortchmar rubbed away the gorgeous

depth of Johnston's songs in a misguided appeal to VH-1. But on

Blue Days, Johnston’s fifth album. T-Bone Burnett and Roger

Moutenot give Freedy's songs the kind of space they deserve,

and don't airbrush his distinctively beautiful high-pitched voice.

And Johnston delivers a heart-stilling, deeply empathetic

collection of songs that feels more pained and confused than

any since his '92 set Can You Fly. with his trademark downcast,

descending melodies. Johnston ends with the weeper "Emily,"

painfully pleading as a relationship dies, "Look at me baby, it's

me," before concluding, mournfully, "Sorry." »>David Daley

OUT:
July 6.

FILE UNDER:
Solo musings.

R.I.Y.L.:

Mary Margaret O’Hara, Tanya Donelly,

Spjnanes.

OUT:
July 20.

FILE UNDER:
Cry me a record.

R.I.Y.L.:

Richard Thompson's You. Me. Us. to la Tengo's

fakebook. Bob Dylan 's Blood On Ihe Iracks.

HOLY MODAL ROUNDERS
TOO Much Fun! Rounder

None harnessed the essence of the

Anthology Of American Folk Music

better than the Holy Modal Rounders,

whose mid-’60s work with the Fugs

resulted in arguably the first punk rock,

and whose Indian War Whoop from 1967

stands as one of the most addled and

raucously alive documents of the ’60s. To

wit. punk: Sing, moan, shout for joy,

scream in terror, howl, flap your wings

like a dervish while scratching at your

violin and poking at your banjo—it

doesn’t matter, as long as you feel the

spirit of the music. Since then, the

Rounders, who are core members Peter Stampfel and Steve

Weber, along with longtime collaborator Dave Reisch, have

done just that on a dozen or so records. Too Much Fun!, their

first record in 20 years, could have been made at any point in

their career: a few originals, a few traditional numbers and a

token Michael Hurley song (Hurley recorded the glorious Have

Moicy with them in the mid-‘70s), just as on Indian War Whoop,

all picked out on banjo, acoustic guitar and violin. Assessing

"quality" when dealing with the Holy Modal Rounders is a

ridiculous proposition, besides the fact that it misses the point.

Is it any good? Hell yeah, man. How could anything so alive

and joyous be anything but?

>»Randall Roberts

Salem Slide Box 17mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
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PAUL JONES
Pucker Up Buttercup Fat Possum-Epitaph

If you're already familiar with Mississippi

bluesman Paul Jones, one of the crown

jewels of the Fat Possum roster, you've

probably got one burning question at this

point: What the heck happened to Paul

"Wine" Jones? Why did he abandon his

beloved "Wine"? And look at him! Gone is

the sneering, badass Jones wielding his

guitar like a shotgun: this cover photo has

him grinning in his Sunday best,

thoughtful enough to bring flowers, and

calling us "Buttercup"! Well, not to worry.

Pucker Up may feature the likes of "Lead

Me On," a bare-bones spiritual—no

kidding!—that's anchored by Jones's soulful hollers of love for

Jesus, but he's still fighting off the temptations of the flesh. In fact,

it seems that Jones's new, improved veneer has only served to

force every last bit of his earthy bite into his music. Pucker Up is

raw and nasty even by Fat Possum standards, and Jones's

playing, already a wonder of seamless rhythm playing

punctuated by meaty leads, is even more dense, more complex,

and just plain old faster and louder than before—facts further

emphasized by the intensity and skill of his acoustic playing on a

few of the album's songs. By the closing stomp of "Guess I'm

Gonna Fuck Things Up," you'll know that Jones's quest for

spiritual goodness has only helped him channel his mortal

badness, and the ultimate winner is the blues. »>Cheryl Botchick

07.13.99/OVUM RECORDINGS PRESENTS

PtOFOTl© SOT1©
¥©L1 JOSH WINK
A DJ MIXED SERIES

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: JOSH WINK AND OVUM CREW

www.joshwinK.com

www.ovum-rec.com

www.mffhouse.com
www.columbiarecords.com

RUFFHOUSE

OUT:
July a

FILE UNDER:
Rassfin' with your demons, Delta style.

R.I.Y.L.:

Hound Dog Taylor, Cash Money, Qmo

Wiliams & Hezekiah Early, R.L Burnside.

JUNE OF 44
Anahata Quarterstick

On its fifth release, June Of 44 seems to

be trying too hard to up its Chicago

hometown's post-rock ante, jettisoning all

vestiges of indie rock convention.

Anahata aims for a melding of Tortoise's

ambient grooves and Shellac's cathartic

assault. The band reaches its intended

terrain, but misplaces much of its

forebears' charms along the journey. The

quartet's taut precision is impressive, as

a jam-heavy rhythm section dominates

the mix and avoids standard 4/4

structures like an infectious disease.

Sean Meadows and Jeff Mueller

intertwine their guitar lines in a fashion that at times suggests

an updated King Crimson. The tightly wound bombast also

recalls high-minded punk acts like Fugazi or The Ex. Bassist

Fred Erskine's occasional bursts of trumpet amid a stark

percussive setting bring to mind the 1970s avant workouts of

Miles Davis. Generally, June Of 44's instrumental backing is

sufficiently interesting, if a bit lacking in payoff. The vocals,

unfortunately, are another story. The band's tactic of flatly

shouting its lyrics, often in unison, detracts from the musical

backdrop, even for a critic with a wide tolerance for

unconventional singers. June Of 44 has rocked out before; a

looser, less clinical approach would sell its sonic experiments

more successfully. >»Glen Sarvady

bJTT
June til 44
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OUT:

FILE UNDER:
Jam-heavy math rock.

R.I.Y.L.:

Tortoise, Shellac. Gastr Del Sol,

recent Fugazi.

KATIES if
The Katies Spongebath-Elektra

If Alex Chilton didn't get the irony in

naming his band Big Star, he figured it

out pretty fast. Power-pop is a crueler

mistress than murdered JFK paramour
Mary Meyer. A knack for writing Beatles-

esque melodies leads only to broken

hearts in the end. Just ask the Posies or

Tommy Keene. Recently, however, bands
have realized that ratcheting up the

power side of the power-pop equation

might lead to a modem-rock moment. It

worked for Superdrag, and now that

band's Tennessee neighbors the Katies

are poised to grab their one-hit wonder.

Trouble is, they've learned the wrong lessons from their Cheap
Trick records, and obliterated their hooks and melodies with a
super-produced sheen of rock bombast—sing-along gang vocals

and guitar riffs nicked from that old "Freedom Rock"

commercial. It's too rehearsed to be ironic, too sincere to be any
fun. and too poorly written to just turn up and let rock.

"Powerkiss" makes one yearn for the subtlety of "Detroit Rock

City," and "Drowner" shamelessly nicks the opening bass

rumble of the Breeders' "Cannonball." Their single's called

"Noggin' Poundin'" and it's all maximum riffage, big, dumb
drum breaks, and squealing solos that ends with a final flourish.

But that may be the point: All this blustering bravado is the stuff

commercial radio stars are made of. »>David Daley

-

r

OUT:
Mi a

FILE UNDER:
Who sucked out the feehng?

R.I.Y.L.:

Cheap Trick, Material Issue,

Third Eye Blind.
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"full of promise and virtuosity...

may we still be watching [his work]

30 years from now.’’

—The New York Times l

“His unpredictable, musically eclectic

performances traverse political, spiritual

and cultural territory that only a

handful of MCs have touched.”

— The Source

“No canned B-Boyism here."

— The Village Voice

Produced by

lom Rothrock and
Rob Schnapf

John King (Dust Brothers)

Alan Klliott

Toshi Reagon

The critically acclaimed debut album.

Features “Cornbread, Cognac, Collard Green (R) Evolution,”

“Asphalt/Yards” and “Languid Libretto (I Can’t Love You Better).”

I

Go straight to “Asphalt Yards” on the

I

enclosed New Music Monthly CD.
I !

i
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PRAGA KHAN *
Twenty First Century Skin

Antler Subway-Never

Praga Khan (a.k.a. Maurice Engelen) might

have been remembered as the techno

generation's Marquis de Sade—the Lord Of

Acid who during techno's toddler stages

helped couple rave's spiritual revelations

with man's carnal cravings, engineering the

first sonic equivalent of an Ecstacy-Viagra

cocktail. But Khan's force has grown a tad

flaccid over time and the Belgian dance don

is in danger of becoming the genre's Pamela

Anderson: a titillating attraction to some; a

synthetic, trifling exaggeration of extremes

to many others. His latest offering, Twenty

First Century Skin, uses a blueprint similar to those of earlier

efforts, though his trademark crass, ovaturistic synth-onies have

been relaxed into warm acid-house hooks and sensual trip-hop

textures. But the laughable lewdness and sexual hyperbole that

made his work with the Lords so legendary now suggests the

notebook scribbles of a homy, hyperactive adolescent—any 16-

year-old with half a libido could script more amorous come-ons

than "I don't have a clue/I don't know what to do/But I'm in love

with you." The collection would have benefited from the exclusion

of such lyrics, allowing Khan's rudimentary, yet redeeming

musical maturity to take center stage. Instead, you're left hanging

with sturdy, rave-ready riffs but impotent introspections. "Cock

tease" is putting it nicely. >»M lye Comer

KOOL KEITH *
Black Elvis/Lost In Space Ruffliouse-Red ink

Kool Keith boasts his way through the

first track of this solo disc, urging an
imaginary record label executive to set a

"Release Date." The ex-Ultramagnetic

MC's and Dr. Octagon lyrical stylist,

renowned for his flakiness, suddenly

sounds so urgent because he's got

something to say. After a decade or so of

being known as an innovator and an
icon—Prodigy gave props by sampling

him on "Smack My Bitch Up"—Kool Keith

Thornton wants to claim his place at the

forefront of today's hip-hop. He's blunt,

criticizing more financially successful

peers with disses about their flashy displays and "fronting on a

cellular phone that doesn't work," as he raps on "Intro." But

aside from the clever jabs, Keith keeps the focus on his own
skills as an MC and as a lover. He's still fascinated with space-

aged themes, as evidenced on the futuristic R&B vamp
"Supergalactic Lover" and the minimalist funk jam "I'm Seein'

Robots." He's also adept at advertising himself to the ladies,

especially on the tongue-twisting soul stomp "Master Of The

Game," which features a vocoder salute to Roger Troutman of

the 70s group Zapp. Keith may be too talented to become a major

success, as much of Puff-ed up mainstream rap doesn't

approach the cognitive level he reaches so effortlessly. Still, it's

awe-inspiring to hear him plead his case. >»Richard Martin

LABRADFORD
E LlIXO So Kranky

Labradford is the sort of band you can

have on for several minutes before you

remember that you have music playing

—

and I mean that in the best way. The

music is ambient in the purest sense:

mixed very low, organic and random, yet

repetitive to the extent that it becomes

more of an unconscious mantra than

something you notice in the foreground.

Even when it started out, Labradford

made a point of being "barely there," but

with E Luxo So, most of the time, the band

is even less there. Labradford's earlier

releases were droning, whooshing

surreal swirls, with layers of atonal Moog synths, spaghetti

Western guitar twangs, and echoey, dissociated whispers. But E
Luxo So follows the Richmond, Virginia, trio's previous album.

Me Media Naranja, away from the older wind-tunnel ethos,

toward an even more spacious, stripped-down and yet abstract

approach. Gone are the Moog drones and Mark Nelson's vocals,

leaving the focus on short tape loops and on repetitive piano

lines, over and over, fading into infinity. Nelson's work on his

side project Pan American seems to inform E Luxo So a bit—dub
bass and bossa nova rhythmic clicks lurk beneath the surface; a

string section and a dulcimer also add texture. But for the most

part. E Luxo So shows Labradford taking one step closer toward

beautiful, undistilled silence. »>David Jarman

OUT:
May 24.

FILE UNDER:
Ambient abstraction.

R.I.Y.L.:

Quiet Brian Eno, Angelo Badaiamenti, Bart

Ps chosis, The Cure's Seventeen Seconds.

Copyrighted material



CMJ is calling you out. No other music event L~ i ,

takes over New York City like we do. CMJ rocks phat beats and walls of noize at over 50

venues in Manhattan. Check out cutting edge music and film. Schmooze with industry

insiders and tomorrow’s stars. 4 days. 4 nights. 1000 bands. 48 hours of film.
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,
1999 NEW YORK CITY

www.cmj.com/Marathon 99/
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Their debut um featuring
Longevity.

On Tour Now
Produced by Steue Thompson

E.S.P. Management: Mike Renault

Contact Bolt Upright now at www.BoltUpright.com to get

the latest info and to score some free swag!

* ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH'S CD

LONDON SUEDE A
Head Music Columbia

On paper the London Suede seems a

dubious proposal: five British lads

making music in 1999 with a religious

fervor for the heyday of glam-rock,

complete with all its stances and sounds.

In fact, listening to Head Music, the

band's fourth and most reverential album,

it's hard to believe that, with the

exception of the odd Smiths single, any

member owns an album recorded after

Bowie discovered Berlin. But it is just this

adherence to orthodoxy that makes the

album so enjoyable. At its most basic,

glam-rock was about reinvention, a

romantic vision of the individual as extraordinary. After all, it was
glam's twin pillars, David Bowie and Marc Bolan, who
transformed themselves from suburban boys into guitar-playing

gods. Though the London Suede may opt for the stylish

sophistication of Roxy Music over its forebears' outlandish

theatricality, it is their aesthetic, anthemic in sound and dramatic

in vision, that shapes Head Music. Filled with the period's

trademark big drums, staccato guitars, swelling choruses and

tales of adolescent love, the album is a throwback and the band

knows it. As Brett Anderson sings at one point, "I feel schizo/Ever

so psycho/Kicking an old tin can/Singing I can't get enough." And
while there may not be anything groundbreaking here, it is

certainly hip-shaking. »>Adam Silverman

MUSIC TAPES
First Imaginary Symphony For Nomad
Merge

Every month of 1999 seems to bring at

least one release from the Elephant Six

collective of DIY pop fanatics, and most of

them revel in the joy of music-making. This

month features the debut album from the

Music Tapes, the project guided by Julian

Koster, best known as Neutral Milk Hotel's

singing saw. banjo and accordion player.

Unlike the rest of the E6 collective, the

Music Tapes are not about songs or

melodies or even sound sculptures:

Imaginary Symphony is all fragments of

tunes, wavering childlike vocals, old-time

radio announcements, and goofy sci-fi plot fragments. As revealed

in a Koster-inked comic/lyric sheet, the plot involves televisions

that inadvertently conquer earth and "an orchestration designed

to repel parents"—but we're not talking Marilyn Manson here.

"You must relate to the earthling, mortal!" Koster squeaks several

times and plucks a banjo: broadcast voices interrupt to announce

Superman's death and a "Warning" that one listen at one’s own
risk. The "Imaginary" designation seems appropriate; nothing

here stays in focus for long, so even when "March Of The Father

Fist" begins with a percussive sing-along, within seconds the

piece devolves into an incoherent mess. Granted, Roster's got

quite an imagination, but a real Symphony—for Nomad, or

whomever—would be more satisfying. »>Steve Klinge

v-

OUT:
July 6.

FILE UNDER:
It's the story, not the song.

R.I.Y.L.:

Of Montreal, Spike Jones, Daniel

Johnston, Danielson Family.

OUT:
June 8.

FILE UNDER:
Mining the velvet goldmine.

R.I.Y.L.:

Shudder To Think, Pulp, Roxy Music,

gjammy Bowie, I Rex.
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a debut album.

a noxious release of rock ‘n roll,

featuring “Shakin’ And A Bakin’”

and “High School Burnout.”
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NOVAK
Novak Hidden Agenda-Parasol

Ambitious young bands often confront an

urge to discard all that came before them in

search of a wholly original statement.

Except for glorious rare cases, however,

most mavericks are better served by mining

the best of their predecessors and adding

incrementally to the canon. Novak is

brimming with good ideas, yet this

Birmingham, England, seven-piece astutely

subscribes to something Clinton advisor

James Carville might have come up with

had he been running a record label and not

political campaigns: "It's the melodies,

stupid." Novak builds from a foundation

akin to mid-period Stereolab, with female vocals gliding above lithe,

droning grooves that allow space for occasional cacophony and

aggression. It's Novak's choice of instrumentation, though, that

freshens the equation. The presence of accordion on several tracks

is initially unsettling, but Novak establishes it as a viable

alternative to Farfisa in anchoring a drone. Airy flute passages

inevitably recall Mercury Rev, while toy xylophone and gritty tape

loops and rhythm tracks instill a rough-hewn post-rock quality. Tops

among several high points is "Fruit Cooler," in which circular flute

and guitar figures percolate for six minutes before an unexpected

refrain releases the tension. A skill for repeated, deceptively facile

melodies make the disc's eight extended tracks pass all too quickly.

>»Glen Sarvady

ONDA SONORA: *
RED HOT + LISBON
Various Artists Red Hot-Bar/None

Can't afford a summer vacation? Stop

drooling over Conde Nast Traveler and pick

up Onda Sonora (literally "sound wave”), an

ambitious survey in song of the Portuguese

Diaspora. Steeped in sun and sea, vibrant

colors and piquant spices, these 23 cuts

unfold slowly with repeated spins, offering

countless hours of entertainment. Featuring

40 artists, from 1 1 countries, singing in seven

different languages, the tracks segue with

seductive grace from samba to ambient,

drum 'n' bass to fado. In the Red Hot tradition

(this is the AIDS relief organization's 11th

album), the most exciting moments stem from cross-cultural

collaborations: the fluid rapping of Mozambique's General D. mated

with the samba-hop beats of Rio's Funk N' Lata; Angolan chanteuse

Filipe Mukenga whipped up in the frothy tribal house of

Underground Sound Of Lisbon; DJ Soul Slinger's illbeint

transformation of a Creole ballad from Cape Verde's Simentera.

Offering an abundance of diverse rhythms and impassioned vocals,

and an emphasis on non-Anglo artists, this CD captures the far-

reaching heritage of the Portuguese-speaking world in dazzling

musical snapshots. Purchasing Onda Sonora won't diffuse

wanderlust indefinitely, but it will hopefully keep you humming

contentedly until a globetrotting getaway becomes a financial reality.

»>Kuit B. Reighley

OUT:
July 20.

FILE UNDER:
More colors than Crayola.

R.I.Y.L.:

Caetano Veloso, Smoke City, Zap

Mama, Red Hot + Rio.

£

OUT:
June 8.

FILE UNDER:
Melodic drone rock.

R.I.Y.L.:

Stereolab, Mercury Rev, Pram.
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ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH’S CD

LOUIS PHILIPPE *
A Kiss In The Funhouse Le Grand Magistery

Finally one of the unsung heroes of the

lounge revival is getting his fair shake.

Frenchman Louis Philippe was recording

his well-crafted pop gems and pseudo-

exotica for the legendary £l Label

throughout the '80s—almost a whole

decade before the birth of the cocktail

nation. Philippe's strength is light,

summery, well-arranged pop numbers. His

recordings are full of the sort of bouncy

choruses and jaunty horns that haven't

been heard since the days of Esquivel and

Enoch Light. As witnessed by this US
collection of his work, Philippe's music runs

the gamut from unapologetic breezy AM pop ("Every Day Gone By,”

"Rafaella") to hip-swiveling bossa nova ("Carioca," "Sunshine")

—

there's even a few sultry Parisian cabaret numbers ("L'Hiver Te Va

Bien," "Le Voyageur") thrown in for good measure. A gifted vocalist,

Philippe is equally convincing whispering along to a theremin in

the Gilberto-esque "Ainsi Va Sa Vie," as singing a falsetto on the

Wilson/Bacharach number "Only A Fool." It is undoubtedly an

eclectic mixer, but Philippe's lush arrangements and orchestral

production are the glue that holds the record together. While his

name or pseudonyms have appeared in connection with many of

this past year's more popular loungey albums (Songs /or the Jet Set

V.2, April March, Valerie Lemercier, Momus), Louis Philippe has

always seemed the forgotten man. That is, until now. »>Sam Wick

PLAID
Rest Proof Clockwork Warp-Nothing

Warp Records made a home for

electronica's jazzbos-at-heart, artists like

Plaid, Aphex Twin, and Squarepusher who
beat the bushes of the music's history and

reexamine its polyrhythms and other

multiplicities under a digital microscope.

What sets Plaid apart from the rest is its

lack of the kind of formal seriousness that

gets this stuff pejoratively called things

like "cerebral" and "intelligent." Building

on last year's Not For Threes, Rest Proof

Clockwork brings melody back into the

equation. With a scatting, playful attitude

that any Tortoise fan would recognize,

these 15 tracks ask the age-old question: How noodlingly complex

can an arrangement get before all tunefulness is lost? On the

liberal side is "Ralome," a sort of electronic answer to the lush,

embroidered sound of classical acoustic guitar. "Dead Sea" is a

more impressionistic piece; with its mix of underwater sounds and

pipe organ, it ought to have been the soundtrack to a Jacques

Cousteau special. Clockwork is eclectic to a fault, full of clever

segues between Latin-style guitar and canned club beats, the

saw-toothed skitter of jungle and the bouncy synth of '80s pop. This

pulling out of stops is fun, but frustrating in the long run. It

becomes too easy for Plaid to change instrumental channels

rather than create a deep interplay of sounds. And isn't that what

ensemble jazz is supposed to be about? »>Andna Mo®d

riff
OUT:
June 22.

FILE UNDER:
Breezy AM Euro-pop.

R.I.Y.L.:

High Uamas, Divine Comedy, legendaiy

Bub Croup. Apri March, Momus.

RECORDS



Y el Cuarteto Patria

Eliades Ochoa is one

of the key members of

the Grammy* winning

Buena Vista Social Club.

Guest artists

include Ry Cooder,

Charlie Musselwhite

and David Hidalgo.

Authentic Cuban roots

Music!

Available everywhere or

call 800-5-OCTAVE.

www.higheroctave.com

SUBLIME' ilusion

r
RETURN OF THE
GRIEVOUS ANGEL:
A TRIBUTE TO GRAM PARSONS
Various Artists Almo Sounds

Gram Parsons’s work in the late '60s and

early 70s as a solo artist and with the Byrds

and the Flying Burrito Brothers asked the

hippies and rock 'n' rollers to reckon with

Nashville and Memphis, and vice versa; he

called it "Cosmic American Music." Return

Of The Grievous Angel, a tribute overseen

in part by Parsons protegee Emmylou
Harris, verifies that his style and

songwriting continues to influence talented

folks like Lucinda Williams, EHvis Costello

and Whiskeytown as they work the edges

of country (the set avoids Parsons's soul jones). Most artists here

don't need to shift their styles at all to slip into Parsons's soft shoes;

many take the opportunity to do a Gram-and-Emmy-style duet, with

Harris herself stepping into her old role to sing with Beck (in a

straight reading of "Sin City"), the Pretenders, and Sheryl Crow. As

is often the case with tributes, the least reverential versions provide

the highest highlights; the Cowboy Junkies make "Ooh Las Vegas"

a tale of spooky addiction; the Rolling Creekdippers (Victoria

Williams and former Jayhawk Mark Olson, et al.) fulfill the gospel

promise of "In My Hour Of Darkness," and, in the set's one burst of

rock 'n' roll, Wilco glam-orizes "One Hundred Years From Now."

Unsurprisingly, Return Of The Grievous Angel affirms Parsons's role

as the godfather of alternative country. >»Steve Klinge

-

REVEILLE
Laced Dektra

Reveille is to Rage Against The Machine

what Silverchair was to Nirvana, but the

blatant aural similarities don't necessarily

mean that Reveille should be pigeonholed

as a cheap knockoff. The maiden voyage

of these rebellious youths—the kids in

Reveille (it rhymes with "heavily" and

means "signal for awakening") are all

between 16 and 19 years old—finds them

proudly displaying their influences like a

fresh tattoo. The sucker-punching

introductory riffs and guttural growls of

Reveille's major-label debut Laced recalls

Rage Against The Machine's angry metal,

just as a fuller, closer listen conjures images of Rage's in-your-face

lyrical platform. While the market may currently be saturated with

rap-metal hybrids, Reveille stands out from the copycat pack

simply because its anger is more personal and less PC, which

makes it less assaulting and didactic. There are socially

conscious lyrics, but with Laced, you can separate the sound from

the fury. Reveille doesn't preach; it searches its soul. In turn, the

Boston boys don't make you feel like you're at a campus political

rally. It's the down-tuned riffs of pissed off tunes like "Judas" and

"Flesh And Blood" that speak at the highest volume. If you

succumb to the pummeling sonic mayhem, you'll be a converted

member of the Reveille congregation. Or wishing Rage wouldn't

wait three years in between albums. »>Amy Sciarcetto

OUT:
June 22.

FILE UNDER:
Poitaly charged, impressionable youth metal.

R.I.Y.L.:

Rage Against The Machine, downset,

Limp Bizkil bed (pe). Mom.

OUT:
July 13.

FILE UNDER:
Cosmic American music.

R.I.Y.L.:

Emmylou Harris, Wilco, The Horse

Whisperer soundtrack.

reviews
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VV ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH'S CD

RYE COALITION *
The Lipstick Game Gera Blandsten

In recent years, melodic angst has

supplanted the terribly vicious growling

that once defined classic Midwestern

punk. Packing its songs with nods to both

dramatic classic rock *n' roll and
stop/start, stungun punk, Rye Coalition

evokes the cruel ferocity of Touch And
Go's roster circa 1985 (Big Black,

Killdozer, etc.). Much like the working

man aesthetics of the fly-over people

which inspired so many ‘80s punk bands.

Rye Coalition is animated by the nastier

realities of its home state. New Jersey: the

stank of 1-95, the ennui of the suburbs, the

evil schemes of latchkey kids. Dave Leto's bass lines are potent,

and he obviously possesses the sensibility of a true brutalist; he

is well complimented by his brother Gregg's solid contribution

on drums. Guitarist Jon Gonnelli alternates between cutting

phrases and juicy rock bits, and vocalist Ralph Cuseglio plays

the part of the dissatisfied psychopath in an homage to

vocalist/exhibitionist David Yow (the Jesus Lizard). You won't be

able to understand much of what Cuseglio says but you're

probably none the worse for it, as the few words one can

identify
—

"misery," "the lipstick game," "rock star life,"

something about "roosters"—indicate that any narratives are

best left to the imagination. This is wonderfully ugly punk

played by and for ugly people. »>Alec Hanley Bemis

SCHNEIDER TM
Moist Mute

A linear-loving electronic outfit that

thrives atop a musical treadmill,

turning up the speed and cruising along

all Mantra-like while sounds gather like

mud in the wheel-wells, Schneider TM
is really one guy, Dirk Dresselhaus, his

home studio, and sound gathered from

around his country home. If you

recognize the name, it's perhaps from

his jaw-droppingly great remix of the

High Llamas on their LoJJo Rosso EP, or

in articles in which he's lumped in with

kindred Germans Mouse On Mars and

To Rococo Rot as part of the "Teutonic

Boom." His synthetic music relies on strange snippets of

sound, which he transforms into rhythm and beats, and
samples and Casio-tone melodies that he stretches and
magnifies to create structure. Rarely do his songs pound or

bellow, break down or explode. They just start moving and

keep doing so until they decide it's time to bail. And in this

context. Moist works, though identifying one song from the

next in a blindfold test would prove difficult, because

Schneider seems to access a few standard templates

throughout. These templates, when magnified and closely

examined, do vary, but are relatively monochromatic in

construct. It makes great vacuuming music, though.

»>Randall Roberts

sdneider la

OUT:
iui) a

FILE UNDER:
Teutonic electronic.

R.I.Y.L.:

Mouse On Mars. To Rococo Rot

Kraftwerk.

OUT:
June 7.

FILE UNDER:
Ugly punk rock that rocks.

R.I.Y.L.:

Jesus Lizard. Big Black, double-time

Led Zeppelin. Birthday Party.

Recorded by Steve Albini

unconscious Uma Thurman catapults back to life after

John Travolta injects her heart with a shot of

adrenaline? For the rock starved, Point #1 is like the

fluid in that syringe." - Amy Sciarretto
,
CMJ (5.3.99)

'This glorious post-grunge chaos is sutured together by

Steve Albini...Chevelle's skull-jarring debut, POINT #1

,

is a musical beast that provokes with its howls and

The Tennessean (5. 10.99)growls and its whimpers.

Squint Entertainment

15.4032 and [615] 457.1210
vww, squinterland. com
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SPAIN
She Haunts My Dreams Restless

The seductive, late-night cool of Spain's

jazz- and blues-flecked balladry is all

about evoking the atmosphere of classic

noir: the quiet despair of dimly lit bars

just past last call; the glisten of empty,

rain-soaked streets at 4 a.m.; the long,

suggestive exhalation of a lover's post-

coital cigarette. The Los Angeles band's

1995 debut The Blue Moods Of Spain was
a near-perfect approximation of these

kind of intimate moods, employing a

spare, languorous style largely defined

by leader Josh Haden's soft, measured

delivery and simple, spiritual-like

lyricism. In the first line on She Haunts My Dreams, Haden
announces, "Made up/My mind/Tonight I'm leaving you," and for

most of rest of the album he struggles with the fate of one

romance or another. Unfortunately, where Blue Moods ruminated

on what-could-be with a smoldering whisper, She Haunts My
Dreams lingers on regret with an almost emotionless reserve.

Musically, the album is even more subdued than its predecessor,

downplaying its more provocative, jazzy accents Gosh is, not

incidentally, the son of jazz great Charlie Haden) for a hypnotic,

slow-mo shuffle of acoustic guitar, bass and lightly tapped

drums. There's a fine line between evoking a sense of mystery

and saying nothing at all. This time out at least. Haden and co.

seem to have kept a bit too much to themselves. »>Colin Helms

NOBUKAZU TAKEMURA
Scope Thrill Jockey

If you've ever fast-scanned through a

compact disc, paying heed to the

individualized digital blips and odd

arrhythmia emerging from your speakers,

you'll immediately recognize the main
sonic tic of Japan's Nobukazu Takemura.

Especially evident on the record's 22-

minute opening track, "On A Balloon," it's

a sound he revisits repeatedly while

introducing a variety of "wrong"

soundings familiar to anyone who has set

up a home stereo: grounding mistakes,

bad connections between components,

short bursts of pulsing, low grade

feedback. While artists such as the German conceptualists in

Oval have explored these sounds before, Takemura's approach is

more bright eyed; his extensive use of clean, clear chimes

—

sometimes from a vibraphone, at others from electronic sources

—

feels like a dip in a pool of melody when heard next to the parched

theoretical efforts of his peers. Scope's later tracks hearken back to

the tape experiments of the minimalist composers of the 1960s.

"Kepler" is packed with cyclic chimes and snippets of angelic

human voices similar to those found in Steve Reich's middle

works. This disc isn't for everybody—the CD scanning alone is

sure to turn off some listeners. But if you're willing to indulge him,

Takemura reveals that there are myriad ways to employ the

digital age's sonic glitches. »>Alec Hanley Bomis

-

L

OUT:
Juik8.

FILE UNDER:
Digital technology's underbelly.

R.I.Y.L.:

Oval, Steve Reich, Autechre,

CD-R tracking errors.

Copyrighted material
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ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH’S CD

THOSE BASTARD SOULS
Debt & Departure V2

Now that estranged Grifter and head

Bastard Dave Shouse has morphed his

bedroom side project into a five-member

affair, he's delivered a record that invites

adjectives never applied to his former

band: polished, studied, lush. What
Shouse carries over from the Grifters is a

penchant for meandering, insinuating

melodies, the kind you hum a day later

but can't recall where they're from. Much

of Debt & Departure nearly encroaches

on alt-country terrain, with Shouse's

clean strumming supporting a vocal

delivery oddly reminiscent of David

Bowie. Joan Wasser (of the Dambuilders) contributes some

expressive violin work, and can reach back for the jarring effect

the band occasionally tosses in among the otherwise smooth

veneer. Four songs reappear from the Souls' 1996 debut disc

—

these are the more rollicking, straightforward rock numbers, and

aren't much altered aside from a more fleshed-out band sound (a

track from the last Grifters LP is also reprised). More impressive

is the startlingly melancholic new material, which is imbued

with a sense of loss seemingly informed by the 1998 death of Jeff

Buckley (a good friend of Shouse's, and Wasser's ex). The mixed

sources leave Debt & Departure with the feel of a transition

album. While I hope Shouse cheers up, his introspective side

warrants further exploration. »>Glen Sarvady

OUT:
July 13.

FILE UNDER:
Post-noise melancholy.

R.I.Y.L.:

Mercury Rev, Wilco, Grifters,

Jeff

TIGHT BRO’S FROM
WAY BACK WHEN
Runnin’ Thru My Bones Kill Rock Stars

Joni Mitchell, of all people, recently said,

"Rock 'n' roll is about getting your

paycheck and going out on a Saturday

night and having a good time." What's

more surprising? That an old school 70s

folkie said it or that it's true? Tight Bros

(that's "broze," by the way) make the

Saturday night variety of rock. Think

AC/DC at a sweaty house party or Black

Flag if it had become a mustachioed bar

band. In the Northwest rock scene, where

practically every boy-rocker has some

retro shtick involving glitter or cigarettes,

the Bros go for that same-shirt-I've-been-wearing-all-day look.

Their punk pedigree is impressive (singer Jared Warren was in

the psyche-destroying Karp and guitar twins Jon and Dave hail

from the crushing queercore band. Behead The Prophet) and it

guarantees they can balance the irony of playing hard rock in

the spongy, electronic '90s. As the 12 action-packed songs go

whipping by, the locked-down rhythm section always gives the

fearless, tricked-out guitars a place to land. Warren stirs us with

his best Bon Scott howl and gives each song enough sexy

wattage to power every amp in the room. This is the kind of

frenzy that cranks the volume on your libido without your tacit

consent. Play this loud, but beware! It might destroy your warm
relationship with the neighbors. »>Loi* Maffeo

OUT:
April 27.

FILE UNDER:
Dumb rock for. smart people.

R.I.Y.L.:

AC/DC, Murder City Devils, Karp.

The second original film score from Craig Armstrong,

creator of the award-winning soundtrack to

Baz Luhrmann’s Romeo A Juliet.

For Plunkett & Madeane Craig has composed and

conducted 21 pieces of music, ranging in diversity from

beautifully haunting atmospheric orchestrations

to pulsating beats and strings. Included is a rich and

soulful reworking of the Talking Heads' song Houses In

Motion (featuring guest vocals from Melankolic’s

Lewis Parker and Helen White [Alpha]).

Asrmy»KS‘
www.astralwerks.com

also available on

Melankolic by Craig Armstrong,

THE SPACE BETWEEN US

Craig will be returning with

a new solo album in 2000.

MELANKOUG

Copyrighted material
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A LI FARKA TOURE
Niafunke Hannibal-Rykodisc

When discussing non-Western music with

pop audiences, it's often helpful to connect

an artists work to more familiar Western

names or styles. Nigerian Afrobeat

pioneer Fela Aniklapo Kuti's political funk

is often linked to the music of James
Brown; likewise, the odd similarity in the

playing styles of Ali Farka Toure and

Delta bluesman Robert Johnson helped

Toure connect with Western audiences.

Toure's forays into a kind of West African

talking blues provided living proof that

our folk musics could be traced to

indigenous African sources. His 1994

collaboration with Ry Cooder, the Grammy-winning Talking

Timbuktu, mated Toure's guitar rags and multi-lingual vocals to

the mystical lightness of Cooder's smooth guitar work. For the last

five years, however, Toure's touring and recording career has

taken a back seat to his role as a farmer and as the provider for his

11 children in central Mali. Recorded with a mobile studio and
generator transported to Toure's village, Niafunke, this record is a
darker, busier, and less new age sounding affair than Timbuktu.

The connections to American blues are less explicit and the

performances seem livelier, captured in the heat of the moment.

Shimmering, tightly wound guitar patterns iterate and overlap,

multi-layered hand drums chug along, and a droning chorus gives

the songs an air of ritual. »>Alec Hanley Bemis

TWO LONE SWORDSMEN
Stay Down Warp-Matador

Listening to ambient music is like gazing

upon a Jackson Pollock painting. The

effect is magnificent but the question

lingers, "How did he know when it was
finished?" Remixologists Keith

Tenniswood and Andrew Weatherall

have flipped the decks sideways for Beth

Orton, Red Snapper and Primal Scream,

but here on their US debut they have
sculpted a suite of songs that locks into

perfect form with short, sexy bursts of

electronica. With bloopy percussion that

sounds straight out of the air filter in a

fish tank and skittering beats that recall

rain skipping off a metal roof, this is music with a water element.

Opener "Hope We Never Surface" announces the undersea

theme with a submarine's sounding call (and its title also

suggests surface noise on an LP, which is telling). The gorgeous

"Ivy And Lead" presents a savvy spy theme made melancholy by

a violin moaning in counterpoint. The squidgy, wet beats of "Mr.

Paris’s Monsters" suggest what the inside of your mouth might

sound like during a teeth cleaning. This stateside issue of Stay

Down is fleshed out by the tracks from the EP A Bag Of Blue

Sparks, but the addition of five of 2LS's harder electro tracks

tracks threatens to smother the album's simple majesty. Its

blissful sway, peaceful currents and underwater imagery could

point to a new genre. Dare we call it aquatica? »>Lois Mafieo

N.

OUT:
June 22.

FILE UNDER:
Underwater electronica.

R.I.Y.L.:

Tortoise, Mouse On Mars,

To Rococo Rot
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^ ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH'S CD

TOWNES VAN ZANDT
A Far Cry From Dead Arista Austin

In 1989, while he was still very much
alive, the Tomato label released a

compilation facetiously titled The Late

Great Townes Van Zandt. Two years after

his actual death, another collection of the

Texas songwriter's finest work surfaces

under the less successfully sardonic

nameA Far Cry From Dead. Townes's wife

Jeanene and the couple's friend Eric Paul

had the best intentions in enlisting a

bunch of musicians to flesh out some

demo tapes that Van Zandt left behind,

but the result is terribly uncharacteristic.

A talented guitarist whose unpolished

voice leant a realism to dustbowl narratives like "Poncho &
Lefty" (which Willie Nelson and Merle Haggard made a #1 hit)

and "To Live's To Fly," Van Zandt spent the 70s amassing a stellar

repertoire; nearly drank himself into oblivion in the '80s; and in

his final decade split his time between the bottle, the stage and

a modest recording studio where he revisited his past tunes. He
sounds weary and perhaps wise, his guitar playing steady, but a

backdrop of perfunctory drums, keyboards and sundry

instrumentation wraps the songs in a sheen that Van Zandt never

attained on his own. And why would he? The original takes on

"Rex's Blues" and "Pancho" dripped with raw honesty. That was
the beauty of Townes Van Zandt—never far from death, but

knowing he couldn't outrun it forever. »>Richaid Martin

WEEN
Paintin’ The Town Brown Elektra

Despite every attempt to convince us

otherwise, Mickey Melchiondo and Aaron

Freeman—Dean & Gene Ween, if you're

nasty—have written some downright

classic songs in their 15-year

partnership. But the fact that they treat

their talent more like a burden than a gift

is the key to their appeal. On Paintin' The

Town Brown, a double CD anthology of

the live Ween experience, Deaner and

Gener sound dead set on returning that

gift to the mall and exchanging it for

store credit at Spencer's Gifts. Yet no

matter how much pot they smoke (many
of the selections on Brown were recorded in Holland—wink,

wink), no matter how many phasers and flange pedals they

deploy, the songs still persist. Brown surveys just about every

experiment in genre-mutilation that Ween has attempted; from

the balls-to-the-wall boogie abuse of "Dr. Rock," to the Vangelis-

meets-Ronnie Van Zant inanity of "Japanese Cowboy," to the

patience-mocking half hour-long renditions of "Poop Ship

Destroyer" and "Vallejo." That these experiments fail as often as

they succeed is a testament to the luxuries of the studio, but

then. Ween has never shied away from self-deprecation. These

guys know that the best humor is achieved at someone's

expense, and on Brown they offer up their own musical oeuvre at

the altar of the Big Guffaw. »>Matt Hank*

v-

OUT:
June 29.

FILE UNDER:
Roots revivification.

R.I.Y.L.:

Lyle Lovett Steve Earle.

Jimmie Dale Gilmore.

"Moist evokes the beguiling spells of Aphex Twin’s best

work but never opts tor dentist-drill shock tactics.”- NME
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LIMP BIZKIT (continued from page 41)

Then there are the fag-bashing charges. On "All In The Family."

found on Kom's Follow The Leader album, Fred and Korn singer

Jonathan Davis taunt one another like two teenage football rivals who
seem a little nervous showering together. Speaking as a seasoned

homo, it's not language that thrills me, but I've heard rap and hardcore

tracks that were far more distressing. And any song that ends with a

couple of straight white men passionately serenading each other with

the lyrics, "And I love you/And I want you/And I'll suck you/And I'll

fuck you," can't be all bad.

“There were people that fucked

with me, and were always

hunting me down, wanting to beat

the shit out of me. I’d like to

know what those people are

doing, and if they got my record.”

And quite frankly, if the dude sharing his postprandial banana

split (and no, that's not a euphemism) with me truly despises gays,

he's doing an impressive job of concealing those feelings. Fred insists

that folks would see he's not mean-spirited, "if they knew who

surrounds me, and who my friends are. More than half of my friends

are gay, and we call each other 'fag' constantly."

"I'm not nice all the time." he concedes. "But I never do anything

to hurt anybody on purpose. My songs are my retaliation to hurt my ex-

girlfriend and all the people I thought were my friends that have

betrayed me. But that's that. I don't want to hurt anyone physically, I

don't intentionally say things to hurt people, and I don't make fun of

people. Because I know it comes back around."

There's nothing in the dictionary that says art is exemplary

because it's rarefied, exquisitely crafted to speak to a highly select

audience. Many of this century's finest artists—Irving Berlin, Frank

Sinatra, Keith Haring—wanted to reach the widest audiences

possible. Knuckleheads need art, too.

Art doesn't begin and end with the act of creation. The exciting

part begins when a song or painting or book enters the public sphere,

and takes on new life with each individual's perception of it. Fred

Durst dwells on this idea a lot. "What are you going to write about?"

he asks himself constantly. "Is this song saying something that most

everybody is going to feel, that they'll comprehend and get? Is it a

feeling that's common in 90 percent of all human beings?" If the

answer comes back "yes," he'll write about it.

"I don't go on these eclectic whims, and beat around the bush

with terminology that people won't get. I swing it a couple different

ways on the new record, but I'm talking about common things. It's

straightforward. Matchbox 20's songs are huge, but when you sing

about 'It's three a.m. and I'm in a coffee shop...,' how many people are

really going to get that?"

"These are my feelings, but I also want to inspire everybody else, so

1 step outside myself. Should I be freestyle rapping, just because I can

rhyme? Should I just brag and boast, and talk about street life? No. A
small percentage of people buying my record might be down with that,

but that's not going to touch anybody. It's not going to affect them for life."

"I understand what timeless music, music that lasts forever, is.

That's something Led Zeppelin tapped into, Elton John, the Doors. Jane's

Addiction and the Cure and Nine Inch Nails made timeless music. Limp

Bizkit hasn't gotten there yet, but we're a hell of a lot closer." MMM



by M. TYE COMER mixed signals

U pon first listen to the languid, luxurious downbeat

musicianship of THIEVERY CORPORATION (Eric Hilton

and Rob Garza), you might liken the duo to European talents

such as Vienna's Kruder & Dorfmeister, Paris's DJ Cam, or Bristol's

Smith & Mighty. And you'd be forgiven for assuming that the pair hails

from the other side of the Atlantic, especially considering that

European audiences were the first to embrace this DJ duo's eclectic

downbeat fusion of trip-hop, dub, bossa nova, hip-hop and acid-jazz.

But Thievery Corporation is, in

fact, from no farther away than the

other side of the Potomac. Hailing

from Washington, DC, the duo

draws on America's "melting pot"

ethos to the fullest extent, creating

a cross-pollination of culture and

style that is duly noted on the

pair's recent mix CD—yet another

installment in the accomplished

DJ Kicks (Studio K7) series.

Incorporating hand-picked gems
from like-minded artists, including

DJ Cam, Jazzanova, and Up. Bustle & Out, as well as a few of their own
cuts and remixes. Thievery Corporation's hour-long turntable

expression embraces music not easily pigeonholed by the usual genre

tags, which makes the collection vibrant and intriguing, despite its

calm, cool and collected pace. Smooth as a Lexus and slick as an

Armani suit, this 18-track offering is mood-enhancing, mind-altering

sonic therapy that works out the kinks of pre-millenium tension like

caring hands massaging tired, fatigued muscles. A track-by-track

lesson in multi-dimensional style and ambiance... For those who
enjoy a rougher and tougher ride, look no further than Queens, New
York's OMAR SANTANA. This

hardcore DJ/producer has walked

on the wild side since he first

touched the decks in the early-'80s.

But things got really hectic in the

early '90s when, dissatisfied with

the wimpy state of trip-hop,

Santana formed H20H Recordings

and, later. Tricked Out

Recordings—labels specializing in

apocalyptic, unlubricated big beat

created from severe techno

frequencies, bone-rattling bass

lines and hyperactive drum breaks that made the Chemical Brothers

sound like the Smothers Brothers. Keeping the hard edge of the

underground alive, Santata pummels all comers with his latest attack,

Battle For Planet Of The Breaks (Moonshine), a bombshell of nu-

skool breaks, a style of funky breakbeat marked by the utilization of

challenging rhythmic structures and howling bass lines akin to drum

'n' bass. The attack is intended for purely physical abuse, and novices

may be turned off by the music's atonal, rhythm-driven brutality. But

diehards will happily submit to the unrelenting force of artists such as

Electroliners, Mild Mannered Janitors, and Santana himself, who
performs both on the decks and behind the recording aliases Tales

From The Hardside, Wizard Of Oh, and Hard Hop Heathen. MMM

May the wasahi he with you.
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The reverberating influence of Krautrock pioneer CAN

Few bands are as frequently name-dropped and as infrequently

heard as Can. The German quartet of bassist/editor Holger

Czukay, drummer Jaki Liebezeit, guitarist Michael Karoli and

keyboardist Irmin Schmidt initially existed from 1969 to 1978,

augmented for a while by singers from America (Malcolm Mooney) and

Japan (Damo Suzuki). Around the time Can broke up, it started to

become hugely influential on the post-punk generations of bands that

were looking for a way to combine the depth and complexity of avant-

garde with the pulse of rock. But Can has remained something of a

musicians' secret: it never had a hit song in Anglophone countries, a

lot of its albums are spotty (neophytes are directed to the group's early-

'70s' peak, Tago Mago and Ege Bamyasi), and most of them have been

available intermittently at best. That may be about to change.

Virtually all of Can's individual and collective catalogue is finally in

print in America (through Mute), the band has just released a

retrospective boxed set, and several members are working on high-

profile new projects.

Can's most important idea was that a pop song could be "written"

in the course of collective improvisation. Most of the band's material

started as extended jams taped in the studio; later, Czukay would

return to the tapes and turn them into something very different and
much more structured. "The beginning of editing was: *You have made

some mistakes,’" he says. "Our first idea was to eliminate the

mistakes. Then we found out that the mistakes were the best thing that

could happen to us. So suddenly we managed editing in a different

way: to make sense, to have a start and to have an end of something."

The idea spread to the "Krautrock" movement of German bands of the

'70s—Faust, Neu! and others—and then to other artists in subsequent

decades. Bands from Tackhead to Mogwai to Jessamine to Stereolab

have played first and then reworked their playing into compositions.

The Fall, which used to do it a lot, wrote a song called "I Am Damo
Suzuki." Sonic Youth has lately been making a lot of use of the

technique; Thurston Moore wrote that Can "were our clarion call, our

initiation to our future," and Lee Ranaldo and Steve Shelley took on

"Spoon" for 1997's Can remix collection Sacrilege.

Beyond its structural innovations, though, Can's fingerprints turn

up all over the last 30 years of experimental pop: Liebezeit's knotty

snare-snap underscoring Brian Eno's punk rejoinder "Backwater" in

the 70s, Czukay producing the first Eurythmics album in the '80s,

Berlin technoheads Workshop sampling Karoli's guitar wobble from "I

Want More" last year. It's hard to imagine the Orb without the woozy

billows of "Aumgn," or Gastr Del Sol without the way "Soup" adapted

the meticulous tapework of composer Karlheinz Stockhausen (who had

taught Schmidt and Czukay) to a rock context, or the Boredoms without
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the twitching, schizoid mix of "Cutaway." The bands Hunters &
Collectors and Moonshake and the record label Paperhouse all named
themselves after Can songs; the Mooney Suzuki named itself after

Can's singers. The Buzzcocks took a riff from "Bel Air" and called it

"Late For The Train." When the Sex Pistols ended, there was some talk

of John Lydon becoming Can’s singer, but the band had basically

ended by then; instead, he formed Public Image Ltd., whose early

records' sound owed more than a bit to Can’s Monster Movie and

"Mushroom."

"Can was way ahead of their time," says John King of Beastie

Boys/Beck producers the Dust Brothers. "When I heard it, I was
surprised it came from the '60s/'70s. It obviously influenced a lot of

modem acts." He and his partner Mike Simpson have long had a Can
tribute album in the works; www.nickelbag.com/music.html links to

clips of Beck's stellar version of "I'm So Green" and the Geraldine

Fibbers' take on "Yoo Doo Right."

In fact, Schmidt is willing to take his band's influence a step

further: He believes that drum 'n' bass "has its basis, in a way, in Can."

That's a heck of a claim, but he backs it up: "It's in the way Jaki played.

The rhythm—the drums, basically, but the whole group as a rhythm

group—was the center of our music. In form, it was repetitive patterns

which were turned around and around to reveal new aspects, but there

was always the central rhythm for each piece. That's very near what

drum 'n' bass does."

Liebezeit picks up the thread—virtually the only subject on which

he's willing to utter more than five words in a row, and he talks for a

good five minutes. "I've always drummed, basically, like a sequencer.

Once I've set a rhythm, I keep it from beginning to end—it's like not

changing the key of a piece. This was not a new idea in non-European

Still, the four did get together in the ‘80s (with Mooney!) to record

the peculiar album Hite Time. "That was in the studio," Liebezeit says.

"In the studio, anything is possible." They're still collaborating in

smaller groups, as well. Damo Suzuki recently came out of semi-

retirement and toured with Karoli and Liebezeit in his band; Schmidt

will soon be premiering an opera, Gormenghast , based on Mervyn

Peake's novels, which includes parts played by all four Can

“Our first idea was to eliminate the mistakes. Then we found out that the

mistakes were the best thing that could happen to us.”

music, but in European music, it was not known. European music is

based on bars. You play a bar, and then the next bar follows, and
inside it something else can happen. There's no conceit of repeating

rhythm. In jazz, there's no constant rhythm either. Jazz is actually a

European idea—it's based on bars. You have triplets, quadruplets,

quintuplets. You mix it up; whatever you want, you put inside the bar.

It's like you go to the zoo—you have this gorilla in a cage, then you

have lions, then you have chickens, on the next page you have

whatever you want..."

He wanders somewhat further afield before Schmidt leaps in

again. "I think the most interesting aspect of what Jaki said, and it

leads back to drum 'n' bass again, is that if the drums are the center of

the music, it's very hard to have the classical/romantic changing of

harmonies above, because the drum's tone is always heard, and

sometimes the harmonies simply sound wrong or make the drums

sound wrong. That's where Jaki developed this music where the

ground tone is the drum, the center of the harmonic. What drum 'n'

bass did is to dematerialize the drum tone—to have a drum tone which

has no pitch. And on top of this, you can have everything."

For a band that hasn't played together in well over a decade, Can
is firmly convinced that this is its moment. To celebrate 30 years of

Can, the band has recently released Can Box (Mute), a set including a

double CD of live recordings from the 70s, a videotape of a complete

gig, and an extensive book of interviews and historical material. Can
also returned to the stage—sort of. The four musicians did a short tour

of Europe, in which each one appeared with his current solo project,

but they didn’t play together. "Part of Can's idea was against

reproduction," Schmidt explains, "so how could we reproduce Can? It's

a disgusting idea to go on stage and do 'Yoo Doo Right’ again—this

kind of awful, tasteless reunion."

musicians; Czukay’s album Good Morning Story includes a slew of

vintage Can samples.

Still, these solo projects aren't Can, whose essence was that it

was a collective with no leader; Czukay says that what made their

best work possible was that they were able to "forget about their own
will, and start listening." Schmidt even cautions against younger

musicians taking his own band's work as an influence. "It would be

against any understanding of Can in my sense if there would be any

kind of doctrine which we would be able to give. We started at zero

and found out our own way, and that's the basic thing." NNN
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geek love by GRANT ALPEH
>J

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
“Four in the morning and the water is pouring

down/Stove don’t work and my baby has just left town."

By 4 a.m. it is impossible to pretend that your life resembles

anything seen on TV, except the cop shows. You will not be a

functioning cog come 8 a.m., no matter what. But the solitude, the

silence and the glistening

obsidian of the night sky are

as intoxicating as whatever it

took to plunge so deeply into

that good night.

Some functioning cogs
rise that early, feeding farm

animals or financial markets,

and by that devotion signify

their allegiance to an
altogether different world.

This will not work for them,

but those who have not yet

visited bed by 4 a.m. will find

it all but impossible to lie to

the face gazing from the other

side of the mirror.

It is a dangerous time to

make decisions, for, as Ibsen

noted, some truths are best

left unexamined. Worth
looking for, still.

If Jesse Colin Young had
done little more than drift into a
studio, sing the opening line to

"Four In The Morning," and walk

out again, he would be due some
kind of immortality. Written by

his friend, Robin Remailly, "Four

In The Morning" fits comfortably

in the woman-killing folk

tradition that links the Louvin

Brothers' "Knoxville Girl" to Lyle

Lovett's "LA County," but cuts

closer to the bone.

"Nothing to drink and the

sun ain't gonna shine..."

Been there.

(Not the post-homicidal part.)

It's a weary voice, the guitar

clearly influenced by the early

'60s blues revival, but cleaner, as

befit Young’s Greenwich Village

address.

And, yes, there is much
artifice. Young's real name is Perry Miller; he cobbled together the

stage moniker by combining the names of two gunfighters, which

becomes ironic in view of his subsequent pop-hippie success. Artifice,

yes, but that song is spot-on perfect, and there may be wisdom in

Young's choice not to revisit that bleak place.

His best known song, the Youngbloods' "Get Together," a sunny

Summer Of Love pop masterpiece, struck an altogether different mood.

Originally released in 1967, "Get Together" became a top-five hit the

summer of 1969; it was Young's only visit to the charts.

Though the fashion of the '60s may, alas, be returning, it

inevitably is revived with the context altered. That was my childhood,

and its memory is filled with the euphoric hope that I lived on the cusp

of a generation engaged in a great battle for the future of the world,

and that we (not to mention the world) would win. And so while

history remembers the blood and the hatred and the ugly divisions of

that time, it is helpful to remember the hope and joy with which we
began. And, yes, I once swore to wear nothing but bellbottoms for the

rest of my life, and we didn't

win.

"Get Together" is still a pop

classic, even if we didn't.

Joy, then. Sung in his high,

sweet voice (much like that of

Jonathan "Sunshine” Edwards),

Jesse Colin Young's best songs

sing, shimmer, and sway to the

quiet internal flame of joy.

And so, while "Four In The
Morning" has been my
longtime companion, it is far

better that I thank my older

brother for so often visiting the

family hi-fi bearing the

Youngbloods' one and only

long playing masterpiece.

Elephant Mountain. (They

made and repackaged too

many other indifferent records;

this is a singular treasure.)

Yes, it begins on familiar

ground with "Darkness,

Darkness," but even that song's

concluding chorus
—

"emptiness,

emptiness, oh, yeah"—has a

jaunty wiggle. Besides,

"Darkness" is immediately

followed by the invocation "Let's

all get high" that starts "Smug"
(one wonders if that's the voice

of producer Charlie Daniels

—

yes, that Charlie Daniels), and
the frolic begins. "On Sir Francis

Drake" is a happy, delightful

instrumental, while "Sunlight"

is a pop gem and the soaring

"Beautiful" is a tender (all right,

dated) love song.

Point is, Elephant Mountain

is a rare friend (along with most

of Victoria Williams's catalogue)

that can be counted on to lighten

the day's burden, though the

wisdom of age has taught me not to seek that 4 a.m. mirror.

Ultimately, Young lifted another burden, for he broke me of the

collector's need to own everything. No, like many of the bluesmen who
became his early influences, he had comparatively few moments of

brilliance. But those few moments are more than is given to the rest of

us, and they help me to remain (sorry) forever young.

Grant Alden is co-editor of No Depression magazine.
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top 25

1 NEUROSIS

Times 01 Grace Relapse

2 STATK-X

Wisconsin Death Trip Karaee Ins.

3 GWAR
We Kill Everything Metal Hilt

4 DIMMU BORGIR

Spiritual Black Dimensions

Nuckar Blast America

5 PISSING RAZORS

Cast Down The Plague Nerse

6 BIOHAZARD

New World Disorder KegAeraer

7 AMORPHIS

Tuonela Relause

8 NAPALM DEATH

Words From The Exit Wound Earache

9 FEAR FACTORY

Obsolete

Readnmnei

10 EMPEROR

IX Equilibrium Caitary

11 BLACK LABEL SOCIETY

Sonic Brew Spitfire

12 MONSTROSITY

HADES ALMIGHTY
Millennium Nocturne Hammerheart

Hades Almighty is a medium-sized master

of the universe. Newly rechristened to

avoid confusion with the American Hades,

this band posits a slow-paced version of

Norwegian black metal that's big on

atmosphere, lurching ore waltzes, and
instrumental beauty. Borne by the demise

of Old Funeral, Hades Almighty shares its

lineage with Burzum and Immortal, both

far better known and genre-defining

bands. The big difference, and it's a

remarkable trait for a metal band, is that

with Hades, nothing is ever overplayed or

overstated—Hades Almighty is the black

metal band that rocks. Taking inspiration

from Killing Joke as much as from Bathory,

the band unites the dark trance washes of

the former with the gritty vocals and
distorted mind of the latter. Hades Almighty is also great at arrangements, slipping in

unexpected verses that actually kick in and change the momentum of the song, rather

than jamming ponderously like so many Samael clones. Millennium Nocturne doesn't

just suggest big spaces, it creates them explicitly. Ultimately, Hades Almighty is

vastly effective in a way that Dimmu Borgir or Cradle Of Filth can only pretend to be.

This band lives within its instruments, not its stage attire, and it deserves to be hailed

vigorously for it.
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'JUJillcliiiim Wurlilrlic

In Dark Purity Metcurj

13 WJLS.P.

Helldorado CMC International

14 CATHEDRAL

Caravan Beyond Redemption Earad*

15 SKINLAB

Disembody; The New Flesh Center Media

16 MOTORHEAD

Everything Louder Than Everyone Else

CMC International

17 PRO-PAIN

Act Of God Nuckar Blast Imrica

18 GRIP INC.

Solidify Metal Made

19 STAIND

Dysfunction Fip/Bekt>a4K

20 KMFOM
Adios kaiftasI TVI

21 HYPOCRISY

Destroys Wacken Nnckar Bast teanca

22 CLAWFINGER

Ctawfinger Ike Muse Cartel

23 S.O.D.

Bigger Than The Devil Nadnae Had Iteerica

24 SOULMOTOfi

Soulmotor CMC kteanatioMi

25 WITCHERY

Witch Burner Neonpots

Compiled from CMJ New Musk Reports weekly Load Rock cherts,

collected from CMJ's pool of progressive redto reporters.

»> Having murdered the leader of the wildest

black metal band ever. Mayhem, the least that

Christian Vikernes could have done was
continue playing the stuff himself. Instead,

after incapacitating the competition, Vikemes

has insisted on taking his project BURZUM
down the winding path towards soundtrack

music for a role-playing video game. Hlidskjalf

(Misanthropy), his second instrumental album

made on a synthesizer in prison, is far better

than its execrable predecessor. Divided into

eight thematic variations on a single mythical

concept, the album is a collection of digital

Medieval processionals and ambiance. It’s

very beautiful in many places, reasonably

developed, and far more mature than

Vikernes's fanzine sloganeering would
suggest. The paralyzing loneliness that

characterized Filosoiem is all over this

release, but you have to be willing to say

goodbye to guitars and vocals to get at it...

Hey, here’s a name: MERCYFUL FATE.
Yeah, remember them? Well, with Metallica

cramming a half-dozen of the band's titan

works into a million-selling medley, these

countrymen of Lars Ulrich are doing well.

Their new record, 9 (Metal Blade), would be a

lot better if the band had actually been

playing together for the past 20 years. Truth be

known, singer King Diamond lavishes much of

his time on his own increasingly esoteric self-

titled band, and of the other musicians, only

guitarist Hank Shermann remains from the

breathtaking albums Melissa and Don't Break

The Oath. Those observations in mind, 9 is a

highly professional slice of Deep Purple-

influenced thrash metal, brimming with

Satanism and eerie ghost stories. The key

word you want to hear in conjunction with this

band is "evocative"; you certainly won't, but at

this point it's okay to settle for not being

embarrassed... If only CATHEDRAL could

write a song, it would make the world melt.

Everything is appealing about the huge
groove of Cathedral's slamming bell-bottomed

stoner funk, especially the deluded

caterwauling of Lee Dorrian. With Caravan
Beyond Redemption (Earache), sporting

typically exquisite cover art by Dave Pritchett,

it's enough just to lay back and listen, with no

expectation of having anything specific to

hum to yourself once the magical addled ride

is over. This disc is sheer greatness in search

of punctuation... Just popped open a copy of

Tuonela (Relapse), which confirms that

AMORPHIS is a godawful dishonest Finnish

rock project posing as post-metal and

leeching off of the underground. The Verve it

ain't, but that very ugly noise is the direction

where this is headed.
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If nothing else. Mike Paradinas has acted as

electronic music's chameleon over the past

six years, adopting new sounds and guises

(Jake Slazenger, Gary Moscheles, Tusken

Raiders, etc.) without a hint of contrivance. He

certainly can't be accused of bandwagon-

jumping because he winds up making

records that are always out of place. His

newest endeavor is no exception; it is perhaps

his most accomplished record to date. After

the spiky, anxious textures of his 1997 album

Lunatic Harness. Paradinas has made a

delicate but funky pop album that never tips

over into kitsch but refuses to take itself too

seriously. Opening with a track that could

have been on a Saint Etienne album a couple

of years ago. p-Ziq proceeds to quietly

demolish all of his listeners' expectations, by

inserting a female vocal chorus over a swamp of analog dissonance which manages to

retain a thread of melody. With the flick of a switch, Paradinas can rock the box with the

greatest of ease. ja-Ziq never loses track of the fact that experimental electronics aren't

always about bespectaled, self-righteous seriousness; they're as much about a good deep

head nod as they are about algorithmic precision.

V J
»> Now that we've fully entered the post-

Aitilicial Intelligence era, it was only a matter

of time before the hundreds of US fans of quiet

experimental electronic music began to make
music of their own. And. like Boards Of

Canada, Bola, Black Dog, Autechre, Aphex

Twin, and Plaid, these folks don't always

emerge from large metropolitan centers.

"Pastoral techno" is a term that could describe

the evocative tones of Boards Of Canada's

music, and it could also be applied to the work

of Alex Graham, a 19 year old from Orange

County, California. Graham has done tracks

here and there for small independents in the

last year, but nothing could have prepared me
for his new EP, Double Density (Orange),

released under the name LEXANCULPT.
(The album is accompanied by a floppy disk

containing MP3 files of the songs.) This record

establishes Graham at the vanguard of playful,

imaginative electronics, as it draws equally

from the menacing production of Mobb Deep to

the incandescent melodies of Autechre in its Tri

Repetae++ period. The tumbling, latticework

percussion is anchored by a deep kick drum
which seems to fall just outside of any

recognizable time signature. Finally though.

Graham's music is reminiscent of early Detroit

work like Rhythim Is Rhythim's "Salsa Life" and

"In The Beginning" in its refusal to let go of the

minor-key chord change, thus retaining a

melancholic edge throughout. . . Taylor Deupree

coined the useful term "laptop music" to

describe the sub-minimal electronics being

made by artists such as Ryoji Ikeda, Thomas
Brinkmann, and other practitioners for whom
the term minimalism seems inaccurate. The

artist known as snd or makesnd must be

added to that category. His recent Newtables

EPs were miniature exercises in groove

making, like Funkadelic playing in a

dollhouse. With his first full-length, the CD-

only Cassette (Mille Plateaux), snd charts a new
path into the world where the most delicate

tonal or rhythmic change feels like an

earthquake amidst an otherwise still life

terrain. The tracks are all untitled; only their

lengths are provided. What snd manages to do,

with an immense subtlety, is begin a track with

a set of spare, kinetic elements and wring

changes on them... I would be remiss if I did

not speak here about the D'ARCANGELO's
new full-length record made for Grant Wilson-

Claridge and Richard James' Rephlex label.

The Shipwreck LP is nothing less than a

towering achievement, a record of such rare

beauty that it should not be ignored. These two

Roman artists have recorded music elsewhere

but this represents the apex of their recording

career. There won't be a dry eye in the house

after playing two minutes of the opening

"Tunemx II"; an exquisitely melodic piece

undergirded by impossibly heavy kick drums.

D'Arcangelo also move into the realm of '80s

synth-pop and manage to make even that

sound warm but pristine.
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dance top 25

1 UNDERWORLD
Beaucoup Fish JB0-V2

2 APHEX TWIN

“Windowlicker” ICD5I Warp-Sire

3 THIEVERY CORPORATION

Abductions And Reconstructions

Eighteenth Street Lounge

4 BADMARSH & SHRI

Dancing Drums Outcaste-Tonuny Boy

5 PAUL OAKENFOLD
Global Underground: New York Soied-lhhe

6 ADD N TO (X)

Avant Hard Mute

7 SASHA AND JOHN DIGWEED
Northern Exposure III: Expeditions

INCredible-Uttra

8 KMFDM
Adios WaxTrast-TVT

9 ATARI TEENAGE RIOT

60 Second Wipeout DHR/Elektra-EEG

10 ART OF NOISE

The Seduction Of Claude Debussy tlnhenil

11 WE
Square Root Of Negative One Asphodel

12 FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY

Implode Metropolis

13 DJ RAP

Learning Curve Higher Cround/Cotumtu-CK

14 VARIOUS ARTISTS

Voltage II Possessive B&uttold

15 VARIOUS ARTISTS

Mephisto—San Francisco Plasmafunk Vol. 1

Mephisto-Om

16 DA DAMN PHREAK NOIZE PHUNK
Electric Crate Digger Studio HI

17 FREESTYLERS

We Rock Hard Freskauova-Maminotli

18 DIVERJE

Existence/Program Remixes DSBP

19 BADAWI
The Heretic Of Ether Asphodel

20 MOBY
“Honey” and "Run On” (EP) V2

21 HERBALISER

Very Mercenary Ninja Tune (Canada)

22 AK1200
Lock And Roil Moonshine

23 HATE DEPT.

Technical Difficulties Restless

24 PLAID

Peel Sessions Nottnng-lnterscope

25 VARIOUS ARTISTS

Dr. Speedlove Presents Chemical Warfare...

Invisdde

Compiled from CMJ New Music Reports weekly RPM charts,

collected from CMJ’s pool of progressive radio reporters.

Copyrighted material



hip-hop top 25

Fid Clip HM>yto*Si

2 NAS

Nas Is Like CoMu-CIC

3

Publicity MCA

4 LOOTPACK

Whemmondamic Stawilna

Quiet Storm LmA

6 Q-N-C

Repet04re 6« Strati?

7 RAHZEL

Alt I Know MCA
8 BCATNUTS

rvdien uui pmw KHiuviiy

9 UGLY DUCKLING

Fresh Mode 1500 AIM

10 NAUGHTY BY NATURE

Lite Or Die Arab

11 SWAY « KING TECH FULNRBOUIIKM

The Anthem Memo*

12 NATURAL ELEMENTS

2 Tons baailq

13 COMMON ran sum «

14 TRICK DADDY

Naon Wjrtod

15 JA RULE

Holla Holla tM-Mha
16 NAS

Hate Me Now CatoOu CtC

17 MISSY MISDEMEANOR EUKJT
Site’s A Bitch EMtreSC

18 ROOTS

The Next Movement MCA

19 PRINCE PAUL

More Than U Know (mailer

20 LIL’ CEASE

Play Around MneAthdic

21 BUCK STAR

RAHZEL
Make The Music 2000

23 SUCK RICK

Street Talkin’ Mlm
24 RUBBEROOM

Sector Rush THJavfc*

25 ROOTS

You Got Me MCA

CompiM fnw* CMJ New Musk Report* wwektf Boat Bor charts

colacM from CMTs pool of pmgrwiuht radio raportm.

MCA

In the world of music there are performers and

then there are entertainers, and what

separates the two is the entertainers' ability

to use their talent and style to make any

audience their own. Rahzel is an entertainer,

no doubt. After undoubtedly spending his

teenage years locked in his room honing his

skills and trying to one-up beatbox masters

like Doug E. Fresh. Biz Markie and the

Fat Boys' Human Beat Box, the New York-

raised, self-proclaimed "godfather of noyze"

eventually joined up with Philly's live cold

crushers the Roots. Now Rahzel's solo joint is

upon us. And surprise, surprise—it's one of

the most entertaining hip-hop records of the

year. Rahzel is a gifted magician of sound and

a great musical ringleader, and he's got some
excellent, infectious and wide-ranging pop-

but-not-schlock tracks behind him. The Marley Marl-produced Make The Music 2000 is both a

tribute to Marl's classic Biz Markie jam "Make The Music With Your Mouth" and an update of

it, showing Rahzel's Wu Tang and Busta-tinged rap styles and supreme "inhuman orchestra"

capabilities. The Pete Rock-freaked "All I Know" is a pop-rap killer, with Rahzel playing

rapper and human DJ simultaneously. "Night Riders" with the masterful Slick Rick on vocals

and Rahzel as "Kit" is on the move from the get-go, rocking it with an old-school feel and

some new-jack verve. Q-Tip, Black Thought, Me'Shell Ndegeocello and Erykah Badu all shine

on crucial guest spots, and there are more than enough smatterings of Rahzel's live solo

beatbox performances to prove that although he may be low key, he's definitely a rap entity

to watch.

»> From Los Angeles's Likwit crew comes one

of the freshest new outfits on the left coast rap

scene. LOOTPACK. Made up of

producer/rapper Madlib. rapper Wildchild and

cutmaster DJ Romes, the group has come up with

a complex, refreshing and impressive debut

entitled Soundpieces: Da Antidote! (Stones

Throw). Lootpack is confident, intelligent and

dedicated to the art of hip-hop. spending much
of its time speaking eloquently about the

meaning of rap and chastising wack MCs. But

the band's tone isn't overly hard or unnecessarily

arrogant. "The Anthem," "Frenz vs. Endz" and

"Answers" are perfect examples of this, floating

words over grooving, rolling beats augmented

by dusted keys, raw drums and spaced-out

flutes. "Weededed” talks about the members'

independence from the ganja that most other

MCs talk too much about. And "Speaker

Smashin'" explores the abstract side of

Lootpack's style. . . From the creeping darkness of

late, late night Brooklyn comes the return of

highly blunted and always intriguing

SENSATIONAL. His 1997 debut Loaded With

Power introduced the world to this former Jungle

Brothers collaborator, and Comer The Market

(WordSound) continues his freestyle-induced

swagger. There's not a lot of musical variety in

Sensational's work—his tracks are twitchy, dark,

and sometimes muffled, and have an

unnervingly freaky feel. His vocals don't make
him any more accessible—his tinny drawl

weaves its way around the snaky rhythms he

produces, with freestyle logic that leads from

line to line, rather than encompassing a

methodical thematic concept... After inking a

distribution deal with rap powerhouse Priority,

the Rawkus label is now ready to rock on a

national scale for real, and three new
offerings—Soundbombing II: The Official

Mixtape Of 1999, COMPANY FLOWs Little

Johnny From The Hospital, and D J SPINNA's

Heavy Beats Volume 1 EP—show us that success

doesn't have to mean selling out. Soundbombing

II showcases cuts by Thurstin Howl HI. Sir

Menelik, Eminem. Mos Def, Talib Kweli, High &
The Mighty. Common & Sadat X. RA The Rugged

Man and lots more. Co. Flow's new instrumental

shot is a curious move from the rulers of the NYC
underground, but it's a great album nonetheless.

And longtime underground force DJ Spinna will

get some of the national attention he deserves

with Heavy Beats, blessed on the mic by Eminem
and Thurstin Howl HI, Apani B. Fly Emcee and

brainy lyrical genius Talib Kweli and the trio of

A1 Tariq, Problemz and Blackattack.
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You may remember Kid Koala from

Sciatchcratchratchatch, his bugged-out display

of tumtablist skills. l\ims out the Kid is also in a

full-on band,

BULLFROG, and

its self-released

debut 7" "Bullfrog

Theme" (Bullfrog) is

as entertaining as

you'd guess. The A-

side is a bubbly,

wobbly little piece of

instrumental funk

with turntables subtly integrated, mostly for

texture, but the flip is where he really shines.

"Isn't So Bad" would be an average bit of pop-

soul, except that Koala had singer/guitarist

Mark Robertson's vocals cut on a dub-plate, and

scratches them onto the band's live performance,

so they blink out and swoop back every few

seconds—an entirely new use of an old hip-hop

technique. On an untitled extra track, he rides

the band's slow, cool groove with a string of

berserk movie-dialogue scratches.

The Finnish duo PA N SONIC’s recent

album A was about as abstract as electronica

gets—it had lots of thick, creepy sine-wave play,

but not much of the beat-work that characterized

their earlier releases. The group has followed it

up with a 12" EP called, naturally, B (Mute),

which is where the beats seem to have relocated

themselves. Slow down tracks like "Lataus," and
the individual percussive blows would probably

resolve into distinct patterns of their own; as it is,

they're made from clusters of speck-sized events,

like metal shavings that coalesce into bullets.

It's the sound of goose-stepping robots whose

positronic brains have been shorted out into

killing machines.

For those who prefer their electronics

neater and more orderly, RYOJI IKED As
entry in Noton's "20' To 2000" series of 20-minute

minimalist EPs is as clean as they come; 98 12-

second pieces (and one 24-second piece) made
entirely from the 440Hz A tone—the note string

musicians use to tune their instruments

—

arranged into 99 different regular

configurations of rhythm, duration, and stereo

panning. If it doesn't drive you bats instantly, it

can be very bracing. On the other hand, if you

prefer a beatless murk, go straight to HOOD's
The Remixes 12" EP (Drop Beat). How murky?

Well, for one thing, it doesn't mention what

Hood piece these are remixes of. For another,

the speed is listed on the label as "33/45 RPM,"

and listening doesn't much clarify it. But the

mixers—Third Eye Foundation, Horse Opera,

Spymania and Twisted Science—are all first-

rate, and they all isolate tiny bits of what was
once a song with a singer (and apparently a

JUD JUD
The Demos

In some dark antechamber of music hell,

there's somebody whose job it is to dream up

blitheringly unlikely hybrids. His crowning

achievement is Jud Jud. the conceptual

offspring of Negative Approach and the

Bobs. The nine tracks of Jud Jud's The Demos
7" EP are packaged like every other archival

straight-edge hardcore record on the planet,

including reproductions of the group's old

gig posters (surely you caught the Jud

Jud/Chain Of Strength/Uniform Choice/No

For An Answer bill?) and a lyric sheet with

way-obvious notes ("These words represent

values, ideals, friendships and motivation.

They define who we are"). And the lyrics

themselves? Well, here's the beginning of

"Rounds Of Jud Song": "Jud jud/Jud jud/Jud

jud/Jud jud jah... Tsss tsss tsss/Digga digga

digga digga/Eeeeeeeeee/Jud jud." The two

members of Jud Jud (one in each speaker) have made the first wordless a cappella hardcore

record, and they've got every single rhythmic cliche of the straight edge single down
perfectly. Most of the lyrics, in fact, are "jud," though we get some other memorable ones

scattered through the disc: "jennanought," "wah nah," noises simply indicated as "(dive

bomb)," and (inevitably, on "Backmasking Song"), "duj duj duj." And they, ahem, tune halfway

through the second side. It's the most brutal slam imaginable at the cookie-cutter aspects of

hardcore, or maybe the most loving homage.

cellist), clone, mutate and expand them, and
mold them into landscapes as alien as your

own magnified skin.

Back in the world of pop songs

—

remember those?—the ESSEX GREEN, an
ad hoc spin-off of the Ladybug Transistor, has

made a lovely little debut 7" EP, The Sixth

Great Lake (Sudden Shame). It's in the mildly

psychedelic vein of the Ladybugs, but even

more laid-back and tripped-out. The opening

"March To The Green" is little more than a set

of harmonized bum-bum-bums. When they

finally break out the drums, on a gentle,

croaky number called "The Crow," it's for a

shuffle that recalls the Kinks' more pastoral

work. Then they promptly ditch them again in

favor of old-fashioned Farfisa and flute, for a

song that includes the rhyme "She hopes that

he will stay/On the coast of Monterey" and
drifts into a bad-trip tape cut-up.

A few quick drops of the needle: the

HANDSOME FAM I LY . husband-and-wife duo

Rennie and Brett Sparks's grim, modernist

country project, has an unsettling little time

called "My Beautiful Bride" on a split single with

SACKVILLE (Mag Wheel). It's essentially a

murder ballad, though it's not quite explicit about

it, and Brett intones it with a clear, booming

Grand Ole Opry
voice, which

makes it even

more disturbing...

ELECTRONIC
has just released

"Vivid." its first

single in a fewyears
(Parlophone UK).

It's nice to hear

Bernard Sumner's voice and Johnny Marr's

harmonica again, though the song itself is

nothing that special. Go for the second CD.

though: It's got a whomping, disjointed remix of

another time, "Prodigal Son," done by Inch, the

producers formerly known as D.O.S.E., and
"Radiation," an extended collaboration with

former New Order producer Arthur Baker that

suggests how Sumner's old band might have

gone in a more rock direction... And the extended

meditation award of the month goes to

MADONNA, whose "Nothing Really Matters"

single (Maverick) has almost 68 minutes' worth of

remixes, including a Kruder & Dorfmeister

version that turns a few notes and fewer words

into a ten-minute mantra, and Talvin Singh's

"Vikram Remix," which dresses up the drone at

the song's harmonic core as a sitar-ish buzz and
sprinkles it with tabla percussion.
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ISLEY BROTHERS
It's Your Thing: The Story Of The Isley Brothers (box set) Sony Legacy

The Isley Brothers

were one soulful

family. For most

recording artists,

having just one

mega-hit, such as

the Isleys' 1963 song

"Shout," would be

enough to ensure

immortality, but for

the Isley Brothers,

that represented

only the start of a

long and illustrious

career. Not content to

become another

oldies act doing its

one hit on the

touring circuit, the

group continued to expand and evolve throughout the decades, and its greatest creative

peak came during the years 1968-74, amply represented on this three-CD box set. Virtually

overnight in 1968, young Ernie Isley morphed into a besequinned guitar hero a la Jimi

Hendrix, while the groups lyrics rode the simultaneous waves of black power and hippie

countercultural consciousness. Strategic covers of rock and pop tunes (such as Jimi Hendrix's

anti-war-themed "Machine Gun") and a burgeoning crop of originals made for a truly

winning combination. Significantly, the Isleys could take treacly 70s lite-pop times (by

James Taylor. Seals & Crofts, and the like) and turn them into sublime soul music moments.

Oftentimes, so-called "album tracks" buried deep in the group's LPs were just as strong as

other people's hit singles. And the hits kept coming, culminating with the fabulous "That

Lady" in 1973, which is perhaps the most blissful five and a half minutes ever captured on

recording tape. (It's been popping up lately on TV in makeup commercials and in the form of

loops and samples on scores of hip-hop records; "Lady"'s famous wailing guitar tag even

cropped up on the Beastie Boys' opus Paul's Boutique.) Now the Isleys have gotten their due.

and it's their time to shine. This is a perfect box set for long, warm summer days.

»> Men are from Mars, women are from

Venus, and venerated space-jazz maven SUN
R A was definitely from Saturn. Total Energy,

a subsidiary label of Bomp!, has just released

Outer Space Employment Agency, a

phenomenal document of the SUN R A
ARKESTRA's other-worldly gig at the

Detroit/Ann Arbor Jazz Festival in 1972. This is

one of the most mind-blowing of all Arkestra

lineups, at one of the most fertile periods in

the psychedelic jazz bandleader's long and

fabled history. Briefly. Sun Ra's tum-of-the-

'70s hypothesis was this: Given by the

unemployment lines and welfare rolls of

inner city America, his employment agenda
would put the idle hands of the minority

masses to work... on the space program,

building a massive space station to launch

the first colony into earth orbit. Like a lot of

Sun Ra's philosophies, it worked on many
levels. The concept was certainly a brilliant

bit of psychedelic space-jazz whimsy, but it

was also a subtle dig at the white male

hierarchy of astronauts and the early era of

the NASA space program.

»> Not only was BIG JOE WILLIAMS one of

the legendary Chicago bluesmen (among other

stellar achievements on his resume. Big Joe

wrote the classic blues

chestnut "Baby, Please

Don't Go"), but he was
also a prodigious scouter

of talent. In the late '60s,

Big Joe went back to his

original hometown of

Crawford, Mississippi,

and recorded some of the unknown local talent

there, namely his friends, relatives and

neighbors. Strangely enough for a record made

by artists that no one had ever heard of. and who
had no apparent marquee value, money-

grubbing lawyers intervened and kept the project

on the shelf for some 20-odd years. Now it's been

released, and Arhoolie's new Going Back To

Crawford is a real down-home gem of a blues

record, the kind of warm, intimate, homespun

blues that fans of "the real deal" can appreciate.

»> It's important to remember that the music

we call "electronica" didn't just start in the

early '90s. Besides early trailblazers like

Kraftwerk and
Silver Apples,

many of the

current genre's

biggest names
actually got

their start way
before their

music came to

be summarized
by a buzzword.

One such group was 808 STAT E. Rephlex,

the label co-run by Aphex Twin, has reissued

that group's pioneering album Newbuild,

originally released in 1988, when the group

included Gerald Simpson, a.k.a. A Guy
Called Gerald. Ten years ago, this record

was certainly ahead of its time, forecasting

the direction that this music was going to

take. And it still sounds vital today.

»> Like looking at high school yearbook photos

of famous people, it can be entertaining to listen

to the music artists made before they became
famous. Before Cheap Trick there was Fuse;

before Led Zeppelin and the Yardbirds, Jimmy
Page was a session guitarist on a host of

embarrassing teenybopper records in the

1960s. In the group photos of late '60s band

THE CITY, there's one familiar-looking face

amongst the crowd: none other than ace

songwriter Carole King. Sony Legacy has just

released the band's lone 1968 album. Now That

Everything's Been Said. It's a neat slice of the

'60s, a sleeper of an album that doesn't bowl

you right over at first, but finds its way under

your skin after a while.

»> Also out irom Sony Legacy are new
expanded editions of a pair of killer albums
by reggae legend PETER TOSH. Along

with Bob Marley and Bunny Livingston, Tosh

was one of the original Wailers, the crucial

group that trailblazed the path for reggae

music's rise as an international phenomenon.

Tosh broke from Marley and the Wailers in

1973, and his mid-'70s albums Legalize It and
Equal Rights stand out as classics of the

reggae genre, before commercialization took

its toll. Reggae later lost a lot of its luster, but

in 1976, there were few performers as

galvanizing and inspiring as Tosh.
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1 TOM WAITS Mule Variations Anti-Epitaph

2 UNDERWORLD Beaucoup Fish V2

3 BLUR 13 Virgin

4 BEN FOLDS FIVE Tie Unaultonzei) Bngiaptiy 01 Ranhold Messier 550-Epic

5 PROLAPSE Ghosts Of Dead Aeroplanes Jetset

6 OLD 97’S Fight Songs Elektra-EEG

7 FOUNTAINS OF WAYNE Utopia Parkway Atlantic

8 BETH ORTON Central Reservation deConst ruction-Arista

9 PIZZICATO FIVE Playboy & Playgirl Matador

10 GUS GUS This Is Normal 4AD-W8
11 MAN OR ASTRO-MAN? EEV1AC: Operational Index And Reference Glide... Touch And Go
12 ADD N TO (X) Avant Hard Mute

13 ATARI TEENAGE RIOT 60 Second Wipeout DHR/Elektra-EEG

14 BECK Cold Brains (EP) Bong Load/DGC-Interscope

15 DIDO No Angel Arista

16 JOAN OF ARC Live In Chicago, 1999 Jade Tree

17 MOGWAI Come On Die Young Matador

18 KULA SHAKER Peasants, Pigs And Astronauts Columbia-CRG

19 WILCO Summer Teeth Reprise

20 FUGAZI Instrument Dischord

21 OLIVIA TREMOR CONTROL Black Foliage: Animation Music Volume 1 Flydaddy

22 FANTASTIC PLASTIC MACHINE Luxury Emperor Norton

23 SLEATER-KINNEY The Hot Rock Kill Rock Stars

24 LOW Secret Name Kranky

25 CRANBERRIES Bury The Hatchet Island

26 RENTALS Seven More Minutes Maverick-Reprise

27 RAINER MARIA Look Now Look Again Polyvinyl

28 KMFDM Adios Wax Traxl-TVT

29 FREESTYLERS We Rock Hard Freskanova-Mammoth

30 GO-BETWEENS 78 ’Til 79 The Lost Album Jetset

31 LOOPER Up A Tree Sub Pop

32 UGLY DUCKLING Fresh Mode 1500-A&M
33 TRANS AM Futureworld Thrill Jockey

34 CHEVELLE Point #1 Squint

35 BOUNCING SOULS Hopeless Romantic Epitaph

36 DRESSY BESSY Pink Hearts Yellow Moons Kindercore

37 THIEVERY CORPORATION Abductions And Reconstructions Eighteenth Street Lounge

38 ART OF NOISE The Seduction Of Claude Debussy Universal

39 GENTLE WAVES The Green Reids Of Foreverland Jeepster-Proper

40 DDT Urban Observer Elektra-EEG

41 VARIOUS ARTISTS Where Is My Mind?— A Tribute To The Pixies Glue Factory

42 RYE COALITION The Lipstick Game Gern Blandsten

43 JUNO This Is The Way It Goes And Goes... Pacifico-DeSoto

44 PAPA VEGAS Hello Vertigo RCA
45 MOCKET Pro Forma Kill Rock Stars

46 PLAID Peel Sessions Nothing-Interscope

47 BEULAH When Your Heartstrings Break Sugar Free

48 EUPHONE The Calendar Of Unlucky Days Jade Tree

49 HATE DEPT. Technical Difficulties Restless

50 FRANK BLACK & THE CATHOLICS Pistolero spinART

51 LILYS The 3-Way Sire

52 GHOST Tune In, Turn On, Free Tibet Drag City

53 DJ RAP Learning Curve Higher Ground/Columbia-CRG

54 FUZZY Hurray For Everything Catapult

55 CAKE LIKE Goodbye, So What Vapor

56 FUTURE PILOT AKA Future Pilot AKA Vs A Galaxy Of Sound Sulphur-Beggars Banquet

57 CRABS Sand And Sea K
58 BUILT TO SPILL Keep It Like A Secret Warner Bros.

59 APHEX TWIN “Windowlicker” (CD5) Sire

60 MAKE-UP 1 Want Some K
61 DROPKICK MURPHYS The Gang’s All Here Hellcat-Epitaph

62 OWSLEY Owsley Giant-WB

63 PEDRO THE LION The Only Reason 1 Feel Secure (EP) Made In Mexico

64 NIGHTMARES ON WAX Carboot Soul Matador

65 VARIOUS ARTISTS Drinking From Puddles Kill Rock Stars

66 BEN LEE Breathing Tornados Grand Royal-Capitol

67 MIKE NESS Cheating At Solitaire Time Bomb
68 MUSTARD PLUG Pray For Mojo Hopeless

69 BUCK-O-NINE Libido tvt
70 FLORALINE Floraline Minty Fresh

71 WE Square Root Of Negative One Asphodel

72 VARIOUS ARTISTS Bleecter Street Greenwich Village In The ’60s Astor Place

73 ALEJANDRO ESCOVEDO Bourbonitis Blues Bloodshot

74 COREY HARRIS Greens From The Garden Alligator

75 REGIA The Art Of Navigation spinART

FIVE YEARS AGO

1. SONIC YOUTH

EXPERHEHIN. ET SEl^ TRASH AND NO SOW (DGC)

2. BEASTIE BOYS

Ri COMMUNICATION (GRAND ROYAL-CAPTFOU

3. LIVE

THROWMG COPPER (RADIOACTIVE]

4. HOLE

LIVE THROUGH IMS (DGC)

5. ROLLINS BAND

WEIGHT flMAGOI

TEN YEARS AGO

L LOVE AND ROCKETS

LOVE AND ROCKETS (BEGGARS BANQUETRCA)

2. PIXIES

DOOLITTLE (4ADELEKTRA)

3. THE CURE

4. BOB MOULD

WORKBOOK (VMGM)

5. THE CULT

SOMC TEMPLE (SITE-REPRISE]

Chari data called fraai CMJ Mew Msslc Kcaart 'a weekly Tap

200 radia chart, haaad aa caaihiaed airplay ef appreiiwate-

Ijr 500 cellaga, aaa-caaaarcial aad ceaaercial radia *ta-

tieas repertiac thair tap 30 asst played release* that ank.
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COMMERCIAL
ALTERNATIVE

It’s not your father’s Oldsmobile,

and Fatboy Slim isn’t “plop

plop, fizz fizz.” What it is, is

the latest way for advertisers to

get into your head.

story:

LESLIE HARPOLD

American youth spent most of the early '90s openly resisting

Corporate America and asserting that advertising techniques

could not reach them, flatly refusing the possibility that they

could be a target market. The apex of this sentiment was echoed in the

backlash to the Subaru campaign that had a preppy spokesmodel

uttering the now-infamous phrase: "It's like punk rock, but it's a car."

Looking at him, clad in his blue blazer, was like looking at every prep

school kid you ever hated—you know, the ones that never really

understood what "punk" meant in the first place—and the ad was
widely mocked and rejected.

And that was at the mere mention of punk rock. Bands that lent their

tunes to advertising were met with disdain and fans were quick to point

fingers and call them sell-outs. Until recently, to have your song in an ad

was either a signifier of the

end of a career, or the

hallmark of surrendering

any street cred. Evidently,

things have changed: As

with a recent Puma ad featuring Kom's "Freak On A Leash," commercials

are beginning to use songs right off the modem rock charts. Even more

common is for such songs to turn up in ads before they see the charts at all.

Witness the Lynnfield Pioneers. As the New York City band's

second album. Free Popcorn (Matador), was just arriving on record

store shelves, one of its songs, "Time To Get Dumb," had already

aired as the soundtrack to the new Nike Camp Flight ad.

"[Advertising agency Weiden Kennedy] selected it off the album's

advance copy, [so] the commercial came out before the record," says

Lyle Hysen, who runs Matador's in-house publishing company,

Doormat, and works to find these kinds of opportunities for the

musicians on its and Matador's rosters.

Artists are no longer stigmatized and ridiculed for having their

music in ads; as commercials begin to be recognized as a legitimate

forum through which an unknown artist can be heard—and a good way
to make a quick buck—greater numbers of artists are getting on board.

"A lot of artists at Matador still resist the concept of having their

songs in ads," Hysen says. "Others have come around, gotten excited

about the idea and asked how they can get in. Artists got a lot of shit in

the '80s. Now it's more accepted. Bands’ priorities have changed. They

now have kids, cars and mortgages, and that changed their outlook on

things. And so many bands are doing it that it made it more acceptable

for others to follow. Over the years, advertisers have gotten more

aggressive in seeking me out."

"Independent labels have become better known in the same way
independent film did a few years ago," notes Beth Urdang, a music

supervisor with her own company. Agoraphone. "There are more bands

trying to work. There are more options on how you can make money. If

you're on a medium size label, you can do a commercial, be moderately

successful and do okay, have a nice career. It's no longer the imperative

to be a rock star or perish."

Urdang has a history

of putting labels and

artists together. Best

known for hooking Nike

up with The Verve

(whose "Bittersweet Symphony" wound up in the near-legendary "I

can" spots), she is most excited when she's able to match an advertiser

with an unknown. "If someone comes to me and wants something with

a '60s pop flourish, I try to find something updated," she explains.

"Advertisers and filmmakers tend to glom onto one idea and want

everything to sound like that. I introduce them to bands that nobody

has ever heard of, give advertisers options they didn't know existed,

but that can deliver a sound that they're looking for. I introduced Coca-

Cola to [the now-defunct Chicago group] the Coctails and they did a

spot they were really happy with. But they probably wouldn't have

found the Coctails on their own."

Urdang points out that bands often don't use their own material in

ads. opting instead to reinterpret an old song. A good recent example

of this trend is Gomez's covering of the Beatles' "Getting Better" for a

series of high-profile Phillips ads. Rob Kaplan, the music supervisor at

Messner, Vetere, Berger, Mcnamee, Schmetterer, who forged the

relationship between Phillips and the young Scottish band, shed some
light on the processes that bring artists into the fold.

“Advertising is becoming more an

entertainment medium than a selling medium.”

(continued on page 78)
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TRICK
(Fine Line)

If you've watched Beveily Hills 90210 over the years, you know that Tori Spellings

goody-goody Donna Martin is the show's most annoying character. Of course it

doesn't help that Tori—after so many Wednesday nights, we've earned the right

to call her by her first name—is typically outacted by her hair and breasts. Tori,

however, has an appealing movie presence, from her fine turn in 1997's The House

Of Yes to her yuk-yuk cameo in Scream 2. Now—here's a sentence I never thought

I’d write—Tori is downright brilliant in Trick, a beguiling romantic comedy that

puts a fresh spin on one-night stands. Christian Campbell (Neve's brother and

alumnus of—coincidence?—Aaron Spelling's Malibu Shores) plays a gay

playwright aspiring to create Broadway musicals. Shut out of his Manhattan

apartment, Campbell spends a frenzied evening hunting for a quiet place to take

his new boyfriend. Tori plays Campbell's rather talentless muse who awkwardly

belts out scenery-chewing show tunes. Working with intelligent material, Tori

and her galloping enthusiasm generate grins whenever she's on screen. And it’s

nice to hear her swear. »>John Elsasser

TWIN FALLS IDAHO
(Sony Pictures Classic)

What a plot: Blake and Francis Falls are conjoined twins who live in a dreary hotel,

dine on cotton candy and befriend a beautiful hooker. From that synopsis, you

might be expecting the latest David Lynch oddity. Not so. However peculiar 7Win

Falls sounds, you may be surprised to find an unusually sweet, low-key romance

at the heart of the story. To celebrate birthday number 25, the brothers call a

prostitute named Penny (Michele Hicks, the former model, making her big-screen

debut) to their room. Overcoming her initial shock. Penny eventually forms an

unusual bond with the impeccably dressed lads who rarely speak above a

whisper. As dreary as this sounds, there's plenty of quirky humor, such as when the

brothers go to a Halloween costume party dressed as—why not?—conjoined twins.

"It's the one night of the year they're normal," Penny says. This oddly intimate

exercise is the work of real-life twins Mark and Michael Polish (and, no, they're not

conjoined), who play the leads, write and direct. With an eerie formal elegance, the

Polish brothers blow the doors off the classic love triangle. »>John Elsasser

LIMBO
(Screen Gems)

Writer/director/editor John Sayles's first Hollywood lesson must have been

"location, location, location." From the volatile Texas border of Lone Star to the

oppressive bayous of Passion Fish and Ireland's lushness in The Secret Of Roan

Inish, setting and local culture are paramount; in his 12 films it's as if the tale he's

weaving couldn't happen elsewhere. Limbo took Sayles to Alaska, an isolated

locale long viewed as a place to start over. Yet reinventing oneself gets harder

with age, involves risk, and is hindered by your past and peers. In this living

limbo, a mother and daughter try to mend a broken bond, a couple longs for love,

a town tries to recuperate some of its natural resources, and everyone needs to

learn forgiveness. Although some of the fringe characters could benefit from

more acting lessons, Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, David Strathaim, and Kris

Kristofferson shine, with Mastrantonio deserving extra kudos for her gorgeous

singing voice. Character interactions are intense, the scenery breathtaking, and
the song Bruce Springsteen wrote for the film award-worthy. Unfortunately, the

film turns into Deliverance with glaciers, and an ending that fails to provide

closure leaves the audience in limbo. »>Carrie Bell

THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT
(Artisan)

B e afraid. Be very afraid of The Blair Witch

Project. Even those scare-seekers burnt out by

the recent onslaught of teen slasher flicks with

genre-mocking plots, tank-top cleavage, and witty pop

culture references will be left screaming, rethinking

what they did last summer, and wishing they could

write off the harrowing tale as an urban legend. The

premise: Three student filmmakers hike into a

Maryland forest to shoot a documentary about the

Blair Witch legend and fail to return. Their 16mm and
High-8 footage is found a year later and spliced

together to make a film. It documents events in the

first person, a technique that effectively limits the

viewer's knowledge to that which the camera sees.

Genre cliches and gratuitous gore are avoided and the

ending is left open to interpretation, which carries the

film's impact time till long after the credits have

rolled. The unknown status and average-joe looks of

the principal actors (Heather Donahue, Joshua

Leonard, and Michael Williams) help maintain the

documentary vibe. To achieve believable interaction

and an overall sense of progressive deterioration, the

directors kept the actors in the dark about a lot of plot

points, made them improvise dialogue, and regulated

their food supply and contact with the outside world.

And to give the film depth and history, the creators

have built an entire mythology complete with maps,

timelines, outtakes, and faked news stories that can

be accessed at www.blairwitch.com. >»Carrie Bell
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MY SON JIMI
By fames Allen Hendrix as ftold lo fas Obrechi
(Experience Hendrix)
James Allen "Al" Hendrix, as you may have guessed, is the father of the fiery

psychedelic guitarist, Jimi. And this apparently gives Al the right to reminisce

about his own life, which doesn't intersect with his guitar-god son's all that

much, for 185 pages. Perhaps diehard Jimi Hendrix followers yearn to augment
the biographical knowledge they've obtained from the dozen or more books

about the man whose spindly fingers and blues-pop sensibilities rescued '60s

rock from becoming the musical equivalent of an overly fluffy marshmallow.

But talk about purple haze. Al's recollections, as transcribed by the blues

writer Jas Obrecht, read like an 80-year-old's murky walk down memory lane;

it's just that this "story" happens to come back around to the nice ol'

gentleman's legendary offspring once every few pages. My Son Jimi isn't a

complete wash. Al's evolution from the youngest child of a lower-middle-class,

Depression-era family in Vancouver to a romantic 21-year-old set loose in

Seattle, drips with historical value. But the rest of Al's tale alternates between

a self-satisfied morality play in which he dubs himself the prince of

respectable fathers and a sad homage to a son whose legacy Al tries to control.

Unintentionally, this is Al's family scrapbook—one in which his free-spirited

and immensely talented son is but a peripheral character. »>Richard Martin

IN THE GROOVE: VINTAGE RECORD GRAPHICS 1940-1960
By Eric Kohler
(Chronicle)

Album cover designers are too often the unsung members of the recording

industry. While their designs can be as integral to the final product as the

recording artists and producers, their work is rarely documented and
frequently forgotten. There are few books dedicated to the art of album design

(Blue Note. Album Cover Art Of Soundtracks), but none has ever traced the

evolution of the designers as thoroughly as In The Groove: Vintage Record

Graphics 1940-1960. Spotty record company records made author Eric Kohler’s

job difficult and it is all the more impressive that, in addition to a beautiful

survey of record covers, he has unearthed both the history of the evolution of

album art and biographies of the best designers. Starting with Alex

Steinwess's groundbreaking concept of actually designing covers (before

Steinwess all records were packaged in simple generic sleeves) to the cool

styles of Blue Note's Miles Reid and the proto-abstraction of Saul Bass, In The

Groove is equally enjoyable as a coffee table book and as an informative

survey of an art form whose time for respect has come. >»Sam Wick

GET A LIFE!
By William Shatner with Chris Kreski
(Pocket Books)
Remember a couple of years ago when William Shatner hosted Saturday Night

Live and, playing himself in a sketch set at a Star Trek convention, he implored

the crowd of Trekkies—in typically hammy Shatner style—to "Get a life, people!"

Although this book gets its name from that punch line, it's not as much of a

mouth-biting-the-hand-that-feeds-it as you might guess. Get A Life! is actually a

quite reverent tome about Star Trek fans and what makes them tick. In addition

to providing historical insight into the cult of Star Trek fandom, Shatner also

answers a handful of "Frequently Asked Convention Questions," provides a list

of his favorite James T. Kirk-related websites, and interviews some super fans,

Leonard Nimoy and a schizophrenic whose multiple personalities include Spock

and Scottie. Best of all, though, is the chapter where Shatner interviews Darryl

Frazetti, a 4' 10" Trekkie who—no kidding—dresses his cats up like Star Trek

characters. The entire book is nearly worth its weight just for the following

Shatnerian quip: About Frazetti's cat "Bones," Shatner asks, "Did he have a

recording saying. 'Dammit, Jim, I'm a cat, not a doctorl?" »>Jenny Eliscu

ACTUAL AIR
By David Berman (Open City Books)

Those who know the words of David Berman
through his band the Silver Jews won't be

surprised that his first book of poetry is a

stunner; on Jews records, his lyrics sashay through the

songs, wondrously imaginative and wholly

unpretentious. You can spot his style a mile away, and

the same is true for Actual Air. Just read the

glimmering first poem, "Snow," in which he deftly

transports the reader into a world with white-gray

walls of snowflakes that surround a tiny narrative

about siblings and snow angels, and you'll be hooked.

Throughout Actual Air Berman creates miniature

settings and situations that he then magnifies—some
refreshingly conversational ("New York, New York"

begins with the line, "A second New York is being

built/A little west of the old one"), others dense and

nearly impenetrable (the title "Tableau Through

Shattered Monocle" should be taken literally).

Berman's poetry imagines history—both American

and personal—as "a mulch of white minutes with a

few standout moments." He plucks these moments,

fills them with water until they nearly burst and then

places them onto the page with both playfulness and

precision. Actual Air isn't a lofty, self-important book

of verse; it's a collection filled with remarkable strings

of words, most of which have never been used in

combination before: "Through the lanes came virgins

in tennis shoes/Their hair shining like

videotape/Singing us into a kind of sleep we hadn't

tried yet." >»Randall Roberts
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MURDER DOG (164 Robles Dr. #A7-257. Vallejo. CA 94590) is the strangest

and most intense hip-hop magazine around at the moment—it's actually

been around for years, though it's only recently gotten decent national

distribution. It's fanatically, obsessively devoted to the gangsta school, with dozens of

ads from mostly local West Coast, Southern and Midwestern labels that are barely

distributed outside their localities—looking at the ad pages alone reveals that Pen &
Pixel (the people who do the eye-damaging covers for No Limit Records) are busier

than anyone could have guessed, and that their aesthetic has vast numbers of

imitators, Photoshopping in money, chandeliers and gaudy fonts everywhere they’ll

fit. As for the actual text, the central feature of the latest issue is an annotated guide

to the "218 top debut rap albums of all time"—everybody you can think of, plus the

likes of Brotha Lynch Hung’s Season Of Da Siccness and Kory D.'s The Blunt Session.

It's also got some interviews that don't even use quotation marks to separate

questions and answers (though Detroit's Esham is enticingly weird), and a letters

section where one letter starts "I get a hard-on every time I read your magazine." Don't

look for much critical perspective—of the 36 albums this issue reviews, none get fewer

than three and a half "nutts" out of five—but Murder Dog is covering stuff no other

glossy magazine goes near.

For a much more irreverent attitude, there's LIFE SUCKS DIE (PO Box 14801,

Minneapolis, MN 55414), which goes a little wider into hip-hop culture—at times, it

seems inspired by the earliest, wildest issues of Grand Royal. The fourth issue, with

its Cosmo and Life parody covers, is built around a series of collages of graffiti photos,

and it's got articles like a guide to British assholes (Liam Gallagher, Louise

Woodward, George Michael) and a "Vote For Your Favorite Celebrity Pedophiles"

contest, as well as one writer's account of the kinds of approaches she got from men
when she got a weave and when she ditched it a week later. There are also some hip-

hop features that get pretty far afield (they talk to Shortkut of the Invisibl Skratch Piklz

about his old job at Little Caesar's), and an entertaining list of "things you may have

slept on" that centers on rap records but also covers Tyra Banks's breasts, Iomega Zip

Discs, a bunch of British men's magazines, and a dead rabbit the editors found in the

road.

STRESS (89-16 182nd PL. Hollis, NY 11423) bills itself as "Hip-Hop's Hometown
Magazine," and it's pretty much centered on New York—issue #17 includes a long

feature on the demise of the porn emporiums of NYC's 42nd St., and it's a little more

focused on local clubs and fashion than most of its kin. There's a certain amount of

lame and irrelevant content (like the, uh. poetry section, and a pointless piece on the

writer's retreat to Hedgebrook), but the reviews are fair, funny and centered mostly on

East Coast underground stuff—and they're not afraid to slam the records they don't

like. There's also some pleasingly weird stuff, like Kool Keith's guide to what makes
women sexy to him ("I may need a woman to dress like Catwoman. You might have to

carry a feather or something"). What really makes this issue of Stress worthwhile,

though, is Abbey Goodman's long, intense feature on the Roots, which digs deep for

psychological insight on the group's members, and gets them into some
uncomfortable cat-and-mouse games with the interviewer. Goodman clearly loves the

Roots' music, and she's fascinated by them, but the piece manages to steer clear of

puff-piece profile cliches.

Unfortunately, you can't say as much for RAP SHEET (2270 Centinela Ave., Box

B-4, Los Angeles, CA 90064). The May 1999 issue starts with an editorial that complains

about black-owned companies not advertising with them, and accuses The Source of

"personal attacks on Rappers who made music that some writers did not like... yet

new independent labels can't wait to spend their dollars over there." It goes downhill

from there, with one badly written, badly laid out puff piece after another—one on No
Limit's kiddie team Lil Soldiers is especially egregious—and a reviews section with

some startlingly bad writing. (A review of Rahzel's single starts. "Imagine a group

with roots so deep in Hip Hop that they have spawned a member who has literally got

a hold on a lyrical shovel and has further dug into the rich earth of this musical

genre," and goes on for four paragraphs with only the slightest suggestion that the

writer's actually heard the record; it also spells the Roots rapper's name Rhazel

throughout, though the headline gets it right.) It bills itself as "The World's First Hip

Hop Newspaper," which is admirable, but it's coasting on that rep. NHH

male
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>>> by douglas wolk <<< ELECTROMED I A

STARRY EYES

S o you've seen The Phantom Menace so many times you're going to

spontaneously seli-combust if you hear the words "I‘ve got a bad feeling about

this" one more time, huh? Maybe you're just bummed that there are, ultimately,

only four movies to be seen. Well, actually, that's not true—there are a lot more Star

Wars movies. It's just that only four of them come from Lucasfilm. Good news: Most of

the rest of them are available on the Web in some form or another. Start with the Mos
Eisley Multiplex (members.aol.com/moseisleym/sw-main.html), a huge index of

fan-made Star Wars flicks on the web. Some of the best are the simplest, actually:

www.fortunecity.com/t<xtooine/lucas/339/pagel.hftml presents scenes from A New
Hope in "stunning ASCIImation"—made entirely from ASCII characters. And fans of the

Stick Figure Death Theater phenomenon documented here a few months ago are directed

to "Death By Lightsaber" (members.xoom.com/monolith07/sticklightsaber.html), a

pretty hysterical take on how a pivotal scene from Return Of Thejedi might have turned out

with the help of a little mechanical failure. There's an entire sub-genre of movies made
with Star Wars action figures as their stars. The funniest of the batch is "Quentin
Tarantino's Star Wars," by Evan Mather (www.jedinet.com/cinema/QTSWc.MOV), a

trailer for what A New Hope would have been if it had been a lot closer to Pulp Fiction,

with plenty of gratuitous violence and lots of disco—including Meco's version of the

"Star Wars Theme." Others use real live actors, like Kevin Rubio's classic Troops
(www.theforce.net/troops), of which there are now five episodes. Filmed in the cinema-

verite style of television's Cops, complete with Bad Boys on the soundtrack, it purports to be

a documentary program about the adventures of Imperial Stormtroopers dealing with

lawless rebels and Jawas, and it takes on some very familiar incidents from a very different

angle ("we've had some reports of some stolen droids, and we think this might be it..."). It's

got a counterpart of sorts in Trooper Clerks (www.studiocreations.com/trooperclerks), a

remake of the trailer for Kevin Smith's Clerks starring the big scary guys in white body

armor. Another clever hybridizer has come up with Star Wars Macbeth
(www.glenridge.org/macbeth), substituting dialogue from Shakespeare's cursed Scottish

play for the considerably less florid language ofA Mew Hope. And Park Wars: The Little

Menace (sabbeth.com/~menace/specialedition.htm) adapts the trailer for The Phantom

Menace into animation with the South Park characters. Seeing the big-eyed, round-faced

Yoda eating Cheesy Poofs is a unique kind of culture shock.

You don't have to make a movie to make fun of Star Wars, though. The Official Site

Gag (www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Alley/7028/swosg.htm) includes details on the

upcoming Very Special Edition re-re-rerelease of episodes four, five and six—check out the

CG bikini babes inserted willy-nilly into the desert scenes to pump it up to an R! One
former fan’s extensive expression of disgust, the I Hate Star Wars page
(www.ihatestarwars.com), is a series of rants about the general boneheadedness and

pseudoscience of the original movies; the best part of it is fans' indignant responses to its

very existence ("You know. Star Wars is better than Christianity!!!! It admits it's fiction and

the fans know it!"). The legendary Star Wars "Pants" List—a collection of lines from the

SW movies that are improved by substituting "pants" for key words—appears all over the

place, but the most impressive presentation is at www.pjowerup.com.au/~jdc/pants.htm.

From A New Hope ("Jabba doesn't have time for smugglers who drop their pants at the first

sign of an Impjerial Cruiser") to The Phantom Menace ("Once those droids take control of

your p>ants, they will take control of you!"), they're all here. Meanwhile, a couple of students

at McGill University have put together "Oona Goota, Solo?": The Greedo
Assassination Conspiracy Page, a collection of documents purporting to have

uncovered the truth about how the bounty hunter Greedo managed to miss Han Solo,

despite firing at him at nearly pjoint-blank range. It's even got brief interview excerpts from

the likes of Boba Fett and IG-88.

Finally, though the greatest Star Wars parody ever isn't available online, per se,

there's plenty of information about it to be found. Ernie Fosselius's masterpiece

Hardware Wars, made with plenty of kitchen appliances on visible wires substituting

for spaceships, dialogue only slightly dumber than the original ("But Basketball is a

pjeaceful planet! We have no weapons!"), and two giant cinnamon buns attached to

Princess Anne-Droid's hair, has been re-released in the inevitable "spjecial edition," with 20

gratuitous extra scenes (inserted by Fosselius's original collaborator Michael Wiese,

without his approval). Shots from the new and old versions can be seen online at

www.netrover.com/~meixner/hardwarewars/. As the original and sadly dated tag line

went: You'll laugh! You'll cry! You'll kiss three bucks goodbye! MMM
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1. NIXON'S custom-designed ‘No. 4" watch ($85) Is shock-resistant andlOO-meter water-resistant, and features a

night light and data indicator. You can find Ninon's watch-making philosophy engraved on the back of every watch.

2. BABY-G's pink and maroon “S-UDE" watch ($99) looks a little retro hut keeps it techno with backlight,

stopwatch and animated display features.

3. 6-SHOCICs ‘Tough labor watch ($120) in royal blue is shock- and water-resistant, and has a daily

alarm, auto calendar and a B.P.M. counter. Jump, swim, wake up and dance.

4. Also pictured around Julia's neck at right The futuristic-looking “camera” shutter mechanism on

STORM'S stainless steel “Starcam” pocket watch ($95) is straight out of 4 Clockwoih Orange.

5. The little mama version: BABY-G’s “Tough label" watch ($99) in bright orange is shock- and

water-resistant and comes with a backlight animated display, three melodies and beep alarms.

6. 01 HONDA creates the perfect watch for DJs and other nightciawlers ($180): a red flashbeam

allows you to read in the dark. The watch case also doubles as a turntable stylus case.

7. Click the button on the super-flexible rubberized camo watch by 1-AXIS ($24) and you

can tell the time or the data, or watch each digital second pass by.

9. “The Full Nelson” watch ($85) by the action sports lovers at NIXON comes

complete with an alarm, a countdown timer, a stop watch and pacer functions.

Run, young lad, run.

folia's dobut album is called Fygm8(WM-mi.) See review, pg. 47, luly issue.

8. SEIKO'S “Kinetic” watch ($225) with a red silicone watchband is powered by the

electricity your body produces when you’re wearing it, so you never need to

replace the battery.



New YorK-via-New Zealand singer/songwriter Julia Darling tries on this season's best timepieces, which include plenty of cool

techno features like high-beam lights, eclectic alarms and a B.P.M. counter to help you keep the beat. Clock, umm... rock on.



(continued from page 71)

"We tried to buy rights to the song,” he explains. "The Beatles control their master recordings,

but not their publishing rights. We were able to get the publishing rights from Michael Jackson, who
owns them. So we had a song but no cover. Were trying to market to 20-30 year olds, so we wanted to

find a current artist to interpret the song in a way that wouldn't feel phony like the Toyota 'Everyday

People' ad. Talking to Virgin, we thought Gomez could update it and be faithful enough so that people

would still recognize [the song]."

The Gomez example is just one among a slew of recent instances where the music in

advertising reflects the advertising industry's increased savvy about the younger

generation's tastes. But what it also reflects is the maturation of a seed planted in 1991: Not

because of its music, but because of its emphasis on cinematic values, the landmark

Macintosh "Olympian" commercial—an homage to Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey

aired during the Superbowl—is credited with having been the first commercial to entertain,

rather than just to pitch.

"The biggest change is that advertising is becoming more an entertainment medium than a

selling medium." explains Ray Foote, of Big Foote Music, a company that provides music for

television, advertising and films. This also reveals why jingles are becoming less and less prevalent.

As Foote notes, 'lingles are for selling; using songs doesn't really have the same hard-sell feeling."

“It’s strange that techno can be ubiquitous in people’s

lives and not be charting in the top 40.”

But the emphasis on entertainment values is really just in service to the larger goal of

convincing normally skeptical buyers to take out their wallets. By getting closer to artists and

directors who are in the immediate consciousness of consumers, advertisers have a better

chance of getting viewers' attention and entertaining them, rather than annoying them. And
because they're being snagged by familiar songs, the viewers are more likely to pay attention

and receive the message.

In recent months, the musical lure rearing its head most frequently is techno. While techno

hasn't had much large scale success in terms of record sales, electronic sounds are turning up in all

kinds of ads, for products with which you'd logically associate the music, like computers and their

various accouterments, in addition to the slightly more abstract, and seemingly most recurring:

cars. Referring to his company’s use of a Chemical Brothers song, Foote elaborates, "If a trend

[toward using techno in ads] was set, it was [set by] BMW. When you're appealing to a specific

demographic, trying to be aggressive, fun and powerful, that slice of the genre is articulated, it

really speaks to those emotions. Techno isn't part of the mainstream, but it has been big for a long

time in New York and Los Angeles in the halls of those who are producing the commercials,

influencing the advertising creators. Advertising feeds off fashion and picks up on trends."

Simon Reynolds, author of the rave culture tome Generation Ecstasy, has his own ideas about

why electronic music is so widely used in ads, despite its unproven potential for profitability. "It's

the visual element," he asserts. "Commercials are a playpen. You're allowed to use cutting edge

film techniques, and things you can't get away with in narrative. And electronic music doesn't

interfere with the process of selling. It's strange that it can be ubiquitous in people's lives and not

be charting in the top 40."

Urdang doesn't think it's strange at all. "To the level that advertising is mainstream, techno is

too. People like using it because it pushes films so hard, clients say, 'I just want to turn it up a notch.'

People react on such a visceral level with that four-on-the-floor beat, they know exactly what you're

trying to say. When I just started five years ago, people were resistant to techno. They'd say. *We

want rock 'n' roll.' Now all they want is electronic music."

Kurt Haluska, a producer at music house Elias Associates NYC, agrees. "It lends itself to

scoring instantly." he says. "Now techno is so prevalent in commercials, I think it's over exposed.

It's already become pass6."

TURNON.
TUNE IN
Think you've been paying
attention to the music

piping through television

commercials? Test your

savvy by matching up the

following artists with the

company they're

huckstering for.

7) Squirrel Nut Zippers 8 ) Crystal Method

In the last five years, advertising has, to borrow a phrase, come a long way, baby. The

disgruntled youth of the early '90s are now the gainfully employed people of the late '90s. And many
of the more music-sawy members of that generation—some of whom, as Hysen points out, may well

have been music directors at their colleges' radio stations—are entering media-related careers with

the hopes of influencing the way the rest of us hear the world. Kaplan, himself, is evidence of this.

"I'm relatively new to advertising, I've only been in it three years," he says. "When I first started I

remember thinking, 'We spend all this money to hire a long-haired guy with a synthesizer who was
maybe in a band 25 years ago.' It was the part of the process that felt the phoniest. I saw there was
a lot of opportunity to go to smaller labels and grant exposure to interesting music you wouldn't

hear anywhere else. It was really gratifying to put Talvin Singh in a Phillips spot."

There's no denying that the music coming out of the tube these days sounds better than

ever, because it's fresher and more current. So why should we bother complaining? As
Kaplan judiciously observes, "Five years ago the question was, 'What pop act?' Now
anything can be discussed." NMM

a ) The Gap e ) Heineken
b) L'Oreal f ) Mazda
c ) Intel Pentium g ) Oldsmobile

d ) Volkswagen h ) Pirelli
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ROLLERCOASTER TYCOON
(MicroProse)—PC

U nless you have a lew weeks (or perhaps

months) of calendar space cleared, do nof buy

RollerCoastei Tycoon: Your friends and family

will not understand that you have an amusement park

to run. It's rewarding work though, so if you lose touch

with people for a while, you can always live

vicariously off the happiness of your patrons. One
click gives you a profile on each park attendee, telling

you how excited they are, how much money they have

left and even how badly they have to use the

bathroom. While RCT revolves around the typical Sim
"scenarios," where you must develop your park to a

stated level in certain amount of time, what makes
this game so addictive is its pure attention to detail.

As the parkmaster. you're in charge of everything from

security, handymen, mechanics, snack stands and
marketing campaigns to the color of rides and the

types of shrubbery. Once you get the hang of the game
itself, it's easy to start constructing monster coasters.

Just make sure to test them first, lest you cause a

horrific accident (I lost 18 people in a coaster crash my
first month on the job). While this all might seem like

a lot to manage, the learning curve for RCT is

remarkably flat—the interface is extremely friendly

and completely intuitive. You'll probably only need to

look to the manual for tips and tricks. Consider

yourself warned. »>Aaron Clow

SID MEYER’S ALPHA CENTAURI
(Electronic Arts)—PC

After pollution and global warfare turns Earth into a barren wasteland, the

United Nations packs up some of the best and brightest to colonize a distant

planet in an attempt to restart humanity. Unfortunately, your lousy ship blows an
O ring and the lot of you wakes up. Luckily, you all resume normal UN practices:

bickering. So, it's up to you to lead one of the quarreling factions as you set up a

new colony on a fungus-ridden planet. You must build bases, develop units,

manage resources, and deal with the odd faction leader who's bent on snagging

some of your turf. Alpha Centauri has it all—diplomacy, warfare, economics,

probe units (step aside Bond, these guys are bad-ass), as well as a sentient life

form that visits you in psychedelic interludes—did I mention it's a fungus-ridden

world? Options abound, from map size, skill and amount of land vs. sea, to what

kind of ideology you'd like to follow (or not). Fear not though, with the onboard

tutor, you'll be stomping on that monopolistic bastard in no time. »>Piggy

BALDUR’S GATE
(Bioware)—PC

TSR's Dungeons And Dragons role-playing franchise has spawned its first

completely accurate computer game in Baldurs Gate. If you've ever rolled a 20-

sided die you'll instantly recognize the framework of this immense game, which

spans five CDs. As the main character, you begin your adventure in the quaint

town of Candlekeep. A sinister story of evil slowly begins to unfold as you travel

across open fields, thick forests, through small villages, and finally, to the city of

Baldur's Gate itself. It pays to speak with travelers you meet along the way. for

they might see fit to join your party and help you fight off any bounty hunters and

monsters you might encounter (yes, eventually you learn there is a price on your

head). For those who haven't yet entered the world of D&D, Baldur's Gate is a

decent place to start. The most essential rules are contained in the relatively

brief manual, as opposed to the tomes which encompass standard Advanced

D&D. Fans of role-playing games may find the D&D rules a little too constricting

at times, but if you're looking for an unrestricted story, nothing comes closer to

non-linear gameplay than Baldurs Gate. »>Aaron Clow

MEDIEVIL
(Sony Computer Entertainment America)—PlayStation

MediEvil has been on the shelves for a while, but if you haven't checked it out, it

certainly deserves a look. As Sir Daniel Fortesque, who led the king's army into

battle against an evil sorcerer and was credited for a victory (even though he

actually got killed during the first charge), you must redeem your good name
among the spirits who know the real story of your demise. The splendid,

cartoonish graphics take a few cues from the films of Tim Burton—eerie

graveyards invade rolling hills, and your own character is but a skeleton of his

former self. What stands out in MediEvil. though, is the fun factor. The game is

just a hoot to play and its puzzles are amusing, if a bit on the easy side. You won't

get lost in the game, nor will you find an area where you simply can't get through

without a little effort. A perfectly balanced game such as MediEvil is a true rarity

and it's a must-have in the library of any well-rounded PlayStation gamer.

»>Aaron Clow
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[Before becoming Francophile chanteuse

April March, the commercial artist also

Iknown as Elinor Blake worked on Archie

IComics and as an animator for Pee-

|

Wee's Playhouse and Hen & Stimpy
]

She's currently taken to oil painting and|

children's book,aspires to illustrate

which makes New York's famous art

Isupply store Pearl Paint a tour-stop

home away from home.

I“l drew just like all little kids do, but I

{was really kind of studious about it. And|

then I just watched, like, a million

Icartoons. I knew when I was a little kid

that that's what I wanted to do. So I'd be

Swatching cartoons all afternoon and my|

parents would come in and go, ‘You can't.

A watch any more cartoons, your brain is

gonna rot.’ And I'd be like, 'No, no, no.

Iyou’II see.' And then it's a joke because,

jyou know, later on I totally held it over my

fimnm and I'd hp like 'See! It all naid off."'
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SO CLEAR. SO PRECISE. MAXELL'S NEW CD-R MUSIC OR MlNlDlSC,

The ultimate Digital music experience

Raise your music to the power of Maxell.

maxell
Copyrighted materia!



houi to use this page

1. Cut along dotted line.

2. Fold in half.

3. Turn sideways so that CMJ
NEW MUSIC faces the spine

of thejewelbox.

4. Slip into our CD holder or a
jewel box.

5. Do not give this product to

children under 12 except under
the advice and supervision of

a doctor.

UJhot to do if your CD
arrived damaged or if you
purchased a copy of CMJ
New Music Monthly and
the CD was broken:

Return the damaged CD to:

CMJ New Music Monthly
Attn.: CD Replacement
11 Middle Neck Road, Ste. 400
Great Neck, NY 11021-2301

A new CD will be sent out to you
immediately upon receipt of your
returned CD!

VISITCMJ ONLINE AT http://WWW.CMJ.COM
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feedback
|^^pr

WIN FREE STUFF FROM CASIO!
Thanks for responding to our feedback form. Each respondent is

automatically entered to win a Casio G-Shock watch. One winner is

chosen randomly each month. To respond, please use any of the available

options (mail, fax, email). Our contact information is at tire left

Mail: CMJ New Music Monthly, 11 Middle Neck Road, Suite 400, Great Neck, NY 11021-2301

FAX: 516.466.7159 e-mail: cmjmonthly@cnij.com Name

City_ State

ENOUGH ABOUT YOU, LET’S TALK ABOUT ME:

1. I am:

male female

2. I am:

under 18

45 & up

35-44

25-34

18-24

beyond age

3. And I buy

0-2

3-5

CDs per month:

6-10

G more than 10

Please rate your reaction to each track:

5 = love

4 = just friends

3 = pleasant ambivalence

2 = benign indifference

1 = nausea

Check box if this CD introduced you to the artist:

L LIMP BIZKIT

2. ORANGE 9MM
3. NEW AMERICAN SHAME

4. GUIDED BY VOICES

5. WEEN

6. PROZZAK

7. CARL HANCOCK RUX

8. KOOL KEITH

9. G. LOVE AND SPECIAL SAUCE 5

10. SPAIN

11. MISHKA

12. PRAGA KHAN

13. MIKEERRICO

14. GORDON

15. KATIES

16. LONDON SUEDE

17. BIF NAKED

18. RYE COALITION

19. LOUIS PHILIPPE

20. SMOKE CITY

(from Onda Sonora: Red Hot + Lisbon)

Will you be purchasing any of the discs from any of the disc’s

featured artists?

Yes No

Which section in the magazine do you read first?

Cover story Best New Music Reviews

Letters To The Editor Quick Fix On The Verge

Life/Style On The CD

other

How many other people (besides yourself) read the

magazine? Listen to the disc?

How did you get CMJ New Music Monthl/t

G subscription G newsstand G record store

Q bookstore G other

Would you like to hear from our advertisers?

G Maxell CD-R Q TDK

G Timex O Casio G-Shock

Do you own (check all that apply)?

G Computer with CD-R burner

G MP3 files on your computer

G MP3 player (Diamond Rio)

G mini-disc recorder

Q CD-R recorder



artist index
(label) Where Covered, website

)808 State (Rephlex) Flashback p. 69

mww.808stite.com

lAmorphis (Relapse) Metal p. 65

iMsers.aol.com/carcolepsy/amoqihis/index.html

lArsonists (Matador) On The Verge p. 18

unember.aol.com/SETTNFIRES/ONFIRLhtml

lAutechre (Nothing) Reviews p. 42

i'www.geocities.com/ad container/pop.htmf?cuid=1

SJ199&keywords=none

basement iaxx (Astralwerks) feature p. 28

>8ertine (Nettwerk) Reviews p. 42 www.bertine.com

I81ack Box Recorder (ietset) Reviews p. 42

i8ullfrog (Bullfrog) Singles p. 68

i8urzum (Misanthropy) Metal p. 65

mww.bumim.com

iCake Like (Vapor) Reviews p. 42

spleen,mit.edu/cakelike.html

&Can (Mute) The Scene Is Now p. 62

mww.czuhay.de

iCathedral (Earache) Metal p. 65

iCibo Matto (Warner Bros.) feature p. 24

mww.damoon.net/CIBO.htm

lOrty (Sony Legacy) Flashback p. 69

>Company Flow (Rawkus) Hip-Hop p. 67

mww.rawkus.com/cofkm.html

iCul De Sac (Thirsty Ear) Reviews p. 43

mwwl.shore.net/~csf/culdesac.htm

'O’Arcangelo (Rephlex) Dance p. 66

uulia Darling (Wind-Up) Life/Style p. 76

mww.juliadariing.com

10J Spinna (Rawkus) Hip-Hop p. 67

jOuiiip (Shrimper) Quick Fix p. 16

iHamza El Din (Sounds True) Reviews p. 43

Stew (Om) Reviews p. 43

'Electronic (Pariophone UK) Singles p. 68

mww.wbr.com/eiectronk

Mike Errico (Hybrid) On The CD p. 83

mww.enico.com

elssex Green (Sudden Shame) Singles p. 68

thrallim Fener (Nonesuch) Reviews p. 44

Flaming Lips (Warner Bros.) Feature p. 32

www. haminglips.com

front Line Assembly (Metropolis) Reviews p. 44

www.industriai.net

.2. Love & Special Sauce (0keh-550) Reviews p. 44,

uln The CD p. 83 www.users,fastnet/-sbeebe/giove.htm

iSordon (550) On The CD p. 83

Macy Gray (Epic) Best New Music p. 21

j2uided By Voices (TVT) Quick Fix p. 9, On The CD

83 www.gbv.com

iSuitar Wolf (Matador) Reviews p. 44

>Hades Almighty (Hammerheart) Metal p. 65

iHandsome Family (Mag Wheel) Singles p. 68

lXristin Hersh (4AD) Reviews p. 45

www.geocdies.com/SunsetStrip/Backstage/4695/

>Holy Modal Rounders (Rounder) Reviews p. 45

www.efn.org/~dan m/Weber.html

)lood (Drop Beat) Singles p. 68

tfyoii Ikeda (Noton) Singles p. 68

OQU (K) Quick Fix p. 12

Lesley Brothers (Sony Legacy) Flashback p. 69

www.geocdies.com/SunsetStrip/Alley/1973

eamiroquai (WORK) Q&A p. 17

wwwJamiroquai.com

freedy Johnston (Elektra) Reviews p. 45

>members.home.net8Q/megami

s'aul Jones (Fat Possum-Epitaph) Reviews p. 46

uud Jud (No Idea) Singles p. 68

uune Of 44 (Quarterstick) Reviews p. 46

vrsers.skynet.be/xenon/mdex2.htm

slaties (Spongebath-Elektra) Reviews p. 46, On The

i:d p. 83

i*raga Khan (Antler Subway-Never) Reviews p. 48,

i6n The CD p. 83

www.lordsofacid.pragakhan.com/index.html

jlool Keith (Ruffhouse-Red Ink) Reviews p. 48, On

[The CD p. 83

ilrispy (Bomb Hip Hop) Best New Music p. 22

Labradford (Kranky) Reviews p. 48

www.brainwashed.com/iabradford

Lamb (Mercury) Best New Music p. 21

www.angelhre.com/me/simonhauge/lamb.html

Lexanculpt (Orange) Dance p. 66

Limp Bizkit (Interscope) cover story p. 36, On The CD

p. 83 wwwjbseconbay.com/Kevin/Kevin/lrames.html

London Suede (Nude-Columbia) Reviews p. 50, On

The CD p. 83 www.suede.net

Lootpack (Stones Throw) Hip-Hop p. 67

Los Lobos (Hollywood) Best New Music p. 22

www.wbr.com/1osiobos/

Lynnfield Pioneers (Matador) Ufe/Style p. 71

Madonna (Maverick-Wamer Bros.) Singles p. 68

www.mlvc.org/giriie

Makesnd (Mille Plateaux) Dance p. 66

Mishka (Creation-Epic) On The CD p. 83

www.creation.co.uk/artists/mishka

Music Tapes (Merge) Reviews p. 50

Mercyful Fate (Metal Blade) Metal p. 65

truemetai.org/oath

Mr. Bungle (Ipecac) Quick Fix p. 10

www.wco.com/~acedia

p-Ziq (Astralwerks) Dance p. 66

www.astrahverks.com/muziq

Bif Naked (Atlantic) On The CD p. 83

wwwjngedire.com/sys/toolbar.html

New American Shame (Lava-Atlantic) On The Verge

p. 18, On The CD p. 83

Novak (Parasol) Reviews p. 52

www.robinsonworid. freeserve.co.uk

Orange 9mm (Ng) Best New Music p. 22, On The CD

p. 83 www.geocdks.com/SunsetStrip/AUey/S076

Os Mutantes (Luaka Bop) (Omplatten) Quick Fa p. 15

Pan Sonic (Mute) Singles p. 68

www.sci.fi/~phinnweb/panasonic

Gram Parsons (Almo Sounds) Reviews p. 54

www.gramparsons.com

Louis Philippe (Le Grand Magistery) Reviews p. 53

Plaid (Nothing) Reviews p. 53

Prooak (Epic) On The CD p. 83 www.prozzak.com

Sun Ra (Total Energy-Bomp!) Flashback p. 69

www.dpo.uab.edu/~moudry/mdex.htm

Raluel (MCA) Hip-Hop p. 67

Reveille (Elektra) Reviews p. 54

Carl Hancock Rux (550) On The CD p. 83

Rye Coalition (Gem Blandsten) Reviews p. 55, On

The CO p. 83

Omar Santana (Moonshine) Mixed Signals p. 61

Schneider TM (Mute) Reviews p. 55

Self (Spongebath-DreamWorks) On The Verge p. 18

wwwjpongebath.net/sed/index.html

Sensational (WordSound) Hip-Hop p. 67

Smoke City (Red Hot-Bar/None) Reviews p. 52, On

The CO p. 83

Spain (Restless) Reviews p. 56, On The CD p. 83

home.sol.no/~jsaghaug/spain.htm

Super Furry Animals (Ftydaddy) Quick Fix p. 14

pages.eidosnet.co.uk/~bradc/sfa/super.html

Nobukazu Takemura (Thrill Jockey) Reviews p. 56

Thievery Corporation (Studio K7) Mixed Signal* p. 61

Those Bastard Souls (V2) Reviews p. 57

Tight Bros. From Way Back When (Kill Rock Stars)

Reviews p. 57

grace.evergreen.edu/%7Etumeral/home.html

Peter Tosh (Sony Legacy) Flashback p. 69

home.earthlink.net/~danieln/wailersnewsk.html

Ali Farka Toure (Rykodisc) Reviews p. 58

www.ciub.innet.be/~year2229/WestAfrica/Artists/

aft_m.html

Two Lone Swordsmen (Matador) Reviews p. 58

Townes Van Zandt (Arista Austin) Reviews p. 59

www.townesvanzandt.com

Caetano Veloso (Nonesuch) Best New Musk p. 21

www.caetanoveioso.com.br

Ween (Elektra) Reviews p. 59, On The CD p. 83

www.ween.org

Big Joe Williams (Aihoolie) Flashback p. 69

LABELS OF ARTISTS WHO APPEAR IN THIS ISSUE

directory

4AD
P.O. Box 48187
Lot Angeles. CA 90046

Oglio

P.O. Box 404-PI

Redondo Beach, CA 90277

4 Alarm
660 W. Lake St.

Chicago, IL 60661

Interscope-Geffen-AAM Om
10900 WHshire Blvd.. Ste. 1230 24S S. Van Nmi Ave. #303
Los Angeles, CA 90024 San Francisco, CA 94103

5SO Madison Ave.

New York, NY 10022

S50.‘qry

360 N. La Cienega BM.
Los Angeles. CA 90048

Arista

6 W. 57th St
New York, NY 10019

740 Broadway, 2nd a
New York, NY 10003
wwwJngress.com/~iefH/btgcat/fetut/

jetsei.htmJ

P.O. Box 7154
Olympia, WA 98507

Kill Rock Stars

120 N£ Slate Ave. *418
Olympia, WA 98501

Omplatten

360 Atlantic Ave. *111
Brooklyn. NY 11217

Orange

P.0. Box 253
Atwood. CA 92811

Parasol

905 S. Lynn St
Urbana, IL 61801

Quarterstick

P.O. Box 25342
Chicago, IL 60625

Le Grand Magistery

P.O. Box 611
Bloomfield Hills. Ml 48303-0611

1290 Ave. of the Americas

New York, NY 10104

Bomb Hip Hop
4104 24th St *105
San Francisco. CA 94114

P.0. Box 573
Place du Parc Post Office

Montreal, PQ H2W 2P2

1750 N. Vine St
Hollywood, CA 90028
WWW.hodywoodandvint.

.

New York, NY 10022

Drop Beat

P.O. Box 99156
Emeryville, CA 94662
mww.dropbtal.com

Earache

295 Lafayette St. Ste. 915
New York. NY 10012
www.eanche.com

Eighteenth Street Lounge
1212 18th SL NW
Washington, DC 20036
www.estmosk.com

Elektra

75 Rockefeller Plata

New York. NY 10019

550 Madison Ave.

New York. NY 10022

Epitaph

2798 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90026

P.0. Box 20
Prince St Ste.

New York, NY 10012

Box 277. 6300 AS

P.0. Box 652, Cooper Sta.

New York. NY 10276
www.luakabop.com

www.magwheel.com

8000 Beverty Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90048
www.maverickrc.com

MCA
70 Universal City Plata

Universal City. CA 91608

2345 Emnger Road, Ste. 108
Sind Valley. CA 93065

P.0. Box 54307
Philadelphia, PA 19105

Mille Plateaux

Weserstrasse 7

60329 Frankfurt

P.0. Box 9, Hadleigh

140 West 22nd St, Ste. 10A
New York. NY 10011

Ng
622 Broadway, Rm. 4B
New York. NY 10012

P.0. Box 2676
London Nil 1AZ

UK

Sony Legacy

550 Madison Ave.

New York. NY 10022

Sounds True

P.O. Box 8010
Boulder. CO 80306

Studio K7
210 Fifth Ave.

New York, NY 10010

Thirsty Ear

274 Madison Ave.. Ste. 804
New York, NY 10016

23 L Fourth St, 3rda
New York. NY 10003
www.Mrecords.com

14 East Fourth St. 3rd a
New York, NY 10012
www.tmgjoke.com/v2

Vannr

2644 30th St
Santa Monica, CA 90405

Warner Bros.

3300 Warner Bhd.

Burbank, CA 91505

WordSound
129 N. 11th St
Brooklyn. NY 11211
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just out

July 13

DAVID BALL Play Warner Bios.

BELLE AND SEBASTIAN Tigermilk Matador

—Reissue of Scottish group's long-out-of-print debut album

COVENANT Dreams Oi A Cryotank; Europa: Sequencer:

Theramin (EP) (reissues) Metropolis

HENRY COW Unrest NorthSide

DEERHOOr HoldyPaw 5RC-KH1 Rock Stars

TERRY DEXTER Terry Dexter Warner Bros.

QADJITS Wish We Never Met Hellcat

GANO STARR Full Clip: A Decade of Gang Starr Virgin

PETE HAM Golders Green Rykodisc

—Second disc of previously unreleased tracks recorded by

the Badfinger frontman in his home studio

HOLY MODAL ROUNDERS Too Much Fun Rounder

—First album in 20 years from influential D1Y folk band

PAUL JONES Pucker Up Buttercup Fat Possum-Epitaph

—The artist formerly known as Paul "Wine" /ones

KATIES The Katies Spongebath-Elektra

LIL' ED AND THE BLUES IMPERIALS Get Wild

Alligator

LORDS Or ACID Expand Your Head Antler Subway-

Nevei

MR. BUNGLE California Warner Bros.

—The latest from the band fronted by former Faith No More

vocalist Mike Patton

ORANGE 9MM Pretend I'm Human Ng

KENDALL PAYNE Jordan's Sister Capitol

KELLY JOE PHELPS Shine Eyed Misted Zen Rykodisc

POCKET SIZE 100 Percent Human Atlantic

MAXI PRIEST Combination Virgin

SCHNEIDER TM Moist Mute

SHOWOFF Falling Star Maverick

SOUNDTRACK Eyes Wide Shut Reprise

—Soundtrack to Kubrick's final film, including classical

scores, some jazz (Brad Mehldau, Oscar Peterson Trio) and a

David Kahne (producer of Sugar Ray and Sublime) mix of

"Baby Did A Bad, Bad Thing" (from Chris Isaak's 1995 album.

Forever Blue/

SUPER FURRY ANIMALS Guerrilla Flydaddy

THOSE BASTARD SOULS Debt & Departure V2

—Second album by group featuring former members of the

Grifters, the Dambuilders and the late Jeff Buckley's band

JASON TRAEGER My Religion Is Love K

VARIOUS ARTISTS Devil's Time NorthSide

—Collection of Norwegian fiddle tunes by Knut Hamie, Ale

Moller, Bukkene Bruse and others

VARIOUS ARTISTS Return Of The Grievous Angel

A/mo Sounds
—Star-studded tribute to Gram Parsons, featuring Cowboy

Junkies, Pretenders, Evan Dando, Lucinda Williams and

many others

VARIOUS ARTISTS Revenge Of The B-Boy Bomb

—Soundtrack to a breakdancing movie (1 Saw Your Mama
Breakdancing Buck Nakedj still looking for distribution;

includes DJ Faust and Shortee, Hydroponic, and others

VARIOUS ARTISTS Unknown Werks Astralwerks

—Compilation of unsigned American electronic artists

VARIOUS ARTISTS Wizard Women Of The North

NorthSide

—All female Nordic artists including Annbjorg Lien, Hege

Rimestad and Tellu

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT Social Studies Hannibal

—Collection of the topical songs Wainwright has recorded

for NPR over the years, including anthems about some of

our most-beloved national scandals

WHORIDAS High Times SouthpawlDelicious Vinyl-TVT

—Second album from Bay Area Rappers: features Xzibit,

Son Doobie, Yukmouth and others

July 20

RICO BELL AND THE SNAKE HANDLERS Dark

Side Oi The Mersey Bloodshot

—MeJrons accordionist's sophomore solo CD
CAFE TACUBA Reves/Yosoy Warner Bros.

DECODED FEEDBACK EVOLution Metropolis

EVIL TAMBOURINES Library Nation Sub Pop

—New Northwest hip-hop act; features vocals from Lois

Maffeo and Some Velvet Sidewalk's A1 Larsen

FUNDISHA No More Tears Epic

ROBYN HITCHCOCK Jewels For Sophia Warner Bros.

JULIO IGLESIAS. JR. Under My Eyes Epic

—Does Willie Nelson have a son?

FREEDY JOHNSTON Blue Days. Black Nights Elektra

BOBBY MATOS Live At MOCA Cubop

NERVES New Animal Thrill Jockey

PUCHO Caliente Con Soul Cubop

QUANNUM Spectrum Quannum

—Debut for West Coast hip-hop super group featuring Josh

Davis (DJ Shadow) and members of Blackalicious and Latryx

LALO SCHRIFRIN Talkin' Verve Verve

SOUNDTRACK Outside Providence Giant-Reprise

—Soundtrack to next Fanelly Bros. (There's Something

About Mary) film, including 70s rock from Wings, Eagles

and others

VARIOUS ARTISTS Altered States Of Drum & Bass

#1— Raymond Roker Om
—Jungle compilation mixed by URB magazine publisher

Raymond Roker

VARIOUS ARTISTS Intimate Portrait: Women Of

Country Rhino

—Inspired by Lifetime television series, this compilation

features Barbara Mandrell, Tammy Wynette, Tanya Tucker

and others; subsequent releases to include Women Of Soul

and Women Of Rock

VARIOUS ARTISTS Onda Sonora: Red Hot + Lisbon

Red Hot-Bar/None

—11th album for AIDS relief organization, featuring 40

artists from 11 countries, all singing in Portuguese

ZAKK WYLDE Book Of Shadows Spitfire

—Reissue with bonus tracks, extra CD

July 27

BLUE OYSTER CULT Best Of Sony Legacy

PHIL COLLINS BIG BAND A Hot Night In Pam
Atlantic

EARTH, WIND it FIRE Gratitude: That’s The Way of the

World: All N‘ All Sony Legacy

—Expanded edition reissues with bonus tracks; mostly live

and alternate takes

EYC I Feel It Red Ant

—American pop trio. <3r la 'N Sync

MACY GRAY Macy Gray On How Life Is Clean

Slate-Epic

ISLEY BROTHERS It's Your Thing: The Story Of The

Isley Brothers Sony Legacy

—Three-CD retrospective

LAMB Fear Of Fours Mercury

p*ZIQ Royal Astronomy Astralwerks

PORTABLE Secret Life TVT

SLO LEAK When the Clock Strikes 12 TVT

SOUNDTRACK Love Stinks Red Ant

SOUNDTRACK Soul Ecstasy Emperor Norton

—Soundtrack from a 1972 psychedelic blaxploitation film

that was only shown in a few theaters

TOWER Or POWER Soul Vaccination: Tower Of Power

Live Sony Legacy

—New 30th Anniversary live album, recorded in San

Francisco in 1998

VARIOUS ARTISTS East Coast Of Oil Radical

—Featuring Wretched Ones, Infiltrators. Ducky Boys, Cuffs,

Heidnick Stew, Niblick Henbane and others

August 3

AMAZING CROWNS Royal Monolytb

—Formerly known as Amazing Royal Crowns

CLUB TROPICANA Club Tropicana Atlantic

—Soundtrack to Cuban dance show

CATIE CURTIS A Crash Course in Roses Rykodisc

O. LOVE it SPECIAL SAUCE Philadelphonic Okeh-550

GUIDED BY VOICES Do The Collapse TVT

—Produced by Cars-man flic Ocasek

BETH HART Screamin' For My Supper Atlantic

MACHA See It Another Way Jetset

TAJ MAHAL it TOUMANI DIABATE Kulanjan

Hannibal

—Taj Mahal and Mali's Toumani Diabate (on African harp-

lute). together with a Malian ensemble

PIETASTERS Awesome Mixtape 46 Hellcat

SORTEN MULD Mark II NorthSide

SOUNDTRACK The White Boys TVT

—New tracks by Big Pun, Snoop Dogg, Hurricane 8r The

Flipmode Squad. Raekwon, Can-l-bus, and Common &
Slick Rick

SPEECH Hoopla TVT

—Solo release from Arrested Development frontman

August 10

BASEMENT JAXX Remedy Astralwerks

—Debut from British house duo

BIS Social Dancing Grand Royal-Capitol

—Long delayed second album from Scottish pop group

DAVID BOYKIN OUTET Evidence Of Life On Other

Planets Thrill Jockey

JONBRION Meaningless Atlantic

—Producer of Rufus Wainwright, Fiona Apple and others

goes solo with pop debut

NORMAN BROWN Celebration Warner Bros.

SARAH DOUGHER Day One K

—Debut album from member of the Lookers and the Crabs

EAST RIVER PIPE The Gasoline Age Merge

ETERNALS Where Will We Live Now Thrill Jockey

GOMEZ Virgin

IQU(MIRANDA JULY Girls On Dates EP K
ISOTOPE 217 Utonian Automatic Thrill Jockey

BOB JAMES Joyride Warner Bros.

LUCY NATION On Maverick

MADDER ROSE Hello June Fool Thirsty Ear

NAKED RAYOUN Basement Screams EP; Throb Throb;

All Rise; Jettison; Understand?; Raygun...Naked Raygun

(reissues) Touch And Go

—Touch And Go reissues the catalog of Chicago punk band

PSYCHOTICA Pandemic Red Ant

SKULL KONTROL Deviate Beyond All Means Of

Capture Touch And Go

—Debut album from Washington, DC. band combining

members of the Monorchid and the Delta 72

SKUNK ANANSIE Post Orgasmic Chill Virgin

SPLIT LIP BAYFIELD In The Mud Bloodshot

ERIC REED Manhattan Melodies Verve

SUPERCHUNK Come Pick Me Up Merge

—New album produced by Jim O'Rourke

SUPERCHUNK Superchunk; No Pocky For Kitty; On The

Mouth (reissues) Merge

SUPERSUCKERS The Greatest Rock 'N Roll Band In

The World Sub Pop

—28 tracks spanning their career to date, including a

number of unreleased tracks

TNT Hansistor Spitfire

TRAILER BRIDE Whine De Lune Bloodshot

STEVE VAI The Elusive Light 81 Sound Epic

VARIOUS ARTISTS Temple Of Hip-Hop Reprise

— KRS-One-assembled compilation of new material from

Big Daddy Kane, Chemist, Mad Lion. Thor-El. Ras Kass.

Scaramanga and others

WESTBAM Beat Box Rocker (12") Mute

86 newmusic
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(continued from page 90)

charging a $10-15 cover when touring bands come through—but it's

worth the extra cash. Most of the time, the Tea Room, with an interior

that recalls old Texas dance halls, is a haven for the "no depression"

set, but it has also booked shows by bands like Built To Spill. Deep

Ellum Live, on the other hand, makes up for what it lacks in

ambiance by hosting great shows by the likes of bigger national

acts like the Descendents, Rocket From The Crypt, and Sebadoh.

The Dallas club scene has few entries, but there is one worth

mentioning: the Lizard Lounge (2424 Swiss, 826-4768), owned in

part by Hollywood Hogan's tag-team partner, Dennis Rodman. Local

DJs spin most nights of the week, and Barry Ashworth of the Dub

Pistols and Deejay Punk-Roc have played DJ sets in recent months.

Curtain Club (2800 Main. 742-2336) is one of the newer venues

in town, and also one of the most Dallas-centric: The club has a

fairly strict locals-only booking policy. It can result in more than its

fair share of off-nights—few cities have enough good bands to fill an

entire month of shows, let alone a year—but the Curtain Club is

proof enough of the wealth of talent Dallas has to offer. And the

Curtain Club's front room. Liquid Lounge, is one of the only spots in

town to check out Dallas's sorely under-appreciated hip-hop scene.

Record Stores

Like most other major cities, Dallas's mom-and-pop record shops are

being edged out by the big chain stores. But a few stalwarts remain,

such as Bill’s Records And Tapes (8118 Spring Valley, 972-234-

1496), an oasis built from dust and cardboard. Owner Bill Wisener

has been a fixture in North Dallas for 17 years, and can usually be

found chain-smoking behind the counter as he sings along to Ben

Harper albums. He has a fortune in memorabilia on the walls and in

the bins, and even longtime employees don't know where everything

in the store is. But if you dig long enough, you're sure to find some

bit of treasure.

And if that Bill doesn't have it, then another Bill—Bill Stafford

—

probably does. His store, CD World (5706 E. Mockingbird, 826-1885),

may have a generic-sounding name, but it has an impeccable

selection. The store is scarcely bigger than most living rooms, yet

the staff makes every bit count, especially when it comes to the used

CD section, which is easily the best in Dallas.

If vinyl is what you're after, look no further than Collectors

Records (10616 Garland Road, 327-3313). The employees are serious

music fans and will probably know what you're looking for even if

you don't. Bonus: Collectors also buys and sells eight-track tapes.

Restaurants

Sushi Nights (2604 Main, 752-0100) is the Dallas music community's

clubhouse, with local artists making up much of the clientele and

almost all of the staff. The restaurant clears out a few of its tables on

weekends so bands can play; it’s not uncommon to see a

performance by the same people who just served you your food.

If you're in the mood for Mexican food, you can't go wrong with

Sol's Taco Lounge (2626 Commerce, 651-SOLS), the home of some

of the best salsa north of the border. Jim Heath, known to most as the

Reverend Horton Heat, can be regularly found in one of Sol's back

booths, digging into a plate of tacos, which are as good as they are

cheap.

And there is perhaps no better place to go after a night on the

town than Cafe Brazil (2815 Elm, 747-2730), where you can relieve

the hunger—and the guilt—caused by drinking your dinner. The

food is good and good for you, and the coffee more than lives up to

the restaurant's name.

All phone numbers are area code 214, unless otherwise indicated.

Zac Crain is the music editor at the Dallas Observer.
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W hen Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots from a mail-

order rifle out of a sixth-floor window at Dallas's Texas

School Book Depository, he killed President John F.

Kennedy and our city's reputation at the same time. Dallas became

known as The City of Hate in the public's mind, and even three

decades later it seems as though we may never shake that stigma.

Especially because, by now, that reputation has actually become

helpful to the city's tourism industry. The Sixth Floor Museum
(411 Elm, 747-6660) and the Conspiracy Museum (110 S. Market,

741-3040) offer differing versions of the truth for a price. And
nightclubs such as the Ruby Room (3606 Greenville, 823-8333),

named after Oswald gunman Jack Ruby, have turned the

assassination into a kitschy gimmick, down to a Grassy Knoll built

with Astroturf.

While Dallas seems to get much of its historical identity from

that one moment in 1963, the city's music and the area where much
of it comes from—a three-block area known as Deep Ellum—has a

rich history, with defining moments spread across the entire

century. That history begins in the 1920s, when bluesmen like Blind

Lemon Jefferson, Lightnin' Hopkins, and Huddie "Leadbelly"

Ledbetter sang about the "Deep Ellum Blues" in cafes and

speakeasies. It also includes a crucial era in the '80s when a small

collection of musicians and artists reclaimed the area with a series

of "outlaw parties."

Stevie Ray Vaughan was born in Dallas and played his first

shows here. Willie Hutch—the Motown songwriter who penned "I'll

Be There" for the Jackson 5—still lives on the outskirts of town.

Erykah Badu got her start here, as did Butthole Surfer Gibby

Haynes and Robbie Van Winkle, better known as Vanilla Ice. (Okay,

so we're not so proud of that one.) Dallas's more recent musical

contributions include everything from the psychedelic freakouts of

Tripping Daisy to the boogie punk of the Toadies to the twangy pop

of the Old 97's. All of which has very little to do with the fact that

Dallas is where JFK lost his life a generation ago. Here are some

places that may help the city earn a reputation for something other

than that one ghastly event.

Venues

Sadly, commerce has recently begun to take its toll on Deep Ellum;

a handful of developers have decided to clean up the area, take out

the trash, and build loft apartments. The Orbit Room, one of the

city's last true punk rock dives, was forced to shut its doors late last

year, and more clubs will probably meet the same fate before long.

Club Clearview (2806 Elm, 939-0077) is one of the few links to

Dallas and Deep Ellum's recent past. Since its early origins as one

of Deep Ellum’s first real clubs, Clearview has abandoned its

former location for a space housing four separate, but not equal,

establishments under one roof. The other three—Blind Lemon,
A rt Bar, and R e d—have sold out to the rich kids and young

professionals, but Clearview keeps the flickering spirit of the long-

gone "outlaw parties" alive, with performances every weekend by

local luminaries such as the Commercials and the

Tomorrowpeople.

Trees (2709 Elm, 748-5009), so named because the ceiling

inside has been painted to look like a forest, is where the best local

and national acts come to play; the eclectic venue recently hosted

a rare performance by the Flaming Lips. A few times a month, the

club offers free shows featuring some of the better bands in town,

such as Legendary Crystal Chandelier, which is fronted by Deep
Ellum veteran Peter Schmidt. B a r Of Soap (3615 Parry, 823-6617)

also offers free shows and, as an added bonus, you can do your

laundry at one of the machines in the back of the venue.

The Gypsy Tea Room (2548 Elm, 74-GYPSY) and Deep
Ellum Live (2727 Canton, 748-6222) are a bit more expensive

—

(continued on page 89)



DEBUT ALBUM
TEN THOUSAND NIGHTS

IN STORES NOW.

Featuring "The Rest of You"
Contact the band at www.OldPike.com for all the latest tour dates, band info

and for your chance to get a free, 3-song CD sampler.

Produced, recorded and mixed by Jim Scott
Management: Alan Wolmark at

Catch Old Pike On Tour Now
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